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Understanding the fundamentals of composting science from a pragmatic perspective of
necessity involves mixtures of different sizes and types of particles in constantly changing
environmental conditions, in particular temperature. The complexity of composting is
affected by this environmental variation.

With so much „noise‟ in the system, a question

arises as to the need to understand the detail of this complexity as understanding any part
of composting with more precision than this level of noise is not likely to result in greater
understanding of the system.

Yet some compost piles generate offensive odours while

others don‟t and science should be able to explain this difference. A driver for this
research was greater understanding of potential odour, which is assumed to arise from the
anaerobic core of a composting particle.

It follows that the size of this anaerobic core

could be used as an indicator of odour potential.

A first step in this understanding is the

need to determine which parts of a composting particle are aerobic, from which the
anaerobic proportion can be determined by difference. To this end, this thesis uses a
finite volume method of analysis to determine the distribution of oxygen at sub-particle
scales. Diffusion laws were used to determine the thickness of each finite volume.
The resulting model, called micro-environment analysis, was applied to a composting
particle to enable determination of onion ring type volumes of compost (called microenvironments) containing substrates (further subdivided into substrate fractions) whose
concentrations could be determined to high precision by the application of first-order
degradation kinetics to each of these finite volumes. Determination of the oxygen
concentration at a micro-environment‟s inner boundary was achieved by using the
Stępniewski equation. The Stępniewski model was derived originally for application to
soil aeration and enables each micro-environment to have its own oxygen uptake rate and
diffusion coefficient.
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This first version of micro-environment analysis was derived from the simpler solution to
diffusion laws, based on the assumption of non-diffusible substrate.

It was tested against

three sets of experimental data with two different substrates:


Particle size trials using dog sausage as substrate – where the peak composting rate
was successfully predicted, as a function of particle size.



Temperature trials using pig faeces and a range of particle sizes – The results
showed the potential of micro-environment analysis to identify intriguing
temperature effects, in particular, a different temperature effect (Q10) and fraction
proportion was indicated for each substrate fraction. Smaller particle sizes, and
possibly outward diffusion of substrate confounded a clear experimental signal.



Diffusion into a pile trials which showed that the time course of particles deeper in
the pile could be predicted by the physics of oxygen distribution. A fully
computed prediction would need an added level of computational complexity in
micro-environment analysis, arising from there being two intertwined phases, gas
phase and substrate (particle) phase. Each phase needs its own microenvironment calculations which can not be done in isolation from each other.

Unexplainable parts of the composting time course are likely to be partly explained by the
outward diffusion of substrate towards the inward-moving oxygen front.

Although the

possibility of alternative electron acceptors can not be discounted as a partial explanation.
To test the theory, a new experimental reactor was developed using calorimetry. With an
absolute sensitivity of 0.132 J hr-1 L-1 and a measurement frequency of 30 minutes, the
reactor was able to detect the energy required to humidify the input air, and „see‟ when
composting begins to decline as oxygen is consumed. Optimisation of the aeration
pumping frequency using the evidence from the data was strikingly apparent immediately
after setting the optimum frequency.
Micro-environment analysis provides a framework by which several physical effects can
be incorporated into compost science.

Key words: diffusion\ moving boundary\ composting\ rate constant\ calorimetry\
reactor\ micro-environment analysis\ kinetics\ waste treatment.
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NOTATION and TERMINOLOGY
This thesis crosses several disciplines, consequently notation norms for each discipline
clash when combined.

As most of these clashes only occur in specific parts of the thesis

then the norms of each discipline are retained as far as possible with an explanation as
appropriate.

For example, k in its thermodynamic context only occurs in the

experimental chapter when the thermal insulation of the reactors is discussed. Elsewhere
k is used in its microbial context as a rate constant.

Similar confusion is likely to arise

over the use of first-order as it is used in two contexts: diffusion law where it describes
oxygen consumption and composting where it describes substrate consumption (the
relationship between these is discussed further on page xix).

Symbols and Acronyms (Roman)
cm2

A

Cross sectional area

BM

Bulking material

CAr

Arrhenius exponent = (lnQ10)÷10

Ci

Seconds in interval ti/10^6

CT

Temperature dependent constant

CLn

Logarithmic growth phase constant

CO2

Oxygen concentration

C

Concentration

D

Diffusion coefficient

cm2 s-1

E

Energy density of substrate

MJ cm-3

FAS

Free Air Space

-

Flux

Oxygen flow through surface

mg cm-2 s-1

h

Molar relationship (eg. moles O2 consumed per mole substrate)
mol/mol

K

Half rate constant

g O2 L-1

k

Rate Constant

W MJ-1

k

Thermal conductivity

W m-1 °C-1

m

Micro-environment index

integer

MEA

Micro-environment analysis

Mix

Compost wet weight

g

Mult

Rate constant multiplier

-

n

Number of micro-environments

integer

YM*k-ke
mg cm-3

xiv

NB

Normalised biomass (growth phase parameter)Xt/Xmax

P

Pump capacity

cm3 min-1

Q

Composting rate

W cm-3

Q10

The proportionate change in composting rate for each 10°C change in
temperature.

q‟‟‟

Volumetric heat generation (Sect. 5.4.2.1.1)

W m-3

R

Mixing ratio

g g-1

RQ

Respiratory quotient: CO2 produced per unit O2 consumed.

r

Particle radius

r

Rate of uptake or generation of a solute, or of substrate
consumption
mg cm-3 s-1

SA

Surface area

cm2

t

Time

Day

T

Temperature

°C

U

Heat transfer coefficient

W m-2 °C-1

V

Volume

cm3

VOA

Volatile organic acids

-

VOR

Volumetric oxygen consumption rate

mg(O2) cm-3(particle)

VS

Volatile solids (organic fraction)

g

W

Weight

g

X

Biomass

Ym

Microbial yield

gmicrobes g-1substrate

z

Micro-environment thickness

cm

zl

Oxygen penetration limit

cm

cm

Symbols (Greek)
θ

Gravimetric moisture content Wwater/Wtotal

%

ø

Particle diameter

cm

Φ

Volume proportion

α

Weight proportion

Subscripts
A,B

Index for electron acceptor (see Equation 3-6)

an

Anaerobic

aer

Aerobic
xv

Ar

Arrhenius (see CAr in Symbols)

BM

Bulking material

component

Either bulking material or substrate

e

Endogenous respiration

f

Fast fraction

h

Humification fraction

i

Analysis interval

l

Limit of oxygen penetration

Ln

Logarithmic (see CLn in Symbols)

m

Micro-environment index (1,2,..)

m

Maximum eg Ym = maximum growth rate (Section 5.5.2.2)

Part

Particle

pile

All of: FAS, BM and substrate

r

A particle radius determined by upper and lower sieve sizes

S

Any fraction (fast, slow, humification ….)

s

Slow fraction

sub

Substrate

trans

The transition between exponential and logarithmic stage of the
growth phase.

w

Wall temperature (Section 5.2.2.1.1)

y1

The time when the growth phase parameter =1

Format
The format for the notation in this thesis is:
Parameter Scale (fraction) (time)
For example: Em(f)(t) ≡ Energy density of the fast fraction in micro-environment m at time
t.
Most of these calculations assume the substrate is the only active component of the
composting mix and assumes that the bulking material only takes up space at the pile scale.
If necessary, the above format could be extended to an analysis inclusive of BM by
addition of an extra subscript level, which would identify the component that the parameter
applies to.

The same format also accommodates a mixture of different sized particles:
Parameter Scale (component) (fraction) (time)
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Where component can be further subdivided into particle size e.g. BM(r) ≡ bulking
material of particle size r.

Application to Scale
Three scales need to be considered:


Pile



Particle – disassemble a pile piece by piece with a pair of tweezers and the pieces
represent the particles as used in this thesis. They can be further subdivided based
on source into:

- where: Pile = ∑(particles) + air.

o bulking material
o substrate


Sub-particle (micro-environment) - where: ∑(micro-environments) = particle.

At the particle scale, bulking material will generally differ from substrate in its composting
time course and therefore each component needs separate consideration.
The relationship between scale and various measurements can be seen in Table 0-1.
Table 0-1 – Parameters and their relationship to scale.

Pile

Weight

Particle
Bulking
Material

Substrate

Microenvironment

wBM

wsub

wm

αBM

αsub

αm

VBM

Vsub

Vm

ΦBM

Φsub

Φm

Epile(S)

EBM(S)

Esub(S)

Em(S)

Qpile

**

Qpart

Qm

VORpile

**

VORpart

VORm

Wpile

Weight proportion (g g-1)
Volume

Vpile

Volume proportion (cm3
cm-3)
Energy density (fraction)
Composting rate
Oxygen consumption

Sub-particle

** = Bulking material is assumed to be inert.
Within each micro-environment, substrate fractions occur.
where:
S = any substrate fraction,
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and, in descending order of the magnitude of its rate constant:
f = fast fraction,
s = slow fraction,
h = humification fraction.

Time units
There are two time perspectives in this thesis:


Pile time, where some arbitrary start time of the composting pile time course starts
at 0 and then moves with clock time.



Micro-environment time where the formation of the micro-environment starts the
micro-environment clock at 0, which then progresses according to clock time.

Micro-environment time exists within the macro-scale pile time, where the relationship
between the two time frames can be seen in Table 0-2.
Table 0-2 – The relationship between micro-environment time and pile composting time.

Micro-environment (m)

Relationship to Pile time (t)

Aerobic composting start time

tm

ti*m

Elapsed aerobic time

taer

t-tm = t-ti*m

Elapsed anaerobic

tan

ti*m

NB =1

**

ty1

NB transition

**

ttrans

** The growth phase parameter (NB) of micro-environments formed after the initial
growth phase is assumed to be 1, as biomass will spread from adjoining microenvironments in sufficient quantity to not limit the composting rate.

Space/time/micro-environment Relationship
There is a relationship between the micro-environment index and its location, where
micro-environment m is located at a distance



i m
i 1

( z i ) from the particle surface.

Therefore the location of the oxygen boundary at any time t will be at the location
determined as above with micro-environment m = n = t ÷ ti.
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First-Order Kinetics
This research embraces a first-order kinetic from two disciplines.

Unfortunately the

application of the kinetic differs between the two disciplines, in particular:


Diffusion laws, where zero-order and first-order refer to the kinetic of oxygen
uptake in the substrate, k = mg O2 cm-3, and first-order is k x CO2.



Composting, where the first-order kinetic is substrate based, k = W MJ-1 and firstorder is k x E. However, this kinetic has a scale element, in that the electron
acceptor based rate constants are located in different spaces. Consequently, firstorder substrate based kinetics has two forms:
o The pile scale. This is the form widely used in the composting literature where
the observed composting rate is a function of the degradable VS with no
adjustment for aerobic proportion (the observed rate constant will be a mix of
aerobic and anaerobic based rate constants).
o The micro-environment scale. Where the kinetic is based on the actual electron
acceptor based rate constant operating, and aerobic rate constants have their
own space and are treated separately from anaerobic rate constants. It is seen
as only a proportion of the compost which has a particular rate constant.

The relationship between the different disciplines is:


Zero-order diffusion law ≈ first-order substrate kinetic only at high oxygen
concentrations.

While in the composting discipline, the relationship between the pile scale first-order
substrate kinetic and the micro-environment scale first-order substrate kinetic is:


First-orderpile = first-ordermicro-environment only if there is a single micro-environment
i.e. the particle is fully aerobic.

Because first-orderpile is not adjusted for aerobic proportion, a structural error arises in its
use when particle size is sufficient to have an anaerobic core.
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Chapter 1

1 INTRODUCTION
Composting is an art as well as an applied science. Compost is a three phase system, with
mass and heat transfer processes overlaying spatial complexity. This results in a system
in which experimental variability is so large that Schloss & Walker (2001) have argued
that few, if any, experiments in composting have enough statistical power to detect a
treatment effect.

Limits to our understanding of composting also arise from the nature of

our investigative tools.

Hamelers (2004) argued that for inductive models the

experimental effort necessary to investigate all environmental factors to get a satisfactory
understanding was large, implying the strategy was self-limiting. By contrast, deductive
models (deriving a model from theory), being rooted in proven theory, have the potential to
identify aspects not visible with inductive approaches. But developing the initial theory is
an art.
With phenomenologically based inductive models widespread in composting, the effects of
macro-scale parameters, such as free air space, moisture, maximum temperature etc, on the
composting rate are reasonably well understood, and work is progressing on models aimed
at understanding some of the interactions that occur between these macro-scale parameters
within the composting matrix (Jeris & Regan, 1973b; Mohee, White, & Das, 1998;
Ndegwa, Thompson, & Merka, 2000; Suler & Finstein, 1977). However, little work has
been done on the micro-scale aspects of composting.
When measuring complex systems in which variation occurs at scales less than the lower
detection limit of the instruments we use, such as microbial activity in composting, then
what is detected is an average of what must exist at these smaller (microbial) scales.

If

this small scale variation is significant and constrains our understanding of the system, then
understanding this variation becomes important.

However, to determine/detect

parameters at these scales, the lower detection limit of our instruments needs to match the
scale at which the effects are manifest, or we need to develop tools capable of doing so.
If we consider measurement precision to be the ability of our instruments to detect
variation at a particular scale, and microbial precision as being high if there is only one
type of micro-site, such as oxygen as the only electron acceptor, and low if there are
several micro-sites, such as several substrates, or aerobic and anaerobic electron acceptors,
1

then our level of knowledge of the system can be viewed as an average of the microbial
precision and measurement precision (Figure 1-1).

Microbial

Precision

High

Medium

Measurement
Low

Measurement scale

Figure 1-1 – Compost knowledge with low precision measurement ability at sub-particle scales.

The precision of the measurement curve in Figure 1-1 falls off slightly at the particle scale
as only some of the measurements become difficult e.g. free air space (FAS); while others,
such as moisture content and ash, have little difficulty in being measured, although the
variability in sequential measurements may increase. There is however a rapid fall-off of
measurement precision at sub-particle scales. This arises because, while microelectrodes
can measure many of the environmental parameters at sub-particle scales (oxygen, nitrates,
pH etc.), such measurements are not suited to intensive use in both space and time. At
sub-particle scales, parameters, particularly substrate concentration and electron acceptor
concentration, change quickly over time. High precision would require multiple
measurements in time and space at sub-particle scales. Microelectrodes can measure
parameters at sub-particle scales, but they are currently unable to remain in place and
monitor the changes over time. Also implicit in this is that measurement precision at subparticle scales is largely unaffected by increasing the number of measurements at the
particle scale. One may understand more about the variability with increased number of
measurements, but little about the variation within the particle.
By contrast, considering the microbes at the pile scale has low precision as it would
necessarily be an average of the microbes on/in bulking material particles as well as the
anaerobic/aerobic micro-sites that exist within the substrate particle.

However,

considering microbes at sub-particle scales could detect for example the difference
between anaerobic and aerobic microbial micro-sites and would have high precision.
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One of the implications of Figure 1-1 for composting research, is that our knowledge of the
compost system is limited by the ability of our sensors to detect parameters at sub-particle
scales. There is a mismatch between the measurement precision needed for optimisation
of our understanding of microbial activity, and the ability of our tools to measure at this
level of precision.

If the measurement precision at sub-particle scales in Figure 1-1 were

improved then our understanding of compost science would be increased (Figure 1-2).
Microbial
High

Precision

Knowledge
Measurement
Medium

Low
Pile

Particle

Sub-particle

Measurement scale

Figure 1-2 – Compost knowledge with an improvement in our ability to detect variability at
sub-particle scales.

There are two areas where questions of precision can be applied to composting:


Electron acceptor (and its associated rate constant, k) distribution.



Substrate (E) concentration distribution.

Both these parameters are needed for microbial kinetics (Equation 1-1):
Equation 1-1

Q  kE
Of these microbial parameters, the substrate concentration E develops known and
identifiable concentration differences over the composting time course, and is the essence
of the theoretical perspective presented in this thesis.

Failure to acknowledge this

variation can become a structural limit of knowledge using compost models.

For

example, models frequently contain the assumption (explicit or implicit) that a particle is
uniform (Finger, Hatch, & Regan, 1976) and hence exclude sub-particle variation, or small
enough to ignore internal gradients (Sole-Mauri, Illa, Magri, Prenafeta-Boldu, & Flotats,
2007), or in the case of Hamelers (2001), averages this variation over the particle.

In

many cases these models use high precision microbial models (Monod kinetics), but ignore
the sub-particle variation in the parameter that is needed in the Monod kinetic (oxygen or
3

substrate). A high precision model using low precision input parameters will give a low
precision output; the increased computational difficulty (often associated with high
precision models) will not give any increased understanding.
The second area requiring consideration in Equation 1-1 is the micro-scale distribution of
the electron acceptor.

Consider the three major electron acceptor categories: aerobic

(oxygen as an electron acceptor), anoxic (nitrates as an electron acceptor) and anaerobic
(where neither oxygen nor nitrates are available).

In several respects each of these

electron acceptors requires a unique place in composting space, in part because there are
interactions between the different electron acceptors. The relationships between the
different electron acceptors are complicated, yet have significant impacts on the
composting time course.

For example, breakdown products of the anaerobes can produce

toxic levels of by-products which impact on the composting rate of the aerobic biomass.
These effects may also be environmental in nature with the excess of H+ ions lowering the
pH. The presence or absence of certain electron acceptors then has only some
explanatory value at sub-particle scales. Two of these interactions can be seen in
diagrammatic form in Figure 1-3.
Nitrate as electron
acceptor

Good

Explanatory
ability

Oxygen as
electron acceptor

Poor
High

Low

Negligible

Oxygen concentration

Figure 1-3 –Diagrammatic representation of the impact that the presence of oxygen has on the
utilization of nitrates as electron acceptor.

In Figure 1-3 the ability of oxygen to explain compost performance is good at high oxygen
concentrations, while nitrate concentration has poor explanatory ability as most
heterotrophs prefer to use oxygen as electron acceptor if it is available. So even if nitrates
are present in aerobic space, it would have poor explanatory value.

However, at low
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oxygen concentrations nitrate reduction is likely to contribute more to understanding the
composting rate than oxygen reduction.
It becomes apparent in Figure 1-3 that two different electron acceptors with a fuzzy
boundary between them would likely give a better explanation of composting than only
one electron acceptor.
As oxygen is both a dominant electron acceptor and has known and identifiable
concentration differences with distance from particle surface, then basing the sub-particle
precision on oxygen distribution would seem a robust way of understanding sub-particle
scales.

But at some point, as oxygen concentrations become very low, other electron

acceptors will better describe the composting time course.
Increased measurement precision needs to occur at two levels:
1) Experimental techniques capable of detecting the finer nuances of compost signals.
As some of these nuances may only be seen with short time intervals, the
experimental technique must be capable of operating at these measurement
intervals.
2) Mathematical techniques capable of extending the measurement precision to subparticle scales (microbial micro-sites scales) suitable for use in high precision
models.
These issues will be addressed in three ways in this thesis:




Development of calorimetry as a possible high precision experimental technique for
studying composting; including a new technique developed by the author.
Derivation of a theoretical perspective from diffusion laws, using simple microbial
kinetic models, capable of determining oxygen and substrate concentrations at subparticle scales in space and time – this being an original formulation by the author.
Experimental evidence to support these notions.

Using the laws of diffusion means that the parameter values can be determined reliably at
scales beyond the detection limit of instruments. The consequent high precision
determination of parameters at sub-particle scales in space and time has the potential to
increase greatly compost knowledge, as the determined parameters can be incorporated
into high precision kinetic models.
At sub-particle scales, the ability of known mathematical solutions to supply the modelling
needs is also questioned.

Steady-state versus non steady-state solutions, and single

parameter analysis (where oxygen is seen as the only electron acceptor within diffusion
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law solutions), all have an impact on the applicability of the mathematical solution at subparticle scales. Mathematical precision also needs to mesh with microbial precision.
Several implications for compost research arising from consideration of sub-particle scale
variation are discussed, in particular:


Quantifiable physical effects, notably the effect of temperature on the solubility of
oxygen in water and the diffusion coefficient, explaining a part of the effect of
temperature on the composting rate.



Other explanations for the effect of oxygen levels on composting.



Potential for a range of further analyses based on sub-particle scales, particularly
micro-scale pH effects.



Possible mechanisms to decrease statistical variability in compost research by
identifying spatial variation at sub-particle scale (converting some of the interexperimental variability into determinable variation).

In conclusion, inductive modelling approaches are inherently limited in their potential
understanding of composting by the amount of experimental effort needed to understand
fully all of the parameters and their interactions. Current deductive models, based on
microbial kinetics, seem to run into over-parameterization problems with the number of
differential equations needing a solution. This research steps back from the microbial
complexity of many of the current models and uses simple microbial kinetics in
conjunction with diffusion law solutions to determine the oxygen and substrate
concentrations in space and over time, at sub-particle scales.

It therefore puts parameter

knowledge at the scale of the microbial micro-sites. The resulting high precision
„measurement‟ of these parameters has greater potential than other approaches for
increasing compost knowledge.
This thesis investigates the sub-particle scale variation in composting particles by
development of a model called micro-environment analysis (MEA) in Chapter 3. This
model, which is based on the simple non-diffusible substrate version of diffusion laws,
determines the composting rate of each sub-particle scale element known as a microenvironment, by determining substrate concentration over time. Predictions made by this
model are tested with three sets of experimental data: particle size trials, temperature trials
and diffusion of oxygen into a composting pile in Chapter 6. These experiments were
conducted in a new experimental reactor developed for these trials, fully explained in
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Chapter 5.

Insights and implications arising from the theoretical perspective are explored

in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Aeration
Howard‟s development in 1933 at Indore in India is considered the beginning of modern
composting (Gotaas, 1956; Haug, 1993).

Aeration achieved, in part by turning twice in

six months of composting, in part by the layering system utilised, (Haug, 1993), and in part
by passive airflow caused by hot air rising through the pile (Veeken, Wilde, & Hamelers,
2002), contributed to the success of the Indore method.
Modern commercial systems, whether reactor-based or open pile systems, usually have
aeration supplied by either mechanical agitation, to supplement the passive airflow (Yu,
Clark, & Leonard, 2005), or forced aeration with fans (Haug, 1993; Hughes, 1980). The
presence of fans in the system meant that when it was understood that excess temperature
adversely affects composting micro-organisms (Waksman, Cordon, & Hulpoi, 1939),
evaporative cooling by forced aeration (Haug, 1993) could be used to control excess pile
temperature.

Indeed considerable research effort still goes into modelling the effect of

temperature on the microbes (Crohn & Valenzuela-Solano, 2003; Ekinci, Keener, Michel,
& Elwell, 2004; C. Liang, Das, & McClendon, 2003; Miyatake & Iwabuchi, 2006; Nielsen
& Berthelsen, 2002; Richard & Walker, 2006; Vikman, Karjomaa, Kapanen, Wallenius, &
Itavaara, 2002; Vinneras, Bjorklund, & Jonsson, 2003).
While the importance of aeration has been acknowledged since Howard‟s days, it is the
macro-scale (or pile scale) aeration need that has received most attention from researchers.
A range of aeration strategies have arisen including passive aeration (Kulcu & Yaldiz,
2004; Veeken et al., 2002); continuous aeration (Chang, Tsai, & Wu, 2006; Elwell, Hong,
& Keener, 2002; Fraser & Lau, 2000; Tremier, Guardia, Massiani, & Martel, 2005);
intermittent aeration (Ekinci, Keener, Elwell, & Michel, 2004; Elwell, Keener, Wiles,
Borger, & Willett, 2001; Kulcu & Yaldiz, 2004; Shuval, Gunnerson, & DeAnne, 1981);
temperature feedback (Bari & Koenig, 2000; Ekinci, Keener, Elwell, & Michel, 2005;
Fraser & Lau, 2000); and other experimental strategies including recycled air and
upflow/downflow (Bari & Koenig, 2000; Ekinci et al., 2005; Keener, Ekinci, & Michel,
2005; Kulcu & Yaldiz, 2004).
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With this focus, the micro-scale aeration need (which is dominated by diffusion), is usually
acknowledged as present (Hamelers, 1993; Haug, 1993; Miller, 1992; Tseng, Chalmers,
Tuovinen, & Hoitink, 1995), but of insufficient strength to serve the composting needs
(Miller 1992).
In ignoring diffusion, the studies noted above limit their knowledge to the macro-scale, and
contain the implicit assumption that „averaging‟ this micro-scale variation is sufficient for
compost understanding.

This is an implicit assumption which needs testing to ascertain

whether or not this micro-scale variation can be ignored.
Aspects of this micro-scale variation that may be relevant to composting, and noted by
Wimpenny et al. (1984) are:


Two organisms may interact naturally through diffusion but may occupy
mutually exclusive habitat domains, eliminating competition between them.
 Complex ecosystems show a multiplicity of processes in a small volume.
 The system may be disturbed by measuring it.
 Reaction-diffusion equations are essential to quantitatively understand spatially
complex ecosystems.
Wimpenny et al. (1984) used a range of laboratory tools to study some of this complexity.
For example, the „gradostat‟ where they fed two different mediums sequentially to five
fermentor vessels, with each medium starting at opposite ends. One such experiment
using the gradostat involved Escherichia Coli growing in opposing gradients of oxygen
and glucose. This apparatus, in addition to two-dimensional wedge plates and microbial
film fermentors, studied microbial response to various gradients.

These experimental

procedures yield useful information on microbial optimums but give little insights into the
actual gradients in composting particles.

Indeed, microelectrode studies have shown that

concentration differences exist at micron scales in activated sludge floc (Li & Bishop,
2004); in biofilms (de-la Rosa & Yu, 2005; Horn & Hempel, 1995; Zhang, Fu, & Bishop,
1994) and in soil aggregates (Zausig, Stephniewski, & Horn, 1993).

That such gradients

exist in composting is acknowledged (Hamelers, 2001, 2004; Miller, 1992), and one could
argue that a compost particle would resemble a soil aggregate with a very high respiration
rate.
There is thus a gap in our understanding of sub-particle scale aeration processes in
composting science. Consequently, the effect of this lack of understanding at this scale
on the statistical power of compost science (or lack of it) noted by Schloss & Walker
(2001) is similarly unable to be determined.
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2.2 Understanding Composting Complexity
Understanding composting from a scientific perspective is complex. The complexity
arises from a vast range of micro-organisms existing in a heterogeneous substrate, which
exists as a 3-phase system (gas, solid, liquid). However, research tends to fall into only
two areas, each with its own level of complexity.




Miller (1992) described these areas as:

Autecological, where the research is concerned with individual populations of
microorganisms, for example: (Carpenter-Boggs, Kennedy, & Reganold, 1998;
Golueke, 1992; Herrmann & Shann, 1997; Insam, Amor, Renner, & Crepaz,
1996; Nakasaki, Sasaki, Shoda, & Kubota, 1985; Tiquia, Wan, & Tam, 2002).
Synecological, where the investigation is at the ecosystem level and includes
the interactions between populations and their environment (Miller, 1996).
The synecological approach fosters understanding between physical factors and
the composting rate. e.g. FAS, C/N ratio (Haug, 1986; Jeris & Regan, 1973b;
McKinley, Vestal, & Eralp, 1985; van Ginkel, van Haneghem, & Raats, 2002).
See Waksman & Hutchings, (1937) for a good early perspective on some of the
microbial interactions and antagonisms.

Autecological approaches study microbial complexity through their descriptive models
such as Monod kinetics (Haag, Wouwer, & Remy, 2005; Huang, Wang, & Jih, 2000; Y.
Liang, Leonard, Feddes, & McGill, 2004; Liwarska-Bizukojc, Bizukojc, & Ledakowicz,
2001; Richard, Walker, & Gossett, 2006; Stombaugh & Nokes, 1996); or inhibition
kinetics (Haag et al., 2005; Millner, Powers, Enkiri, & Burge, 1987; Vavilin & Lokshina,
1996).
By contrast, a synecological approach would understand composting complexity from a
microbial ecology approach, where the „ecology‟ of the microbe is given due
consideration.

It is known that proliferation of microbes at fixed points in space occurs as

a result of diffusion being a major mechanism for solute transfer in a heterogeneous
microbial ecosystem (Wimpenny et al., 1984). Evidence of this uneven distribution of
biomass was detected in composting pelletized sludge cake by Nakasaki et al. (1987),
where the inner core microbial counts were 1 order of magnitude less than outer region
counts for both mesophilic and thermophilic bacteria. Considering that it is the biomass
activity that determines most of the composting time course, then understanding these
distributions is one way of gaining insights into the „black box‟ of composting complexity.
With diffusion playing a major role at the microbial level, and diffusion being firmly
embedded in the laws of physics, a synecological approach using the laws of physics at the
appropriate scale (as suggested in the introduction) has considerable potential for
10

composting understanding by including interactions between the physical and the
biological aspects of composting.

Some of the laws of physics, in particular the gas-

liquid transfer rate of oxygen, CO2, and ammonia were considered at the micro-scale by
(Sole-Mauri et al., 2007).

However, they left the question of the effects of diffusion

within a particle to a later version of the model by assuming „particle size was supposed to
be small enough so that inner concentration or temperature gradients could be neglected’
(Sole-Mauri et al., 2007, p. 3279).
Much of the composting research which could be considered synecological however, tends
to consider only macro-scale factors (Jeris & Regan, 1973a, 1973b), in part because
experimental techniques capable of detecting micro-scale factors have only recently
become available. While these studies indicated clear optimums, repeat studies using
different substrates often gave different results, so while being useful knowledge they were
clearly not a complete explanation. A synecological approach would consider the effect
on the experimental results of all micro-scale and macro-scale parameters and their
interactions. For example, the moisture content study by (Jeris & Regan, 1973b), under a
synecological approach should also consider the moisture effect on particle size proposed
by Hamelers & Richard (2001), and the consequences of this changing particle size on the
surface area effects noted by Nakasaki et al. (1987). These secondary impacts occur at
the particle scale and smaller, implying that understanding impacts at smaller scales in
composting is important, and that such moisture content trials are unable to fully
understand these secondary impacts.
Similar comments can be made about the oxygenation effect reported in the composting
literature (Beck-Friis, Smars, Jonsson, Eklind, & Kirchmann, 2003; Michel & Reddy,
1998; Richard et al., 2006; Steger, Eklind, Olsson, & Sundh, 2005). With a synecological
approach the observed effects of low oxygen levels on increasing the odour production,
noted by Beck-Friis et al., (2003); Michel & Reddy, (1998); Vandergheynst, Cogan,
Defelice, Gosset, & Walker, (1998), may be attributed in part, to secondary effects of
lowered oxygen levels, such as changing pH (Jeris & Regan, 1973c; Veeken, Kalyuzhnyi,
Scharff, & Hamelers, 2000), or reduced oxygen penetration depth changing the balance
between odour production in the anaerobic core (Beck-Friis et al., 2003; Veeken et al.,
2000), and scrubbing of those odours in the aerobic surface.

Indeed a full synecological

understanding at the micro-scale could possibly explain the 25% increase in composting
rate that Miller (1992) observed with a doubling of the ventilation rate. This effect was
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noted despite interstitial oxygen concentrations being maintained above 18%. Miller
attributed the effect to improved diffusion by increasing turbulence. However, the effect
of air velocity on the thickness of the boundary layer and the consequent transfer of heat is
well studied (Janna, 1988) and the similarity between heat transfer and diffusion mass
transfer is well established.

Indeed, this similarity was the basis on which Fick proposed

his original laws of diffusion (Patzek, 2001).

It follows that the ventilation effect noted

by Miller (1992) should have a good theoretical basis in science, and incorporating this
science into composting would improve compost understanding.
Temperature is also widely studied in composting and some of these studies invite
consideration of wider issues. For example, MacGregor et al. (1981) found that odour
increased with increasing temperature, for which several explanations are possible such as
reduced oxidation of the odorous compounds in the aerobic zones, and changes in the
vapour pressure leading to higher release rates (Miller, 1996). These explanations would
be testable if the science were applied at the appropriate scale.

In particular, the solubility

of gases in water generally decreases with increasing temperature, while diffusion
coefficients increase with increasing temperature (Haug, 1993).
The widely studied aspects of composting discussed above seem to be pointing to a level
of complexity that is not being accessed by current research.

This shows that there is a

need for composting models that either:



embrace the known laws of physics that affect aspects of the composting time
course at the physical level; or
use a meta-framework that accounts for these identifiable physical effects, and
incorporate microbial models.

With diffusion being a known determinant of microbial proliferation at the micro-scale
(Wimpenny et al., 1984), then diffusion laws would be important physical laws to integrate
into compost science.

2.3 Oxygen as Electron Acceptor
A full synecological approach to composting would only occur when microbial complexity
existed within the constraints of the laws of physics, i.e. autecology exists within
synecology. A microbe‟s electron acceptor influences the amount of energy that can be
extracted from a particular substrate (Servizi & Bogan, 1963), and with oxygen yielding
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the most growth energy (Dassonville, Renault, & Vallės, 2004), it is the dominant electron
acceptor in aerobic composting.
Considering that oxygen must diffuse from the pores into the particles, it follows that as
oxygen is both, 1) subjected to the laws of physics and 2) a major determinant of microbial
activity, then oxygen distribution can provide a suitable vehicle for linking the
autecological with the synecological.
Therefore the application of diffusion laws to the oxygen distribution at sub-particle scales
is not only consistent with the importance of aeration, but also the scale at which microbes
exist. Oxygen distribution is a convenient linkage between the microbial world, the laws
of physics, and the reality of a 3-phase compost pile where air-filled porosity supplies the
aeration need.
However, solving diffusion laws (especially in the presence of consumption) is difficult
(Crank, 1957; Martinez, Marquina, & Donat, 1994) and requires mathematical
compromises (Hamelers, 2001).

2.4 Modelling the Micro-Scale
With the observation by Wimpenny et al. (1984) that the system may be disturbed by
measuring it, in conjunction with the self-evident assumption that sub-particle variation is
likely to change over time and space, points to the need for a modelling approach, rather
than an experimental approach to understanding variation at these scales; that is, using the
reaction-diffusion equations noted by Wimpenny et al..
Diffusion laws have been used to model aspects of substance movement under
concentration gradients in soils (Currie, 1961; Gliński & Stępniewski, 1985; Greenwood,
1961; Greenwood & Berry, 1962; Smith, 1980, 1997; Smith & Arah, 1986; van Bavel,
1951, 1952; Wilshusen, Hettiaratchi, Visscher, & Saint-Fort, 2004; Zausig et al., 1993); in
biofilms (de-la Rosa & Yu, 2005; Harremoës, 1978; Horn & Hempel, 1995; Kindaichi,
Kawano, Ito, Satoh, & Okabe, 2006; Pérez, Picioreanu, & Loosdrecht, 2005; Xavier,
Picioreanu, & Loosedrecht, 2004; Zhang et al., 1994), in the mud-water interface (Bouldin,
1968; Li & Bishop, 2004; Ponnamperuma, 1972), and in biology (Britton, 1986).
However, models of the micro-scale concentrations of substances in composting have not
been so widely developed. A multitude of diffusion gradients exist in composting from
the cellular scale, arising from localised concentration differences (Britton, 1986; Juniper,
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1990), up to the movement of odorous substances, CO2 and oxygen at the pile scale
(Callebaut, Gabriels, Minjauw, & Boodt, 1982; Nielson, Rogers, & Gee, 1984; van Ginkel
et al., 2002). Fortunately, scale analysis shows that gradients which have no significant
effect on the outcome can be ignored and this will apply to many gradients that exist at the
micro-scale scale in composting.
Aeration in compost is an example of where the significance of scale has been missed in
compost research. Even if diffusion‟s contribution to supplying compost aeration need is
acknowledged, it is often only diffusion through the compost inter-particle pores which is
discussed (Finger et al., 1976; Incropera & DeWitt, 1985; Miller, 1992; Miller, Harper, &
Macauley, 1989; Nakasaki et al., 1987; Nielsen & Berthelsen, 2002; Park, Yun, & Park,
2001; van Ginkel et al., 2002). This focus may be because at the time when Finger et al.
(1976) did their studies, the understanding was that “…. since the biochemical reactions
occur in an aqueous environment, the oxygen must diffuse into the aqueous layer around
the substrate and perhaps even diffuse into the pores of the substrate before it reacts”
(Finger et al., 1976, p. 1195). This focus on the particle surface continued with Nakasaki
et al. (1987) who found the difference in the CO2 evolution rate of two particle sizes to
closely match the surface area of the particles. They did not link the surface area effect
directly to oxygen penetration distance, preferring to only extend the argument to: “the
composting reaction proceeds primarily on the outer surface” (Nakasaki et al., 1987, p.
46).
Haug (1993) did a simplified analysis of the oxygen penetration into a thin wall of compost
(a particle with planar geometry), and used it to estimate the time required to satisfy the
stoichiometric oxygen demand. Hamelers (1993; 2001) is the only compost researcher to
have attempted to model the impact of diffusion on the composting time course (discussed
below). Tseng et al., (1995) used Hamelers‟ oxygen penetration limit and noted that the
mycelial mould was far removed from the oxygenated zone, indicating fungal activity in
the absence of oxygen.

He concluded that much of the particle contained insufficient

oxygen to support aerobic metabolism.
With the evidence of Hamelers (1993) that oxygen penetration depths into a composting
particle are only of the order of mm‟s, the assumption of a highly active biofilm at the
surface would seem reasonable. To assume however, that this state continues throughout
the particle‟s composting time course, or that a better understanding of the physics of
oxygen penetration will not give useful insights, needs to be questioned.
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2.5 Hamelers’ Contribution
Hamelers (1993) applied to a composting particle, the diffusional processes modelled in
the mud-water interface by Harremoës (1978).

Hamelers‟ particle was assumed to be a

matrix of insoluble particles, inert matter and water-filled pores.

All activity was

assumed to occur in the water phase. Hydrolysis and fermentation reactions in the
anaerobic core generated soluble substrates which then diffused to the aerobic surface of
the particle and were composted, this activity inducing “the development of other
gradients as of biomass and substrate concentration” (Hamelers, 1993, p. 39). The rate
of conversion of the polymeric substrate to monomeric substrate (insoluble to soluble), was
modelled using a Monod type function while aerobic composting was modelled using
biomass concentrations and the well known biomass yield per unit of substrate consumed.
This framework resulted in five differential equations and one equality relationship which
needed to be solved numerically (Hamelers, 1993).

In his subsequent thesis (Hamelers,

2001) he took a mathematical approach to the model which included: identifiability
analysis, and an analytical approximate solution for a single particle.

Later chapters

extended the model to several particle sizes, called the distributed OUR model.

A later

co-authored paper (Hamelers & Richard, 2001) extended the approach, first developed for
his distributed OUR model, by using matric potential to determine particle size as
influenced by moisture content.
Hamelers‟ work contains the inherent assumption, arising from diffusion laws, that the
volumetric oxygen uptake rate is constant throughout the aerobic zone.

With this

assumption the surface flux approach used by Hamelers is valid as any oxygen passing
through the surface of the particle will be equally as likely to be consumed in any part of
the aerobic zone. However, if this assumption is not true then a different diffusion law
solution is needed. Such a solution has already been derived by Stępniewski (Gliński &
Stępniewski, 1985), to investigate the oxygen profile in soil layers. Stępniewski‟s
numerical model allowed for both different oxygen uptake rates and different diffusion
coefficients in any number of horizontal layers.
Also implicit in Hamelers‟ work is recognition of the limit of mathematical knowledge for
complex systems.

In order to solve the equations for a variable particle size, Hamelers

needed to make mathematical compromises by „lumping parameters‟.

It was shown that

this resulted in a 0.7 to 2.1% (Hamelers, 2001, p. 144) compromise in the accuracy of the
solution.

This raises the question as to what compromised accuracy would be needed to
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solve the equations for variable temperature, such as the change from ambient
temperatures to the thermophilic temperature range met in large scale composting, or the
diurnal/seasonal variation in temperatures experienced by a smaller compost pile.
Changing temperature, and its effect on the rate constant, is surely a significant parameter
to be incorporated into composting models.
Over-parameterization is a common result of this modelling approach (Haag et al., 2005;
Hamelers, 2001); Hamelers needed to use identifiable combined parameters to overcome
the identifiability problem (Hamelers, 2004).
In assuming that composting occurred in the aerobic part of the particle and that substrate
diffused from the core of the particle, Hamelers has also assumed that the limit of oxygen
penetration is constant as this is implicit in his assumption of constant oxygen uptake rate.
When this assumption is relaxed it is readily apparent that the diffusion law solution
becomes one of a moving boundary problem, where the oxygen penetration depth is
continuously increasing.

The moving boundary problem has been solved for diffusion

laws (Crank & Gupta, 1972) and the same mathematical solution also applies to heat
transfer into a phase-change material (Crank, 1957), and in biology (Britton, 1986) where
it is called a travelling wave, but not yet applied to composting.
Hamelers‟ (1993, 2001) work, while being a major step forward in compost understanding
falls short of a full synecological approach as the assumptions implicit in the diffusion law
solutions that are used are not all valid.


In particular:

Oxygen uptake rate (VOR) is not constant as assumed for most diffusion law
solutions. VOR changes:
o over time;
o with distance from the particle surface;
o with temperature.



A moving boundary solution is required.

In addition, a full synecological solution would give analytical space to microbial
complexity, in particular:


the existence of alternative electron acceptors;



spatial heterogeneity of the biomass in response to the substrate and electron
acceptor distributions.
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Chapter 3

3 THEORY
The need for synecological approaches in which microbial interactions with their
environment become explicit can be filled, in part, by applying diffusion laws to the
dominant electron acceptor. A framework for understanding this complexity is needed
and diffusion law solutions based on oxygen distribution are a good start to this
framework.
For a composting particle, organic matter is converted to biomass or humus, or undergoes a
change of state (evolving mainly H2O, CO2).

In the process, oxygen is consumed by the

microbial biomass resulting in a concentration gradient between the interstitial air and the
inside of the particle. The process is known as composting and the organic matter is said
to be degraded. Over time the amount of organic matter decreases, resulting in lower
composting rates, lower volumetric oxygen consumption rates and greater oxygen
penetration depths.

Thus, if a composting particle is sufficiently large so that oxygen is

initially unable to reach the core of the particle then over time, as the outer layers degrade,
oxygen will penetrate further into the particle – eventually reaching the core.

If

significant time is required before oxygen reaches the core of the particle, then the
concentration of the organic matter in the outer layers will differ significantly from the
concentration of the organic matter in the inner layers; spatial variation will arise. The
theoretical basis for determining this variation is presented here.
This chapter is in 6 parts:
1) The thermodynamic perspective of microbial kinetics and its applicability to
composting is discussed in section 3.1.
2) The limits of diffusion law solutions as they can be applied to composting are
discussed in section 3.2.
3) The characteristics of microbial kinetics, in particular that oxygen is not the only
electron acceptor, which further constrains the application of diffusion laws, is
discussed in section 3.3.
4) The logic of the emergence of spatial variation in substrate concentrations at subparticle scales is argued in section 3.4.
5) A novel analysis framework (called micro-environment analysis or MEA) which
links the limits of diffusion law solutions, microbial kinetic characteristics and the
spatial variation in substrate concentration is proposed in section 3.5.
6) The mathematical framework of micro-environment analysis is presented in section
3.6.
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3.1 THERMODYNAMIC PERSPECTIVE
Chemical equations represent the relationship between the reactants and products of a
chemical reaction at the molecular level.

When based on moles, the same equations can

determine the relative masses of the respective reactants and products.

Free energy

considerations and the laws of thermodynamics mean that the molar/mass relationship of
chemical equations can be linked to the energy lost from the reaction. This energy
appears as heat (sensible and latent heat) and is the difference between the free energy
states (ΔG0) of the reactants and products.
For any equation then, there is a deterministic relationship between the amount of reactant
used, product produced and the heat released as a result of that reaction.

For example,

glucose oxidised to CO2 and H2O can be written as (Gliński & Stępniewski, 1985) Equation
3-1:
Equation 3-1

C6 H12O6  6O2  6CO2  6H 2 O  2883 kJ (total energy )
If this reaction goes through the Krebs cycle in a cell, then of this 2883 kJ (total energy)
some 1270 kJ is utilised in forming 38 mol of ATP. Glucose is the basic building block
of cellulose so a significant portion of a composting substrate would have the
stoichiometry of Equation 3-1. However, proteins and fats in particular would differ from
glucose in their stoichiometry and energy released.
Some insights may be gained by formulating the equation with one of the products being
an assumed formula for microbes (Sole-Mauri et al., 2007). Haug (1993) p.326, using an
assumed formula for cells (C5H7O2N), gave the growth of micro-organisms on glucose as
(Equation 3-2):
Equation 3-2

3C6 H12O6  11O2  H   NO3  C5 H 7 O2 N  13CO2  15H 2 O
Such an equation may have application during the growth phase of composting as there
will be a net gain in biomass.

However, most of composting will occur in the decline

phase where the amount of biomass is likely to decrease.

In this case, dead biomass

becomes substrate and the energy contained in the cells is released.
Applying chemical equations to microbial growth has a long history of attempting to
determine appropriate equations for microbial growth processes (Battley, 1987; Mayberry,
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Prochazka, & Payne, 1967; Payne, 1970). Making this task easier is Hess’s law of
constant heat summation, which proposed that „the net heat of a chemical reaction is equal
to the algebraic sum of the heats of any intermediate reactions‟ (Battley, 1987. p23).
Application of Hess‟s Law to complex microbial systems, means the vast array of
intermediate products can be ignored. Hence the 38 mole of ATP formed when one mole
of glucose is oxidised to CO2 and H2O will release its energy when a phosphate is removed
and it reduces to ADP – that is, it is used for microbial metabolism.
Indeed, Battley (1987) extended the work of Tamiya, 1927-28 (discussed at some length in
Battley, 1987), and concluded that microbial growth (anabolism) is enthalpy neutral,
energy is neither absorbed nor released, and that catabolism (the oxidation of substrate to
CO2 and H2O) supplies the energy needed for the task of rearranging the chemical
components of the cell. From this perspective, Equation 3-1, in which glucose is oxidised
to CO2 and H2O, and which ignores the intermediate products such as ATP, is a good
measure of composting.

As traditional measurements of composting, volatile solids (VS),

oxygen consumption etc, make no distinction between oxidation of biomass or oxidation of
substrate, then ignoring the energy stored in biomass from a thermodynamic perspective is
comparable to these other composting measures.
The stoichiometric relationship between substrate and oxygen consumption in Equation 3-1
means that 1 mole of glucose (180 g) consumes 6 mole (192 g) of oxygen and yields 2883
kJ. Or for each gram of glucose consumed, 16.01 kJ of heat is released, or its reciprocal:
for each kJ of heat released 0.06659 g O2 is consumed. From this stoichiometric
relationship all the traditional rate measurements: VS or oxygen consumption, or CO2
production, can be related to a calorimetric measurement of heat loss.

While different

substrates (protein, carbohydrates, fats) have different stoichiometric and enthalpy
relationships, in reality little difference would be noted as most compost substrates would
contain similar proportions of all the substances.
Rate constants in composting are traditionally noted on a day-1 basis.

In detail this is

VS(consumed) VS-1(total) day-1. Due to the stoichiometric relationship between solids
consumed and energy produced, a thermodynamically equivalent rate constant would be
MJ(released) MJ-1(total) day-1.

Or in a more useful format, based on 86400 seconds in a day

and a watt being 1 Js-1, then k (day-1) ≡ 106/86400 * k

(W MJ-1) = 11.574 * k (W MJ-1).
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3.2 DIFFUSION LAWS
Adolf Fick in 1855 proposed his two laws, developed by analogy to Fourier‟s analysis of
the flow of heat; see Patzek (2001) for a repeat of Fick‟s experiments and a translation of
part of Fick‟s Medical Physics 1856).
(Patzek, 2001).




Later Maxwell based the laws on kinetic theory

Fick developed two laws:

First law of diffusion – where the flux (J) of a diffusing species equals the
chemical diffusivity (D) times the concentration gradient (dC/dx) :
dC
J  D 
dx
Second law of diffusion – when mass balance laws combine with his first law to
give:
C
 2C
 D 2
t
x

Application of the second law to the situation where the solute, that is oxygen with a
concentration of CO2, is either generated or consumed by the substrate (Cs) results in the
general formulation proposed by Danckwerts (1950), with subscripts specific to oxygen as
the diffusing solute:
Equation 3-3

CO 2
 2 CO 2
 D
 rO 2
t
x 2
Where rO2 = Volumetric uptake/generation rate of the solute (oxygen) by the substrate.
Moving boundary solutions have been derived (Crank, 1957; Crank & Gupta, 1972), and
both steady-state and non-steady state solutions to Equation 3-3 have arisen for a wide range
of disciplines and with a range of geometries:




Planar geometry: (Bouldin, 1968; Danckwerts, 1950; Harremoës, 1978; Incropera
& DeWitt, 1985; Pérez et al., 2005; van Bavel, 1951; Xavier et al., 2004)
Cylindrical geometry: (Levenspiel, 1972)
Spherical geometry: (Beccari, Pinto, Ramadori, & Tomei, 1992; Currie, 1961;
Greenwood & Berry, 1962; Pérez et al., 2005; Smith, 1980; van Bavel, 1952).

This thesis is about spatial variation at sub-particle scales and the framework for
understanding this. To more clearly elucidate the physical framework, the simplest
diffusion solutions have been chosen. Thus:


Steady-state solutions are chosen over non-steady state with the inaccuracy
minimised by adjusting the time interval to a short enough period.
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The simpler non-diffusible substrate solutions are chosen over those for diffusible
substrate, to help clarify the physical framework. The framework proposed here,
micro-environment analysis, is conceptually the same whether the substrate is
diffusible or non-diffusible. Therefore micro-environment analysis could serve as
a framework for comparing diffusible with non-diffusible solutions, or both
solutions with experimental data.

3.2.1 Critique of Diffusion Law Solutions
For application to composting, two issues arise from the use of solutions to diffusion laws:
1) solutions are based on oxygen consumption;
2) the assumption of steady-state conditions, dC/dt =0. These are dealt with below in
their respective sections.
3.2.1.1 Solutions are Based on Oxygen Consumption
For 1) above, two classes of solution to diffusion laws are commonly derived:
1) First-order kinetics. The solute‟s (oxygen) consumption rate (rO2) in the substrate is
based on first-order kinetics of the oxygen concentration (CO2) i.e. rO2 = kO2 x CO2
(Bouldin, 1968 (model 1); Danckwerts, 1950; Harremoës, 1978; Incropera &
DeWitt, 1985; Levenspiel, 1972).
2) Zero-order kinetics. Here rO2 = kO2 (Bouldin, 1968 (model II); Currie, 1961;
Gliński & Stępniewski, 1985; Greenwood & Berry, 1962; Harremoës, 1978; van
Bavel, 1951; Xavier et al., 2004).
To determine which of the two solutions apply to composting we turn to the insights from
Monod kinetics, which adjusts kinetic rates for substrate concentration.

If oxygen is

taken as a substrate, in the manner of (Hamelers, 2001; Kindaichi et al., 2006), the Monod
equation would be in the form of Equation 3-4:
Equation 3-4

 CO 2


rO 2  k O 2  
 K O 2  CO 2 
Here: KO2 = half rate constant (the concentration at which the rate is 50% of maximum).
It can be seen from Equation 3-4 that if CO2 >> KO2 (e.g. CO2 at free air oxygen
concentrations) then the kinetics reduces to zero order (rO2 = kO2), while if KO2 >> CO2 then
the kinetics approaches first-order (rO2 = kO2 x CO2/KO2).
The shape of Equation 3-4 with KO2 = 3.5 x 10-4 g O2 L-1 can be seen in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1 – The adjustment factor due to Monod kinetics (Equation 3-4; KO2 = 3.5 x 10-4 g O2 L-1).

It would seem from Figure 3-1 that both solutions are valid but at different spaces in the
composting kinetic.

Zero-order solutions would apply in the outer parts of the aerobic

part of composting particles where the oxygen levels are high, while first-order solutions
would apply near the oxygen penetration limit.
Zero-order solutions produce the oxygen concentration profile of Figure 3-3 (Section 3.3.1
P. 32 ) and in general, microelectrode measurements verify this profile.

The

measurements of Li & Bishop (2004), in activated sludge floc, Kindaichi et al. (2006) and
Zhang, Fu, & Bishop (1994) in biofilms, generally show, for higher oxygen concentrations,
a profile consistent with Figure 3-3. It should be noted for these measurements, that
oxygen concentrations often drop 30-50% in the 200 μm outside the biofilm.

In this

space diffusional processes are occurring without much consumption. However flocs and
biofilms in low dissolved oxygen concentrations often show more strongly concave
profiles at low oxygen concentrations than indicated by Figure 3-3.

This is however where

first-order solutions would be expected to apply.
Microelectrode measurements of oxygen concentration profiles in soil aggregates have
been made (Petersen, Nielsen, & Henriksen, 1993; Sexstone, Revsbech, Parkin, & Tiedje,
1985; Zausig et al., 1993). They show considerable variation, but in general support the
trend in Figure 3-3.
Petersen et al‟s. (1993) profile is derived from a mixed soil-manure-silica gel layer 16 mm
thick and they plot a series of 5 measurements over a 21 day period. Over this period
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oxygen penetration increased from 0.25 mm (day 1) to 2 mm (day 21). When compared
with the 3 – 10 mm depths measured by Sexstone et al. (1985) in wet aggregates without
manure amendment, the effect of increased oxygen uptake rate, from the highly degradable
manure, on oxygen penetration depth becomes apparent.
There are good theoretical and experimental reasons to assume that zero-order solutions to
diffusion laws can be used over much of the oxygen penetration depth.

Moreover, the

experimental evidence to support the need to use first-order solutions to diffusion laws at
low oxygen concentrations is not strong, as at least a portion of the observed data at low
oxygen concentrations is explained by zero-order kinetics, so it is not clear where zeroorder should give way to first-order. Consider the following two points:
1) At the oxygen concentration levels at which zero-order solutions should give
way to first-order solutions is where alternative electron acceptors would begin
to be utilised, and consequently oxygen concentration would be a poor indicator
of the composting time course.
2) First-order (and also Monod kinetic) solutions have no oxygen penetration
limit, as oxygen concentrations would always remain finite, albeit very low.
These solutions therefore could not so easily use finite volume methods as
proposed in this thesis.
It then follows that the use of a zero-order diffusion law solution in conjunction with its
oxygen penetration depth (and acknowledging the error that occurs in a small part of the
aerobic composting space) fits well with the requirements of finite volume methods of
analysis.
3.2.1.2 Use of Oxygen Flux
It is the flux of oxygen through the particle surface (the analytical boundary referred to in
section 3.4), which determines the composting rate of the particle. The stoichiometric
relationship between oxygen consumption and substrate consumption, ensures the aerobic
composting rate is determined by the oxygen consumption rate and, as all oxygen must
come through the surface of a particle, its flux at the surface. However, it has been
argued above that at high oxygen concentrations, such as would occur at the surface of a
particle, zero-order oxygen kinetics are an appropriate diffusion law solution.

It follows

that the flux of oxygen as determined by zero-order kinetic solutions will adequately
explain the composting rate of the particle, even if it doesn‟t fully explain the distribution
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of oxygen throughout the particle (see Bouldin (1968) model II, for an equation
determining oxygen flux using zero-order diffusion law solutions).
Indeed, the flux multiplied by the particle surface area would determine the aerobic
composting rate of the particle and, if compared with the maximum possible composting
rate, that is if all the particle volume were aerobic, could determine the aerobic proportion
of the particle.

This is the approach taken by Hamelers (2001).

However, zero-order diffusion law solutions are derived assuming the volumetric oxygen
uptake rate (VOR) is uniform.

This can only occur if the substrate concentrations

throughout the particle are also uniform.

While this may be the case at the start of

composting, it will be argued in section 3.4.1 that spatial variation in substrate
concentration will arise due to the delay in oxygen reaching the core of a composting
particle.

It follows that the assumption of constant VOR over the entire particle,

necessary to use the oxygen flux as a determinant of aerobic composting rate, is valid only
for a limited period of time at the start of composting.
If the flux remains dependent only on the surface layer of the particle - the space that was
oxygenated in the first time interval - then the changing VOR over time in this space can
be accommodated with a sufficiently short time interval (discussed below).

However,

over time the „oxygen front‟ will be entering compost with a significantly higher VOR than
at the surface, and the validity of the mathematical solution to these conditions would need
to be verified. This spatial variation in VOR can not be controlled and if its effect
exceeds the acceptable limits of the mathematical derivation, then a new derivation would
be needed.

It is the assumption that the oxygen flux formulation is based on that limits its

application, so either it can be used within these limits, or a new formulation is needed.
From a scale perspective, this shows the inherent limits that the particle scale, and its
implicit assumption of uniformity throughout the particle, has on our understanding of
composting. The flux method remains computationally simple and hence useful if one
does not need high precision understanding, but it could never be precise as a method.
The different diffusion law solutions therefore can serve different functions in compost
understanding:



Zero-order solutions can estimate composting rate and enable determination of an
oxygen penetration depth.
First-order solutions determine the spatial distribution of oxygen at lower oxygen
concentrations (near the oxygen penetration limit).
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3.2.1.3 Assumption of Steady-State Conditions dC/dt = 0.
The mathematics of steady-state conditions are much easier than non steady-state (compare
models 1 & II with models III & IV & V in Bouldin (1968)), and there is evidence that
simple modelling can give useful insights (Levenspiel, 1972; Pérez et al., 2005).

The

conditions under which the assumption of steady-state is valid need to be explored.
It is widely acknowledged that where sufficient oxygen is present, composting kinetics are
best modelled using substrate concentration as rate limiting (Hamelers, 2001; Haug, 1993;
Huang et al., 2000; Mohee et al., 1998; Murwira & Kirchmann, 1993; Nakasaki & Ohtaki,
2002; Pressel & Bidlingmaier, 1981; Whang & Meenaghan, 1980). This means that the
rate equation for composting is in the form:
rS = kS x CS.
Where: rS = substrate consumption rate.
CS = substrate concentration;
kS = rate constant for the particular substrate.
There is a stoichiometric relationship between the aerobic composting rate rS and oxygen
consumption rate rO2 meaning that rS could be used in lieu of rO2 if the molar relationship
(h) is determined and rS adjusted accordingly.
Assuming the substrate is non-diffusible then its concentration will decrease over time as
substrate consumed by composting will not be replenished. Moreover, this situation is
also expected with a diffusible substrate if there is no replenishment from outside the
particle. Even though it follows that rS (and by its stoichiometric relationship, rO2) will
decrease over time, if the change in rO2 is sufficiently small the assumption of steady-state
conditions is possible. This allows use of the simpler mathematical solutions where
substrate based composting kinetics can be used in zero-order diffusion law solutions,
where rO2 = rs * h ≈ constant.

These necessary conditions are explored further in section

3.4.
Three forms of non steady-state conditions can be identified as arising from the
composting dynamic:
1) Substrate is degraded over time, reducing oxygen consumption rates within the
particle (in Equation 3-1 rO2 is not constant).
2) Variation in interstitial oxygen levels from intermittent aeration events.
3) Diurnal (and climatic) temperature changes affecting the solubility and diffusivity
of oxygen and the rate constant.
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To fully understand composting by modelling all these non steady-state conditions would
be a very complex task. An alternative approach is to assume steady-state conditions and
determine the time interval for which acceptable accuracy is achieved: in effect to solve the
diffusion equation through a numerical method.

This could be applied to all three non

steady-state conditions.
Considering only the non steady-state conditions arising from substrate degradation,
Danckwerts (1950) argued that the variation arising from substrate degradation could be
ignored if a sufficient condition was met. This sufficient condition being: ks x Cs x t << 1.
Alternatively, the degradation occurring over the intended time interval could be
determined from composting kinetics.
-1

For example, a fast fraction rate constant of 10 W

-5 -1

MJ (1*10 s ), would degrade 2% of the substrate over a 33 minute period (leading to a
2% reduction in the composting rate) – steady-state conditions would be a reasonable
assumption for this time interval.
Note that the variation in oxygen concentration along the length of a pore (Levenspiel,
1972), while producing micro-scale differences in terms of oxygen concentration down the
pore, would still approach steady-state conditions.
Thus, the assumption of steady-state conditions, while not accurate, can be made sufficient
with an appropriately short analysis time interval.

The length of this interval varies

depending on the rate constant applying (Table 3-1), meaning that mathematically the
formulations would apply equally to aerobic processes and anaerobic, if the electron
acceptor experienced a concentration gradient and diffused.
Table 3-1 –Estimated interval giving a 2% reduction (E/E0 = 0.98) in the composting rate using
Equation 3-13 and 1 order of magnitude between the rate constant of each fraction (kf = 10; ks = 1; kh =
0.1 W MJ-1).
Fraction

Approximate
oxygen penetration depth
(cm)

Interval Time (hours)
giving a 2% reduction in
substrate concentration.

Fast

0.1

0.5

Slow

0.2

5

Humification

0.5

50

Similar calculations could be done for each of the sources of variation.
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These considerations have to be made within the context of:



The variability inherent in determining micro-environments of a finite size,
discussed as part of defining micro-environment size in section 3.5.
Errors involved in determination of particle size, micro-porosity, and diffusion rates
that are likely to differ from pure water, or can only be determined with an
experimental set-up containing its own errors and assumptions.

3.2.1.4 ‘Oxygen Penetration Distance’
Determining an oxygen penetration distance is problematic with first-order diffusion law
solutions, as oxygen levels would never reach zero mathematically, in addition to not being
valid at high oxygen concentrations - see section 3.2.1.1.
By contrast, zero-order solutions contain a zero oxygen level point and this can be
determined by Equation 3-5 (Crank & Gupta, 1972; Gliński & Stępniewski, 1985;
Harremoës, 1978):.
Equation 3-5

zl 

2  D  CO 2
VOR

cm

Where: VOR = Volumetric oxygen consumption rate
mg(O2) cm-3 s-1
CO2 = Oxygen concentration
mg(O2) cm-3
D = Diffusion coefficient
cm2 s-1
2 = Constant of integration for planar geometry (Note: For spherical geometry
the constant = 6; then zl = rc = the radius of the maximum sized
particle that could be fully aerobic).
zl = Oxygen penetration distance (at steady-state)
cm
Unless fully aerobic, the observed composting rate of any particle will be a combination of
the anaerobic composting rate and the aerobic composting rate, with the proportion of each
determining whether the observed rate were closer to fully aerobic or fully anaerobic.

It

follows that a full particle analytical solution using only zero-order kinetics would require
a solution that determined the proportion of the particle which was within the zero-order
oxygen penetration distance.

3.2.2 Applying Diffusion Theory to Composting
Surface flux-based measurements (see discussion in section 3.2.1.2), being simple, have
value in estimating aerobic proportion, but their assumption of constant VOR is quickly
invalidated as oxygen penetrates into the particle.

This means they are not suitable for

high precision analysis.
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By contrast, a spatially based analysis framework, constructed around the oxygen
penetration depth, should enable the spatial variation in VOR to be kept within acceptable
limits to allow zero-order diffusion laws and steady-state conditions to be assumed. Zeroorder diffusion law solutions allow determination of an oxygen penetration distance and
therefore can be used in a spatially based analysis framework.

Zero-order solutions also

apply to much of the aerobic composting volume (Figure 3-1).
A space-based analysis framework using zero-order diffusion law solutions is necessary to
relate diffusion laws to the analytical unit of a particle.
The error that develops over time from reducing oxygen consumption as substrate is
degraded, can be accommodated by determining the oxygen uptake rate (VOR) for each
micro-environment at each time interval.

The error then would remain within the limits

set in considering the analysis interval (developed further in section 3.5).
In addition, the diffusion equations for planar geometry are easier to solve than those based
on spherical geometry.
to be sheets.





To achieve this simplification the onion rings need to be assumed

Consider the following factors:

Oxygen penetration distances (only a few mm) that are only a small proportion of a
typical compost particle radius.
With many micro-environments, oxygen penetration distance for each new microenvironment will become very small, therefore determination of a spherical shell
volume will be dominated by particle geometry effects which impact mostly on the
surface dimensions of a micro-environment, rather than its thickness.
Particle geometry effects (section 3.5.1) which mean that the errors arising from
determining oxygen penetration distance using zero-order oxygen diffusion
solutions (section 3.5.2), occur at the inner boundary of a micro-environment and
consequently have a proportionately less effect on the aerobic volume proportion.
Consider the effect on determination of the volume of a truncated wedge shaped
object in which the location of the truncated part varies about the apex of the
wedge.

Hence using a planar geometry (assuming a flat surface) to determine oxygen penetration
distance and assuming that this would apply over all particle sizes, is realistic. This
greatly simplifies computations for a composting pile with a range of particle sizes, with
little loss of precision. Determination of micro-environment volumes can be based on
spherical geometry where oxygen penetration distance can be assumed to be a linear
proportion of particle radius.
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3.3 MESHING MICROBIAL KINETIC THEORY WITH
DIFFUSION THEORY
From a microbial perspective, a substrate with a higher free energy state (ΔG0) enables a
faster growth rate (Servizi & Bogan, 1963). Oxidising a substrate with oxygen yields the
most energy and consequently the highest growth rates. 1 mole of glucose using oxygen as
an electron acceptor will produce 38 mol of ATP, while in the absence of oxygen, alcohol
and CO2 are produced yielding only 2 mol of ATP (Gliński & Stępniewski, 1985).

In the

absence of oxygen, other electron acceptors are utilised (Cho, Burton, & Chang, 1997;
Dassonville et al., 2004; Mayberry et al., 1967) and growth proceeds, albeit at a slower
pace.
It is the need to model the microbial process which has given rise to the concept of a rate
constant.

This is based on a phenomenological law of a mass of microbial activity, not an

actual microbial parameter (substrate ΔG0 is the useful microbial parameter). From the
microbial perspective, some microbes would utilize oxygen as it becomes available, while
their neighbours continued with other electron acceptors – a diverse range of electron
acceptors could be utilised at any one time in the composting mosaic. The measured rate
constant would tend towards reflecting the rate of the dominant electron acceptor, but
would remain affected by all the others. However, oxygen exhibits strong concentration
gradients in a composting particle and, when present in sufficient concentration, is a
dominant electron acceptor.
A second form of variability exists in the microbial world.

This arises from the difficulty

in utilizing the available substrates. Substrates able to be absorbed directly by cells, for
example, soluble sugars and cellular contents from dead micro-organisms, will result in
higher growth rates, and higher composting rates, than high molecular weight substrates,
for example cellulose, which must be broken down by cellulosomes before being able to be
utilised by cells. See Atkey & Wood (1983) for an electron micrograph study of the burst
of microbial activity when a cell wall is breached and micro-organisms invade the cell
contents. Some substrates, especially lignin can only be broken down by specific microorganisms (Tuomela, Hatakka, Raiskila, Vikman, & Itavaara, 2001; Tuomela, Vikman,
Hatakka, & Itavaara, 2000).
Kaiser (1996) incorporated this variability (his first trophic level) by allocating each
substrate to its component microflora and modelled it as a microbial ecosystem. These
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substrates, and their associated microflora, in his model are then converted via upper
trophic level micro-organisms into humus.
Within the framework proposed in this thesis, the phenomenological rate constants
associated with this variability, are placed on two axes, a substrate axis and an electron
acceptor axis (Table 3-2). Within this framework the „humification‟ process appears as a
fraction, that is the part of the composting time course not explainable by the fast or slow
fractions.

Table 3-2 – Possible phenomenological rate constants from three substrates and three electron
acceptors.
SUBSTRATE

Electron

FAST
(Soluble)

SLOW
(Insoluble)

HUMIFICATION

Oxygen

kO2(f)

kO2(s)

kO2(h)

Nitrate

kNi(f)

kNi(s)

kNi(h)

Anaerobic

kan(f)

kan(s)

kan(h)

acceptor
(Redox
Potential)

The non steady-state condition arising from the change in oxygen concentrations as
substrate is degraded, can be accommodated within steady-state diffusion law solutions by
limiting analysis to an appropriately short time interval (discussed above in section
3.2.1.3). This accommodation can be extended to multiple substrates as utilisation of the
different substrates is not sequential.

In general, utilisation of the slow fraction continues

while the fast fraction is still present, however, the utilisation of some substrates has been
shown to be inhibited by the presence of others (Haag et al., 2005; Lemus, Lau, Branion, &
Lo, 2004; Vavilin & Lokshina, 1996). The fast fraction is degraded faster than the slow
fraction over time, it follows therefore that there will be a gradual transition from
composting being dominated by a fast fraction substrate to being dominated by a more
refractory substrate. This gradual transition can be accommodated in the steady-state
conditions of diffusion law solutions because over any particular period of analysis it can
be considered to be constant.
Indeed, the parameter needed for diffusion law solutions is volumetric oxygen uptake rate
(rO2 of Equation 3-3). How this is determined is of no consequence. Considerable
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computational complexity can exist in determining oxygen uptake rate without impacting
on the diffusion law solutions. Different substrates and their attendant different rate
constants are only one form of the possible computational complexity.
In a similar manner, the many phases identified in microbial kinetics (Luedeking, 1967)
can be reduced to two for application in micro-environment analysis (Figure 3-2):

Composting rate



A growth phase, attributed to the composting rate increasing as the biomass builds
up.
A decline phase, where substrate limits the composting rate (the composting rate
declines as substrate is degraded).

Decline

Growth



Time

Figure 3-2 - A typical composting profile, under assumed conditions.

However, the transition from one electron acceptor to another is not so easily
accommodated in diffusion law solutions. While two different rate constants can be
accommodated within steady-state conditions if the transition from one to the other is
gradual and they both consume oxygen, the relationship would only apply to a new
electron acceptor if it did not significantly impact on the composting rate, as the oxygen
based electron acceptor would need to continue to dominate the composting rate, however
low its concentration may get.

This is clearly not the case because non-oxygen based

electron acceptors do occur, and while they may not contribute much to the composting
rate, they can make their presence known in other ways: e.g. odour, low pH.
For example, nitrate as an electron acceptor generates 19 mole ATP mole-1 glucose
(Dassonville et al., 2004) while oxygen as an electron acceptor generates 38 ATP mole-1
(Gliński & Stępniewski, 1985). Nitrate as an electron acceptor would be expected to
compost at 50% of the rate of oxygen as an electron acceptor, if the appropriate microbes
were not limiting the rate and the concentrations were the same. However, the electron
acceptor relationship is more complex than this. For example, there is suppression of
nitrification at high oxygen concentrations because heterotrophs outcompete the autotrophs
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for the available oxygen (Zhang et al., 1994). By contrast, the denitrifiers which can
utilise nitrates as an electron acceptor, do not begin activity until very low oxygen levels
(Cho et al., 1997). As many of the micro-organisms capable of utilising these different
electron acceptors will need to grow when the environmental conditions become suitable,
it becomes apparent that the electron acceptor transitions will be impacted by many more
factors than oxygen concentration.

3.3.1 The Anaerobic – Aerobic Transition
The effect of time on the oxygen concentration profile of the fast fraction in compost can
be seen in Figure 3-3. Under these assumed conditions (k = 10 W MJ-1, E = 0.002 MJ cm3

) the oxygen penetration depth increases from 0.018 cm to 0.020 cm over the 6 hour

period. The compost between these two depths undergoes a transition in rate constant
from anaerobic to aerobic. The two rate constants are sequential.
Figure 3-3

shows that the position of the second graph relative to the first is a function of the

time interval.

A very short interval would cause them to merge; yet a longer time interval

would see them diverge.

Thus, the oxygen front moves continuously in composting space

over time; it has a velocity (Figure 3-4).
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Movement of oxygen front over time

T_1 (6 hours later)

Figure 3-3 – Oxygen concentration profiles with a 6-hour separation, assuming only the fast fraction is
composting.

Data using Bouldin’s (1968) model II with k=10 W MJ -1 & E = 0.002 MJ cm-3.
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In addition, it was argued in Section 3.2.1.4 that with a fast rate constant of 10 W MJ-1
some 2% of the substrate is degraded in 30 minutes. Considering that a microenvironment is formed using parameter states at the end of the interval, and that these are
taken to represent the „average‟ of the states in the micro-environment, then the shorter the
interval the better the parameter states at the end of the interval will represent the average
state; and the less variation in substrate concentration that will occur between the outer and
inner boundaries.

It follows that the shorter the interval the better the model output will

represent the actual time course. The effect on calculated oxygen velocity in Figure 3-4 is
a result of this effect.

Oxygen penetration Velocity (cm/day)
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Figure 3-4 – The influence of length of analysis interval on determination of the oxygen penetration
velocity (cm/day) of Figure 3-3.

The 0.0087 cm/day velocity at the 6 hour interval in Figure 3-3.

reduces to 0.00825 cm/day as the interval → 0.

The steady movement of the oxygen front has been measured at the macro-scale in leaf
composting (Strom, Morris, & Finstein, 1980), and at the micro-scale using
microelectrodes in a soil-manure system over a 21 day period (Petersen et al., 1993 Figure
5c).

3.3.2 Aerobic Composting Start-time
It is aerobic composting which is being modelled in this thesis. It was shown in the
previous section that, over time, the oxygen front moves into previously anaerobic parts of
a particle.

For the case of oxygen penetrating into previously anaerobic/anoxic compost,

the rate constant changes from kanaerobic/anoxic to kaerobic. The kinetic model requires the rate
constant to be constant, therefore there are two sequential kinetic functions with a starttime t(0) for each rate constant (k).

Oxygen reaching new substrate causes the transition
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from anaerobic/anoxic to aerobic, therefore this transition determines start-time t(0) of the
aerobic composting kinetic, and the end of the anaerobic composting kinetic.
As this transition occurs within the macro-scale time frame of the composting pile, it is
only the outer layer of the particle for which the pile start-time = micro-environment starttime; for all other micro-environments, pile start-time occurs before micro-environment
start-time.

It is the dynamics of oxygen penetration, which determines the start-time of

aerobic composting in all but the outer layer of a composting particle. On the other hand
it is the micro-scale (microbial) kinetic of aerobic degradation which determines oxygen
penetration distance and t(0)(aerobic). t(0)(aerobic) is a function of its location in a
composting particle. As such each micro-environment index (m) will have a unique start
time to aerobic composting tm.
This linkage between the dynamics of oxygen penetration, the microbial kinetic, and the
start time of aerobic composting is the essence of micro-environment analysis and is
further explored in section 3.5.

3.4 THE ANALYTICAL BOUNDARY and the ‘pile’ start
time
The analytical boundary defined here is the surface of a particle; this being a coherent
piece of compost whose pores are largely water filled.
There are pragmatic reasons for considering a particle as an analytical boundary as
follows:








Bulking material is likely to have very different parameters and hence compost
very differently from the substrate. Defining a particle as an analytical boundary
enables a bulking material particle to be analysed separately from a substrate
particle.
Size can be conveniently determined by sieve analysis.
Mass balances and particle size distribution analysis can be carried out on each
component before mixing and on the mixture.
Most of the FAS exists outside of particles, meaning the gas transport system in a
composting pile can be considered as a system separate from, but intimately
associated with, particle kinetics.
A sphere is a convenient analysis geometry and adjustments can be made for nonsphericity if necessary (Greenwood & Berry, 1962).
Preparation of the compost pile is a convenient point from which to determine the
pile start time (discussed in section 3.3.2).
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The concept of a particle from the perspective of micro-environment analysis can be
defined as that volume of compost which has a diffusion coefficient substantially different
from the pore spaces which constitute the oxygen supply lines into the compost pile. A
pile is a mixture of particles, some of which may differ in composition and composting
time course. From a micro-environment perspective, the particles can retain their
analytical integrity even when mixed. Oxygen concentration in the air surrounding the
particle is likely to be a function of the particle‟s location in the pile; and this parameter
becomes the linkage between the particle analysis scale and pile analysis scale. Extension
of the analytical principles of micro-environment analysis to pile scales requires the
additional consideration that the oxygen concentration surrounding the particle is
determined by diffusion into the pile (through pores) – i.e. its location.

3.4.1 The Emergence of Spatial Variability in a Composting
Particle
With an oxygen penetration into a composting particle being in the order of mm‟s
(Hamelers, 1993; Haug, 1993), in conjunction with the slow movement of the oxygen front
into a composting particle implicit in section 3.3.1 (approximately 50-80 μm/day), then
considerable time will in general be required before oxygen reaches the core of a particle.
While there is evidence that thermophilic anaerobic rate constants can be high (Richard et
al., 2006), this effect seems to be confined to the thermophilic range.

If anaerobic rate

constants were high at ambient temperatures then the drop in the composting rate due to
ice clogging the exit air pipe, noted in the trial data in this thesis (Chapter 6), would not
have been so dramatic.

In addition, there would be no preserved shipwrecks and those

unfortunate individuals who have dug into an old pit toilet (including the author) would
have had a more pleasant experience.

In the absence of more convincing data, and with

the evidence of (Walker & Harrison, 1960), the aerobic rate constant in this thesis is taken
to be two orders of magnitude faster than the anaerobic rate constant, so for the same time
period the amount of degradation in the aerobic part (surface) of the composting particle
will be greater than the anaerobic part (core) of the particle (see section 3.3). The greater
the time before the oxygen front (anaerobic – aerobic transition of Figure 3-2) reaches any
particular compost (both in a particle and in a pile), the greater will be the difference in the
state of degradation of the two parts of the compost.

The relative amount of degradation

with two different rate constants which have been composting over the same time period
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can be seen in Figure 3-5.

There is a mathematical relationship between their relative

degradation rates, Equation 4-26.
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Figure 3-5 – The relative degradation rates of an aerobic fast fraction and the same fraction with an
anaerobic rate constant assumed to be two orders of magnitude less than the aerobic rate constant.

While the fast fraction is typically less than 1/3 of the total volatile solids in composting
(see Chapter 6), and hence the bulk of the volatile solids is not degraded this fast, it is the
fast fraction which dominates the observed composting rate (and the oxygen penetration
depth) in the first few days. Therefore any spatial variability effect arising from the fast
fraction is significant for the observed composting time course.

3.4.2 Other Reasons for Identifying Spatial Variability
In addition to the mathematical problems of meshing two sequential rate constants, one of
which is not using oxygen, with zero-order diffusion law solutions, there are practical
advantages in considering the differing composting processes as having a spatial
dimension when applied to the analytical unit.



In particular:

Anaerobic conditions generate obnoxious odours, hence knowing the anaerobic
proportion is a useful design parameter that does not need to be known to high
precision.
Making the spatial dimension explicit, moves the computations outside of the
modelling mathematics, enabling visualisations of the interactions between, and
dynamic within, different spaces at the micro-scale dimensions in the composting
kinetics. Each space can be treated as an ecological entity and a range of
computational activities carried out with little impact on its neighbours - for
example the micro-scale calculations of Harremoës (1978), where pH changes
could be predicted from the stoichiometry of the anoxic site.
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Temperature effects (diurnal, seasonal and weather related) are a fact of life for a
compost pile and impact on the rate constant (VOR) of diffusion law solutions.
The analytical solutions of (Danckwerts, 1950; Gliński & Stępniewski, 1985;
Hamelers, 2001) require a constant, or near constant VOR which would never be
achieved in the real world. There is a case therefore to step back from the full
solution and use a space-based analysis tool with an analysis interval that allows
adjustment for these temperature effects on the rate constant at each interval.

With these advantages in making spatial variability explicit, there is value in using zeroorder kinetics to determine a zero oxygen concentration point, and accepting the error that
would arise in that space close to the oxygen penetration limit where zero-order kinetics
does not apply.

This space close to the oxygen penetration limit can be termed a fuzzy

boundary, which is developed in section 3.5.2. This fuzzy boundary has a place in
composting space at the oxygen penetration limit, but is not able to be made explicit with
the zero-order formulation.
Using a zero-order kinetic formulation of diffusion theory to determine an oxygen
penetration limit allows determination of the spatial elements that exist within the
composting dynamic that arise from this limited oxygen penetration. This is the
analytical gap which is filled by micro-environment analysis.
Micro-environment analysis has several similarities to the „unreacted core model –
diffusion through ash layer controls‟ of Levenspiel (1972) (originally proposed by Yagi &
Kunni, 1955). However, in Levenspiel‟s model, ash has a different diffusion coefficient
to the unreacted core and hence differs fundamentally from a composting particle.
Composting particle diffusion coefficients change little over time as they are dominated by
diffusion in water, and composting also has several rate constants which do not fit well
with the unreacted core model.
Moreover, the delay in oxygen reaching inner parts of a composting particle, excludes the
possibility that a single kinetic start-time can be used in modelling the composting time
course; particularly with large particle sizes and high rate constants.
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3.5 DEFINING A MICRO-ENVIRONMENT
A micro-environment is a volume of aerobic compost whose state variables, in
particular the state of degradation, fall within defined limits.
With continuously increasing oxygen penetration distance, defining a finite sized microenvironment means that the outer boundary of the micro-environment will contain slightly
more degraded substrate than the inner boundary.

A micro-environment of finite size will

contain a determinable range of states. This means that micro-environment size can be
set by determining the range of states permitted. A similar range of acceptable states has
been previously discussed with respect to steady-state conditions (Section 3.2.1).
As aerobic composting start-time is a major contributor to this variation in states, then time
becomes a useful tool for determining micro-environment thickness, and hence the amount
of variation contained in the micro-environment.

The discrete form of a micro-

environment, (one having a finite volume in composting state-space), can be seen in Figure
3-6.

Oxygen from neighbouring
micro-environment (Em-1(t))

Depth

Micro-environment state

Em(t-ti)

Oxygen consumed
Substrate oxidised
Em(t)

Micro-environment state

Em(t+ti)

Oxygen available for neighbouring
micro-environment (Em+1(t))

Time
Figure 3-6 – Micro-environment state-space with a finite time interval.

Where m denotes the micro-

environment index and ti is the time step.

Using a time interval to define a finite thickness of micro-environment, requires a
mathematical relationship between time and micro-environment thickness.
Figure 3-6

The axes in

reveal this linkage:
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1) Time (horizontal axis). Microbial kinetics, in conjunction with start-time of
aerobic composting and the rate constant, determine the substrate (state variable)
remaining at time t.
2) Space (vertical axis). A new micro-environment can only exist in space not
occupied by other micro-environments and must be adjacent to the previously
formed micro-environment. Therefore the outer boundary (from the particle
perspective) of a new micro-environment is fixed at the inner boundary of its
immediate neighbour; which has a point in composting space determined by
diffusion laws.
3) The thickness of the micro-environment is then the distance that oxygen can
penetrate with an oxygen concentration in the micro-environment‟s outer boundary
at time (t + ti) – i.e. the residual oxygen from all other micro-environments
diffusing inwards at time (t + ti). In effect, the inner boundary is the point in
space where oxygen concentration = 0 at time (t + ti).
4) Space and time are linked in that it is a point‟s location in space which determines
the start-time of aerobic composting, and by definition the point in time that the
micro-environment comes into existence, with microbial kinetics and diffusion
laws being essential factors in the linkage. With a finite time interval, start-time
of aerobic composting should strictly be taken as t + ti/2 i.e an average of the states
in the micro-environment; however, the simpler: start-time of aerobic composting
=t, would produce little error (see steady-state discussion section 3.2.1.3 where the
interval is determined by the need to assume steady state conditions. The
variation in substrate concentration between the inner and outer boundaries is the
same as the variation tolerated in the steady-state assumptions).
Using a time interval to determine new micro-environments means that if there is no
residual oxygen to form a new micro-environment, such as can occur during the growth
phase, then the micro-environment thickness (z) = 0.

In that case, the micro-environment

will exist in time, in the sense that an interval of time has passed and therefore that a new
micro-environment will form, but not in space; as with a zero thickness it can have no
volume.
Understanding the complexity of composting at the spatial level and using simple
microbial kinetics, as proposed in this thesis, differs from other composting models in that
they usually attempt to explain the complexity of composting from the microbial level by
using sophisticated microbial kinetics (Monod kinetics, Michaelis-Menten equation etc)
but ignore spatial variation (Crohn & Valenzuela-Solano, 2003; J. T. Gilmour & Gilmour,
1980; Haag et al., 2005; Huang et al., 2000; Kaiser, 1996; Keener, Marugg, Hansen, &
Hoitink, 1993; Mason & Milke, 2005; Mohee et al., 1998; Ndegwa et al., 2000; Nielsen &
Berthelsen, 2002; Stombaugh & Nokes, 1996; Trefry & Franzmann, 2003).

Sole-Mauri

et. al. (2007) extended a sophisticated microbial kinetics to include mass transfers between
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the gas and the liquid phases, but have not yet extended their model to include spatial
variation.
Accommodating the heterogeneity that occurs within the analytical boundary in
composting space is a difficult modelling issue as embedding it within the mathematical
framework results in a large computational requirement (Hamelers, 2001).

However, the

mathematical constraints of diffusion law solutions, in conjunction with the microbial
kinetic modelling forms (in particular, different electron acceptor rate constants), points to
a formulation in which different rate constants can exist in their respective composting
spaces. A solution framework which is space based, such as this one, is logically
consistent, mathematically simple and potentially insightful.
Micro-environments need zero-order oxygen diffusion solutions for identification of their
inner boundary, and this needs to be done at intervals to limit the variation that arises as the
oxygen front moves towards the centre of the particle. Once defined, micro-environments
exist only in composting space. Therefore the zero-order assumption needs to exist only
at that fleeting moment in composting space-time when a new analysis interval ticks over.
That moment only occurs when a human imposed modelling constraint interprets the
natural world.

At this point the fuzzy boundary disappears (collapses to a surface) and

this surface becomes the inner boundary of the new micro-environment.

The anaerobic

clock time stops and the aerobic clock time begins; diffusion law meets microbial kinetics
within an analytical boundary. However, once a micro-environment is defined the zeroorder constraint can be relaxed and those parts of the fuzzy boundary that exist within
micro-environment space can be made explicit with an appropriate kinetic formulation.
Micro-environments are an analytical „space‟, a tool, formed by acceptable assumptions of
the physics of the dynamic itself. When formed they have high coherence and can act as
a mathematical unit embracing as it does volumes of compost in the same state of
degradation. The advantage of a state-space based analytical tool is that the imperfections
in the mathematical solution used to form the micro-environment (which are unable to be
avoided) also only exist for that fleeting moment in time. What is left behind by the act
of forming a micro-environment is a boundary whose location may not be precise but
which contains a set of parameters known to high precision.

It is the high precision set of

parameters which give a high precision output using high precision models rather than the
precise location of the inner boundary.
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Micro-environment analysis differs from other models in that the analytical „spaces‟ are
defined by the kinetics and permit multiple rate constants to exist in two different forms:




Substrate based rate constants. Where any factor that impacts on the rate
constant such as pH, toxicity and microbial inhibitions, affects the single microenvironment parameter, volumetric oxygen uptake rate (VOR). These factors are
in a sense, external to micro-environment analysis, yet intimately involved.
Electron acceptor based rate constants, which are located in separate microenvironment spaces. The boundary between these separate micro-environments
occurs at the physical limit of oxygen penetration based on zero-order solutions to
diffusion laws. The different electron acceptors then occur on either side of this
boundary, in adjoining composting space – one in a micro-environment, the other
outside micro-environment space.

3.5.1 Particle Geometry Effects
The particle geometry effects noted in section 3.2.2 with respect to the inner boundary (and
further discussed in section 3.5.2) apply to all micro-environments.

At the micro-

environment level, z1 in Figure 3-7 contains proportionately more volume than z2; z2 more
volume than z3 etc. These effects overlay the spatial variation in substrate concentration
that arises from the interactions between microbial kinetics and limited oxygen penetration.
One consequence of particle geometry is that larger particles behave differently from
smaller particles.

For larger particles, the inner micro-environments (z2, z3 … ) will

contain proportionately more volume than smaller particles, allowing the delay in aerobic
composting start-time (from the oxygen penetration dynamic) to have a greater impact on
composting kinetics. The effects also apply to the fuzzy boundary (section 3.5.2).
Oxygen

Figure 3-7 - Diagrammatic
z2

representation of the nature of
oxygen penetration into a
composting particle and the

z3

z1
AEROBIC
(micro-environment)

ANAEROBIC

development of microenvironments.

The importance of limited oxygen penetration depths on reaction kinetics has been
identified in biological flocs (Beccari et al., 1992) and in biofilms (Pérez et al., 2005).
Indeed Pérez et al., 2005 concluded: This means that the simple zero-order solution for
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biofilm modeling has a wider application than might be inferred from the traditional
wastewater coefficients (Pérez et al., 2005, p. 1322).

3.5.2 The Fuzzy Boundary
There is no doubt that the oxygen penetration limit is not as sharp as implied by zero-order
diffusion law solutions, and this fuzziness is confirmed by microelectrode measurements
(discussed above – section 3.2.1.1). The fuzzy boundary is where the oxygen penetration
limit using zero-order kinetics begins to fail as a predictive model.
between one electron acceptor and another is occurring.

It is where a transition

The assumption that Monod

kinetics (or first-order oxygen kinetics – as found in diffusion law solutions) is the best
predictive model for this area needs to be compared to the prediction ability arising from
considering the change in the dominant rate constant.
At least two approaches are possible: the use of an „extinction point‟, being the oxygen
concentration at which anoxic metabolism appears, based on RQ changing strongly in
favour of CO2 (RQ >>1), (Gliński & Stępniewski, 1985). This point can be determined
by experimentation.
Alternatively, viewing the electron acceptors as substrates and assuming the microbes
would utilise the electron acceptor with the highest redox potential, then using Harremoës
(1978) relationship (Equation 3-6) would allow determination of the oxygen concentration,
CA in Equation 3-6, at which oxygen became a limiting substrate relative to nitrates, or any
other electron acceptor - CB in Equation 3-6.
Equation 3-6

CA 

K SA
 CB
K SB

Below this concentration, few insights would accrue from further consideration of oxygen
effects, but substantial insights arise from nitrification stoichiometry (Harremoës, 1978).
There may also be insights from considering interactions between the two electron
acceptors and their products.

For example Holtan-Hartwig, Dörsch, & Bakken (2000)

determined the half-rate constant (K) for N2O reduction in soils at 0.4 μM (4 x 10-4 Mol. m3

). Compared with the K = 3.4 x 10-4 Mol. m-3 for oxygen (Hamelers, 2001) then the

concentration ratio, oxygen/N2O =0.85. That is if the oxygen concentration is less than
0.85 x CN2O then N2O could be expected to be the dominant electron acceptor. For a
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discussion of the full denitrification process using Michaelis-Menten kinetics and different
electron affinity characteristics see Cho et al., (1997).
Viewing the composting dynamic as a spatial arrangement defined by the dominant
electron acceptor has the potential to be simple and insightful; the complexity of the
relevant interactions in each space becomes visible to the researcher.




Aerobic space
Transition space
Anaerobic space

Thus:

- substrate limiting
- oxygen limiting, other electron acceptors utilised.
- oxygen and nitrate electron acceptors limiting, low redox
potential -odour.

A micro-environment is defined by the time that oxygen first reaches it, based on zeroorder diffusion law solutions.

While the inner boundary will be within the fuzzy layer,

the definition means that for a micro-environment, both anoxic (or „transition space‟) and
anaerobic conditions are considered pre-history to a micro-environment‟s existence.
They are both excluded from the formal analysis, although their activity may have an
impact on the micro-environment‟s substrate starting state, and in this sense their
contribution is included.
Zero-order solutions of diffusion laws are only needed to define a micro-environment
(section 3.5). Once defined, micro-environments exist only in composting space, and
other analytical frameworks can be used. For example, anoxic/anaerobic states can be
investigated with first-order diffusion law solutions, using the micro-environment spatial
framework.

Indeed, these other analytical frameworks are not constrained to micro-

environment space, they can extend to anaerobic space. However, should excess spatial
variability arise within the anaerobic zone and diffusion of the electron acceptor begins to
play a role, then a suitable framework may be needed for full understanding.
Considering the transition, the fuzzy boundary, between anaerobic and aerobic as a spatial
element enables other insights to be considered.

For example, the oxygen front,

composed of a steadily rising oxygen concentration, is intimately linked with a microbial
response to this (Pérez et al., 2005). While the nature of this response may be an
intriguing theoretical question, it also has a definite, and constantly changing, location in
composting space.

Some work on spatial responses of micro-organisms to this sort of

dynamic has been done for biofilms (Rittmann et al., 2004).
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The proportion of a composting particle which may be in this transition space gives further
insights into the benefits of considering it as a significant factor.
The definition of the half-rate constant (KO2) means that at the point where oxygen levels
equal KO2 the composting rate will be 50% of maximum.

Using Xavier et al.‟s (2005),

KO2 of 3.5 x 10-4 g O2 L-1, the proportion of the linear distance of total oxygen penetration
that is affected by more than 50% can be determined by using the zero-order formulation
of oxygen penetration depth to determine the oxygen penetration limit zl (Equation 3-5) and
Equation 4-6

to determine the depth at which oxygen concentration = KO2. The difference

between the two depths is the amount of the radial distance that is affected by > 50%
reduction in composting rate.

For example, a 0.5 cm particle with k = 4 W MJ-1 and E =

0.002 MJ cm-3, some 19.7% of the total aerobic distance has a composting rate less than
50% of the maximum level.
However, the need to know this boundary with precision is further lessened when the
location is seen within the overall kinetics of a composting particle. The impact is a
proportion of a proportion i.e while only 19.7% of the total oxygen penetration depth is
within this fuzzy boundary, this boundary is in turn located at the innermost boundary of
the aerobic portion of the particle.

From particle geometry it can be shown that:
Equation 3-7

x 

((rparticle  r0 )  x  r0 ) 3  r03
3
(rparticle
 r03 )

Where: Φx = volume proportion of the fuzzy boundary (x) in the aerobic part
of a particle with radius rparticle.
rparticle= particle radius.
r0 = anaerobic boundary radius.
x = proportion of the aerobic distance with a composting rate <50% of
maximum = 0.197.
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Proportion of aerobic volume in the fuzzy layer (Φx)
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Figure 3-8 - The effect of particle geometry on the proportion of the aerobic zone in the fuzzy layer
(composting rate < 50% of maximum - Equation 3-7).

Note that:
1) Figure 3-8 assumes that the fuzzy boundary exists on the aerobic side of the
anaerobic/aerobic boundary (r0). Different proportions would arise if it occurred
on the anaerobic side of the boundary.
2) The proportion of the aerobic distance in the fuzzy layer (x) is 0.197 and this value
is approached only when the anaerobic radius ~ particle radius. As the particle
becomes fully aerobic (i.e. anaerobic radius/particle radius → 0), the proportion of
the aerobic volume in the fuzzy layer tends to x3 i.e. 0.008. Note: the value of x
(the proportion of the aerobic distance that is in the fuzzy layer) remains at 0.197.
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3.6 THE MODEL
The mechanisms by which anaerobic portions become aerobic micro-environments and the
mathematical frameworks necessary can be seen in Figure 3-9.
Pile composting rate

Aerobic
∑(μenv)

Anaerobic
1-∑(μenv)

Microbial
kinetics
Gain

Loss

Substrate
oxidised
in time (ti)
Anaerobic →
Aerobic transition
Reduced oxygen
consumption

Formation of a
new microenvironment (m)
over time (ti)
Surplus oxygen

Diffusion
Laws

Figure 3-9 – Diagram showing the mechanisms involved in the formation of a new micro-environment
in a time interval (ti).

Where: μenv = micro-environment.

3.6.1 Mathematical Derivation
In the same manner that the pile composting rate can be determined as the sum of the
composting rate of each contributing particle, the composting rate of each particle (Part)
will be a sum of the composting rate of each contributing micro-environment (m):
Equation 3-8

QPart( r ) (t )  m1 (Qm (t ))
mn

W cm-3

Where: n = total number of aerobic micro-environments = t/ti and n must satisfy the
mn
expression m1 ( z m )  r . That is n increases with each time
increment until oxygen reaches the core of the particle, when n remains
constant with each time increment.
m = integer index of a micro-environment
t = time since the pile began composting
(days)
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Each micro-environment will be only a proportion of the total volume, it will have a
volumetric proportion (Φm(r)) as well as a composting rate of each fraction (S).

By

definition, a micro-environment does not exist until it is aerobic, therefore Equation 3-8 can
be written for the aerobic contribution as:
Equation 3-9

QPart( r ) (t )  m1 ( m( r )  [Qm( f ) (t )  Qm( s ) (t )  Qm( h ) (t ).....])
mn

W cm-3

Where: f = fast fraction
s = slow fraction
h = humification fraction
If incorporating anaerobic/anoxic degradation, then the volume proportion of the anaerobic
component could be determined (Figure 3-9) as 1- ∑(Φm).
Use of a substrate based first-order kinetics can be achieved if the composting rate is based
on a temperature dependent rate constant (kS) and energy remaining (ES):
Equation 3-10

QS (t )  k S  ES (t )  NBS (t )

W cm-3

Where: S = substrate fraction (fast (f), slow (s), humification (h)…)
ES(t) = energy remaining in fraction (S) at time (t).
NB = adjustment for rate limiting biomass.
Equation 3-9

with Q determined by Equation 3-10 is the mathematical expression of micro-

environment analysis.

It differs from first-order kinetics in incorporating the volume

proportion of each micro-environment (Φm).
Micro-environment analysis incorporates a spatial based analysis within first-order
kinetics.

It reduces to first-order kinetics (Equation 3-10) if a composting particle is fully

aerobic from the start of composting (n = m = 1; Φm = 1).
Equation 3-9

can be extended to as many substrates as necessary, however by the time that

slower decomposing substrates begin to contribute significantly to the composting rate, the
fast fraction, and much of the slow fraction, will be degraded and the composting rate so
low that little of the core of particles will be anaerobic; little net benefit would accrue from
the increased computation requirement.
The two variables in Equation 3-9 and Equation 3-10 are affected by different aspects of the
composting dynamic.
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E is substrate specific (fast fraction, slow fraction, ….) and is affected by rate
constant and the length of time the rate constant has been operating (therefore, it
incorporates the delay in start-time of aerobic composting).
Φm is affected by oxygen penetration depth and particle size.

The state (energy density, E) of a micro-environment which has been anaerobic for a
period of time can be determined from two sequential kinetic functions. For each
function the state can be determined at any time (t), assuming constant temperature and
ignoring the growth phase parameter:
Equation 3-11

ES (t )  ES (0)  e (  kt )

MJ cm-3

Where: t = time elapsed from 0.
S = substrate fraction
For anaerobic composting, this can be written as:
Equation 3-12

ES ( an) (t )  ES (0)  e (  kantan )

MJ cm-3

If anaerobic composting precedes aerobic composting, then the amount of substrate at the
start point of aerobic composting is the state at the end of anaerobic composting. The
time of the anaerobic/aerobic transition for any micro-environment (m) is (tm)1, therefore at
the transition tan = tm = ti*m and Equation 3-12 can be re-written as:
Equation 3-13

Em( S ) (transition )  Em( S ) (0)  e (  kanti m)

MJ cm-3

If Equation 3-13 is the substrate concentration at t(0)aerobic, and aerobic composting time is (t
- ti*m), then the state at any time in the aerobic phase is:
Equation 3-14

Em( S ) (t )  Em( S ) (transition )  e (  kaer (t ti m))

MJ cm-3

Substitute Equation 3-13 into Equation 3-14 to determine the state at a known time period
(ti*m) of anaerobic composting followed by aerobic composting:
Equation 3-15
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Em( S ) (t )  Em( S ) (0)  e (  kanti m)  e (  kaer (t ti m))
Where:

MJ cm-3

t > ti*m

Equation 3-15

could be inserted into Equation 3-10 for a complete understanding involving

both aerobic and anaerobic/anoxic degradation.

However, MEA is an analysis of the

aerobic part of a composting particle. From this analysis perspective, the anaerobic
contribution appears only as a reduction in the starting substrate concentration for the
particular micro-environment. As the anaerobic contribution is an exponent of time
multiplied by rate constant, then either a short anaerobic composting time or a small
anaerobic rate constant will mean this contribution is small, and little error would occur if
the anaerobic contribution were ignored. Then Equation 3-15 reduces to:
Equation 3-16

Em( S ) (t )  Em( S ) (0)  e (  kaer (t ti m))

MJ cm-3

3.7 IMPLICATIONS OF THE THEORETICAL
PERSPECTIVE
Microbial kinetics exhibit 4 phases: lag phase, growth phase, stationary phase, decline
phase (Horan, 1991; Luedeking, 1967). These phases are generally acknowledged as
applying to composting.

However, these microbial phases must exist within the meta-

theory framework of MEA, for which it has been argued in section 3.3 that only two
phases are needed, a growth phase and a decline phase.
Within the micro-environment framework the dynamic between the formation of new
micro-environments and the degradation of existing micro-environments provides new
insights into the nature of the phases observed in composting.





Lag phase – particle fully aerobic as composting has not yet begun (subject only to
the time required for oxygen to diffuse into the centre of the particle); the
composting dynamic is very largely determined by microbial kinetics.
Growth phase – where the observed composting rate is net of increased composting
from the rising biomass and decline in the aerobic proportion.
Less than fully aerobic particle – where observed composting rate is net of
increased composting from new micro-environments and decreased composting in
old micro-environments.
Fully aerobic particle – where net composting declines due to decreased
composting in old micro-environments and no new micro-environments form.

1

Micro-environments begin to form at time t m-1 (see Chapter 4) and this formation is complete by time t m.
If the average of the start time is used then anaerobic time tan = (m-0.5)*ti.
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In addition, considering oxygen penetration as a velocity rather than a depth raises the
intriguing question as to the nature of the growth phase parameter as the oxygen front
moves into previously anaerobic substrate. For slow velocities, the natural spread of the
aerobic biomass is likely to mean that a growth phase parameter is only needed for the
initial biomass build up, however, for faster velocities the natural spread of the biomass
may be insufficient and a growth phase parameter may be required for later microenvironments.
The fuzzy boundary, while not being mathematically included in micro-environment
analysis, can still be accommodated. When a micro-environment is defined, its location
is within this fuzzy boundary. Therefore, as oxygen concentration builds in the newly
defined micro-environment, the amount of fuzzy boundary adjustment to the composting
rate needed would decrease over time. This accommodation is limited to oxygen impacts
that occur within the boundary defined by zero-order kinetics.

Low oxygen levels

occurring in the anaerobic zone could not be adjusted for in this framework.
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Chapter 4

4 APPLICATION OF THE THEORY
4.1 Micro-Environment Calculations
Micro-environments are defined sequentially as oxygen penetrates the particle. Microenvironment calculations exist in three-dimensional composting space and must embrace
the multidimensional aspects of microbial ecosystems.

Hence while the diffusion law

solutions of Chapter 3 only require the single parameter VOR, composting kinetics require
several parameters to determine VOR. Some parameters (micro-environment starting
parameters) will be set when the micro-environment comes into existence, in particular:


Start time for aerobic composting (tm).



ES(tm).



Micro-environment thickness (zm).



Micro-environment volume proportion (Φm).

While other parameters need calculation at each interval:


Energy remaining in each fraction in the micro-environment (Em(s)(t)).



Composting rate of the micro-environment (Qm).



Oxygen consumption within the micro-environment (VORm).



Residual oxygen at the inner boundary (Cm(t)), and



Determination of new micro-environment starting parameters: (zm, Φm, and tm).

For any „slice‟ through the composting time course, the observed composting rate will be a
sum of all micro-environments over all particle sizes as depicted in Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1 – Space-time-
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environments.
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different microWhere the
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QD

QA

QB

QC

QA

QB

m=3
2
m=4
3

3ti

Qanaerobic

Time

QA

QA > QB > QC > QD.
Oxygen Penetration Depth

Micro-environments contributing to
measured composting rate at time
3ti. Where the texture gradient
represents fractions in the compost.
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The computational task is to determine the state of the parameters in each microenvironment at each time interval in order to determine:



The micro-environment‟s composting rate, and hence its contribution to the pile
composting rate.
The micro-environment‟s oxygen consumption rate to enable the residual oxygen
concentration at the innermost boundary of the innermost micro-environment to be
determined so the thickness of the new micro-environment can be calculated.

4.1.1 The Space-time Analytical Framework
In each time interval, the aerobic front advances further into the particle, creating a new
micro-environment.

Let ti be the time increment, and m the integer form of a micro-

environment in the sense that m=1 is the first micro-environment and m=n the nth microenvironment.

Thus at the end of period n, the latest micro-environment formed is

represented by the space interval [n-1, n]2 in Figure 4-2. As n increments by 1 at each
interval, and a micro-environment‟s thickness is determined by the oxygen penetration
limit, then n tracks the oxygen penetration distance at any time t - the laws of physics
determine this track.

Figure 4-2 - Discretising time into units, with

t0

t1=ti

tn-1

tn=nti

Time

a corresponding discretisation of the space
dimension, representing the step-wise

m=1

advance of the ‘aerobic front’ into a
Aerobic

composting particle along dimension m (m
will be a linear depth for a slab-shaped
particle with planar geometry, or inwards
along the radius r for a spherical particle).

m=n-1
Micro-environment n

m=n

Space

Anaerobic

By contrast, m remains with its micro-environment – it has a location in the particle and
encompasses its resident micro-organisms. As n increments with the oxygen penetration
distance while m is fixed, it is only at the formation of a micro-environment that m = n.
At all other times 1≤ m ≤ n. That moment in composting space-time when an interval
ticks over and the fuzzy boundary collapses to a surface (discussed in Chapter 3) is also the
moment in time when m = n and this only occurs at a certain place in the particle
determined by the interaction of diffusion law and microbial kinetics (the oxygen
2

It is assumed that composting is initiated at the end of the time interval in which the micro-environment is
created, though to a better approximation it should be initiated at the mid-point of that interval.
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penetration distance).

In addition, n by definition exists from the start time of pile

composting until oxygen reaches the core of the particle.
From a microbial perspective, the formation of a new micro-environment occurs at the
transition from anaerobic to aerobic.

It is the aerobic composting start time of the new

micro-environment.
As m = n at this point, its temporary label is n and the time of its formation is between (n1)*ti and n*ti. However, it is only for this time interval that m = n, as at the next interval
n increments by 1 and m and n must part company. But the legacy of that brief moment
in time remains and m retains the imprint of that moment, gathering about itself a certain
volume of compost in a certain state with a time of formation in composting state-space
determined as m*ti.
Different time courses in composting history are represented by m and n at sub-particle
scales. The micro-environment index m, is associated with a fixed volume of compost
and tracks the time course of the microbial kinetics. By contrast, n tracks the oxygen
penetration distance, it brings new micro-environments into existence. The stepped line
in Figure 4-2 is the path traced by n over time (although it is only visible in a 2 dimensional
portrayal of the composting process), it is the ever changing boundary in composting space
between anaerobic and aerobic. As a tool, n defines aerobic composting start time and
micro-environment volume. The trace left behind by the path of n through composting
state-space is embodied in its partner m which forms the basis on which all subsequent
calculations exist.

4.1.2 Time
In Chapter 3 the need for an aerobic composting start time for each micro-environment was
raised and the point made that this time is of necessity different from the pile start time for
all except the first micro-environment (m=1). The mathematical relationships between
these are established here.
Time, in a composting context is best viewed from two inter-related perspectives:


Pile perspective (absolute time) – where clock time begins at some identifiable
point (t(0)) and progresses by a known interval at each step (ti). However, t(0) can
not be determined with high precision as it takes time to prepare the compost and
start the trial. Therefore, as the analysis interval occurs at the end of the time
interval then t(0) is taken as occurring at the end of the first interval i.e. t(0) = ti.
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This may need to be reassessed if ti is greater than a few hours. Absolute time
affects all parts of the pile equally.


Micro-environment perspective (composting time) – which is intimately linked to
the rate constant, most significantly linked to the presence or absence of oxygen,
and the period of time that the rate constant has been operating e.g. tan or taer.
Because of composting time‟s association with a specific rate constant, impacts
differ throughout the pile, although all micro-environments with the same timelabel will be affected equally - Figure 4-1. For any rate constant, composting time
progresses according to clock time, but its starting point tm differs from that of its
neighbours.

A change in rate constant from anaerobic to aerobic will cause the compost time of the
anaerobic rate constant to stop, while the compost time of the aerobic rate constant begins
at 0.

While tan stops progressing at time tm, its impact, that is the amount of degradation

that occurs in the time period tan with rate constant kan, remains as part of the microenvironment‟s history.

The anaerobic/aerobic boundary (tm) links absolute time to

composting time as above.
n in Section 4.1.1 is the incrementalised component of time, it increases by 1 at each
interval. Therefore the relationship between n and clock time is t = n*ti ; until oxygen
reaches the core of a particle, when n stops incrementing and no more micro-environments
will form.
When oxygen arrives into a previously anaerobic part of a composting particle then m = n
(Section 4.1.1), therefore this time is t = n*ti = m*ti . As the micro-environment comes
into existence at this point then the start time of the micro-environment is3 m*ti which is
by definition the start time of aerobic composting.

As a new micro-environment forms in

each interval, then an equally wide range of aerobic composting start times, and
consequently composting time courses, will exist in the composting particle. Microenvironment analysis is about tracking the time courses of each of these microenvironments.
If we define the start time of aerobic composting as tm = m*ti

then the time course of

composting can be described with two functions separated at time tm.
1. Anaerobic degradation (with rate constant kan) changing at time tm to:
2. Aerobic degradation (with rate constant kaer) for a period of time taer.

3

As micro-environments arise at the end of the time interval, then strictly speaking the outer part of a microenvironment will have been composting for a time ti longer than this time, as it would have received oxygen
soon after the previous micro-environment formed. Only the inner part of the micro-environment would be
accurately represented by this formulation.
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Where: the elapsed time of anaerobic composting
the elapsed time of aerobic composting
and

tan = tm = m*ti
taer = t-tm = t - m*ti
t = tan + taer

4.1.3 The Volumetric Oxygen Consumption Rate (VOR)
The composting rate (Qm(S)) for each substrate (S) per unit volume of a micro-environment
can be determined from first order kinetics (Equation 3-10), and is reformulated here for
each micro-environment as:
Equation 4-1

Qm( S ) (t )  k S  Em( S ) (t )  NB( S ) (t )

W cm-3(solid (m))

Where: kS = thermodynamic rate constant of substrate (S)
W MJ -1(S)
Em(S)(t) = concentration of substrate (S) in micro-env (m) at time (t)
MJ(S) cm-3(solid (m))
NB(S)(t) = Adjustment for biomass being rate-limiting at the start of
composting of substrate (S) - NB ≤ 1
Xm X-1max
To convert Qm(S) [W cm-3] of Equation 4-1 to VOR [mg (O2) cm-3.s-1], the oxygen consumption
rate per watt is needed.
Haug (1993, p. 111), used electrons transferred when oxygen oxidises a substrate to
determine that 3.26 kcal are released for each gram of COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand).
He quoted Zanoni & Mueller who determined experimentally that 3.81 kcal/ g COD are
released. By contrast, Criddle et al. (1991) used microcalorimetry to determine the
energy release from respiring corn shoots at 556 ± 22 µJ/nmol O2 (kJ/mol O2).

Lefebvre

et al. (2000), used Van‟t Reit & Tramper‟s (1991) value of 460 kJ/ mole O2; while Kaiser
(1996) used 14000 kJ/kg O2 .
Using the experimental data and converting to the same units: Zanoni & Mueller yielded
15.94 kJ/ g O2;

Criddle et al. (1991) 17.3 kJ/ g O2; Lefebvre et al., (2000) 14.3 kJ/g O2;

Kaiser (1996) 14.0 kJ/g O2 and from stoichiometry of glucose oxidation Gliński &
Stępniewski (1985) give 16.01 kJ/g O2. Considering that Zanoni & Mueller used various
sewage sludges while Criddle et al. (1991) used respiring corn shoots, the similarity
between these two figures suggests the wide applicability of the amount of energy released
per gram of oxygen.

For this work the sewage sludge value 15.94 kJ/ g O2 will be used.

1 g O2 → 15.94 kJ
Divide by seconds and modify units:

1 gO2 / s  15.94 kW Or: 1 mg O2 / s→ 15.94 W
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That is:
1 watt requires 0.0627 mg O2 s-1
Therefore to convert watts to VOR
Qm(s) [W cm-3] * 0.0627 [mg O2 (s.W)-1] = VOR
Equation 4-1

mg O2 cm-3.s-1

can be formulated on a volumetric oxygen uptake rate basis as:
Equation 4-2

VORm (t )  1 (k S  Em( S ) (t )  NBS (t ))  0.0627
S

mg O2 cm-3.s-1

It then becomes suitable for use in Equation 4-7 & Equation 4-9.

Limited oxygen

penetration depths mostly occur early in a composting particle‟s history when the fast
fraction dominates composting. However, considering both fast and slow fractions (as in
Equation 4-2),

then summing the VOR of these two contributing fractions determines the

VOR of micro-environment (m).

4.1.4 Incorporating the Growth Stage
Using the normalised growth phase parameter of Section 5.5.1.4 and a separate growth
phase parameter for each fraction raises a question as to whether the function should apply
to the growth phase parameter of each micro-environment.

If the function is applied to

each micro-environment, then the growth phase parameter would be offset from its
neighbour by ti i.e. the delay in aerobic start time of adjacent micro-environments.
Alternatively, it could apply only to the first micro-environment, and subsequent microenvironments use the growth phase parameter from this one, on the assumption that the
rate of penetration of oxygen into the particle is low enough that the natural spread of
biomass will be sufficient to eliminate the need for a growth phase in these later microenvironments.
Until experimental evidence proves otherwise, the spread of biomass will be assumed to be
sufficient to not need a separate growth phase parameter for subsequent microenvironments.
The growth phase parameter in effect changes the rate constant, therefore any point where
the rate constant occurs in calculations will need adjustment for the growth phase
parameter, thus:
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Equation 4-2,



Equation 4-5,



Equation 3-10

where the VOR, and consequently the thickness of new microenvironments, is impacted.
where the change in state (E) of the micro-environment over the time
interval is affected by the composting rate and consequently the growth phase
parameter.
(reformulated above as Equation 4-1), when the composting rate of the
micro-environment is determined.

4.1.5 Energy Density E(0) & E(t)
The energy density at the start of composting ES(0) of each fraction (S) in the particle can
be determined from the volatile solids (VS) content, the proportion of the VS in each
fraction and the energy content of volatile solids:
Equation 4-3

E S (0) 

VS total (0)  EVS   S
V particles

Where: VStotal = volatile solids as determined by ash analysis
αs = mass proportion of VS that is fraction (S)
EVS = energy content of VS (21.4 kJ/g – Haug (1993)

MJ cm-3solid
g
MJ g-1

For each micro-environment with a start time of aerobic composting of tm and with the
degradation due to anaerobic activity ignored, then Equation 4-3 could be formulated for
each micro-environment as:
Equation 4-4

E m ( S ) (t m ) 

VS total (0)  EVS   S
V particles

MJ cm-3solid

For any micro-environment m for which t > tm then the fraction will be degraded over each
time interval according to first-order microbial kinetics:
Equation 4-5

ES (t )  ES (t  t i )  e  kS NB(t ) ti

MJ cm-3solid(m)

Where: γ = Multiplier to adjust the thermodynamic rate constant into a time based
constant =(3600*hrs)/106 = 0.0864 if time is 1 day
MJ.second J-1.
ti = interval time
Days
Note 1) At t=tm i.e. the first aerobic interval, ES(t) reduces to ES(0)
2) Note γ could be chosen for the analysis time interval i.e 0.0036 for interval of 1
hour; 0.0018 for 30 minute interval.
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Equation 4-5

is formulated for micro-environment analysis where the degradation over the

interval period ti is determined, as distinct from a formulation based on E(0) and total
elapsed composting time taer. The above formulation allows adjustment of the rate
constant at each interval enabling it to interface with an external temperature data set.

4.1.6 Oxygen Concentration at the Inner Boundary
The widely used equation determining oxygen concentration within a space where zeroorder diffusion law applies is formulated for micro-environments below (note the same
equation is used in heat transfer problems where heat is lost at a constant rate):
Equation 4-6

C m (t )  C0 (t ) 



VOR(t )
i m
i m
(i 1 z i ) 2  2(i 1 z i )  z l
2D



Where: C0(t) = Oxygen concentration at the particle surface.
Cm(t) = Oxygen concentration at micro-environment (m)‟s inner
boundary at time (t)
zi = Thickness of micro-environment (m)
zl = Oxygen penetration depth (Equation 4-9).

mg 02 cm-3
mg O2 cm-3
mg O2 cm-3
cm
cm

However, the zero-order diffusion law (and Equation 4-6) requires a constant VOR, yet the
definition of a micro-environment is that the VOR will vary between micro-environments.
This variation is beyond the limits of the above formulation.
Stępniewski derived a multilayer model for diffusion into soil (Gliński & Stępniewski,
1985) which gives insights into the effect of changing VOR. Their equation,
reformulated here with micro-environment notation, for determining oxygen concentration
at the inner boundary of a micro-environment, assuming the oxygen concentration in the
micro-environment‟s outer boundary is known, is:
Equation 4-7

2i m VORi (t ) z i z m   VORm (t ) z m2
i n

C m (t )  C( m1) (t ) 

2 Dm

mg O2 cm-3

Where: n = Total number of micro-environments.
By rearranging and comparing Equation 4-7 with Equation 4-6, it can be seen that VOR(t)zl of
Equation 4-6

compares with



i n
i m

(VORi (t ) z i z m ) of Equation 4-7. Of particular interest in

this comparison is that Equation 4-6 limits the analysis boundary to the oxygen penetration
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limit (zl) while the analysis boundary of Equation 4-7 contains no apparent methodology
which limits n to the aerobic part only.

If VORi is the oxygen consumption rate in the

layers between m and n, i.e. the oxygen consumption of micro-environments to the inside
of micro-environment m, and if n were the centre of the particle, then at least some of these
layers will be beyond the oxygen penetration depth (zl).

Figure 4-3 – The effect of changing (n) on
Stępniewski’s multilayer model.

Fast
0.008

thickness zm of 0.001 cm; where



mn

z

m 1 m

= depth as determined by Equation 4-9.
Notes: 1) The VOR of each layer is the same
– including the n+1 layer.
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0.028
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n-1
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exactly match the oxygen penetration depth (0.03023 cm).

Knowing the oxygen penetration limit is important for Equation 4-7 as shown in Figure 4-3
where n is determined by zl (the oxygen penetration limit). Clearly n is a significant
issue for use of Equation 4-7, because precise determination is not possible without knowing
C(m-1), yet knowing C(m-1) is dependent on knowing zl (and n). Two approaches are
possible to achieve a high precision solution:


If n in Equation 4-7 were a continually increasing number over time (being the
number of micro-environments in existence at time (t)), then Equation 4-7 would
mesh well with the logic requirements of micro-environment analysis. The
i n
function i  m (VORi (t ) zi ) being the oxygen consumption in that part of the
compost beyond micro-environment m, but within the aerobic zone – where n =
number of micro-environments at time t i.e. n = t ÷ ti.



However, entering VOR as 0, if it is beyond the oxygen penetration depth, also
achieves the boundary requirements of the analytical solution even if n is the centre
of the particle. This raises the possibility that a Monod style kinetics around the
VOR would reduce it to a sufficiently low value to make the solution valid while
retaining n as being the centre of the particle.

Thus, the need to know oxygen penetration depth as a parameter before being able to
reliably determine oxygen concentration at a micro-environment‟s inner boundary is made
substantially more complicated by the development of spatial variation within the aerobic
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zone. Determining oxygen penetration depth with anything other than a constant VOR
would seem to need a numerical solution. Micro-environment analysis fills this need
because, by definition, the inner boundary of a new micro-environment ≡ zl at time t.
Therefore the most precise determination of Cm is achieved at that instant in time (t) when
a new micro-environment forms, and will again become precise after an elapsed time of ti.
With the circular arguments noted above, an iterative procedure will still be needed for a
high precision solution. That is, oxygen concentration at the n-1 boundary is dependent on
knowing the thickness of the n th micro-environment (i.e. zi where i=n in Equation 4-7),
while the thickness of the n th micro-environment is determined by knowing the oxygen
concentration at the n-1 boundary (Equation 4-9).
4.1.6.1 Accommodating the Fuzzy Boundary
The fuzzy boundary (discussed in Section 3.5.2) can be accommodated in Equation 3-10
by incorporating the Monod equation. As the effect is a function of oxygen concentration
and acts on the rate constant, then its effect varies for each micro-environment.
4-8

is Equation 3-10 with the Monod equation fitted.

Equation

It uses the oxygen concentration at

the outer boundary of the micro-environment (inner boundary of m-1).

Note, any aerobic

composting that occurs beyond micro-environment n (the innermost micro-environment)4
would not be counted in Equation 4-8, but as oxygen concentrations at this point would be
very low the error is likely to be small.
Equation 4-8

 CO 2( m1)
Qm ( S ) (t )  k S  
K C
O 2 ( m 1)
 O2


  E m ( S ) (t )  NBS (t )



W cm-3

4.1.7 Oxygen Movement from Pores to the Particle (C(0))
In Equation 4-9 below, the concentration of oxygen in the outer part of the first microenvironment yet within the particle is important when applying diffusion laws to oxygen
movement into a particle.

This concentration will differ from the pore oxygen level

which in turn will be less than free-air oxygen concentration.
For oxygen to be able to be used by micro-organisms within an aqueous environment, it
must cross from the atmosphere to the substrate.

This interface is known as the gas-film

4

Aerobic composting could occur beyond micro-environment n if n is initially determined without Monod
adjustment. In this case the VOR in micro-environment‟s significantly affected by the Monod function
would consume less oxygen than expected with the residual then diffusing further into the particle, beyond n.
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resistance (Finn, 1967); or liquid-gas transfer (Sole-Mauri et al., 2007). A particular
consideration is whether the particle should be treated as dominantly water, in which case
the oxygen concentration in water can be determined by Henry‟s law, (9.9 ppm = 0.0099
mg cm-3 @ 16°C – Polprasert, 1996); this stance would be supported by those who argue
that a particle is surrounded by a thin layer of water (Hamelers, 2001). On the other hand,
if water is embedded within the particle, and not free on the surface, the possibility that
partly air-filled micro-porosity may exist and substantially change the assumed parameters
must be considered.
Resistances have a surface area component, hence with micro-porosity the resistance must
lie where it actually occurs, which is the edge of a micro-pore not filled with water.
Accurate computations need to be based on the edge of these aerobic micro-pores which
may be substantially different from the edge of the particle. With an indeterminate
mosaic of micro-scale pores the computational difficulties would confound any predictive
model. A manageable compromise is needed.

Fortunately, substantial insights are

possible by assuming a certain oxygen concentration at the analytical boundary that can, if
necessary, include the effect of micro-pores by adjusting the magnitude of the diffusion
coefficient at this boundary.

For a good summary of the mathematics of micro-porosity

in soils see Gliński & Stępniewski (1985).
If the effects of micro-pores could be related to the macro-scale „particle‟ boundary, then
the parameters needed for modelling purposes would be well grounded.

The two

modelling parameters that are likely to be impacted by micro-porosity are oxygen
concentration in the outer edge of the outer micro-environment, and the diffusion
coefficient.
The oxygen concentration in the outer edge of micro-environment #1, could be lower or
higher than predicted by Henry‟s law, lower if the solubility in substrate is less than pure
water – higher if the outer edge is a mosaic of air-filled micro-pores and water saturated
substrate.

In the absence of experimental data, the oxygen concentration (CO2) is assumed

to be 0.009 mg cm-3 (Polprasert, 1996).

This is slightly below the saturation coefficient in

pure water at 16 °C in equilibrium with free air oxygen concentration. Typically the pore
oxygen concentration will be less than free-air concentrations so microbes growing in the
edge of micro-environment #1 would be immersed in an even lower concentration of
oxygen, however, the range of factors discussed above would expose any other estimate to
substantial criticism.
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4.1.8 Diffusion Coefficient (D).
The diffusion coefficient for gases diffusing into particles is known to vary considerably.
Smith (1980) noted the range of gas diffusion coefficients measured in soil particles to
range from 1*10-2 cm2 s-1 for dry aggregates to 1*10-6 cm2 s-1 for saturated aggregates,
While Nakasaki et al. (1987) found the effective diffusivity of composting sewage sludge
cakes to reach a maximum of 4 x 10-3 cm2 s-1 at 55% moisture content.

A correlation

between moisture content and diffusion coefficient is understandable from the perspective
of developing air-filled micro-porosity as moisture content falls, indeed Nakasaki et al
found the diffusivity to be proportional to (porosity)2/3 in their sludge cake.

In this

respect, the size of pore that is water filled for any moisture content can be determined
(Baker, VanderGheynst, & Walker, 1999; Bloom & Richard., 2002; Flood, Koon,
Trumbull, & Brewer, 1987; Hamelers, 2001; Richard, 2002) and adjustments for FAS have
been proposed (Ball & Smith, 2001; Gliński & Stępniewski, 1985; Marshall, 1957, 1959;
Millington, 1959; Nielson et al., 1984; Penman, 1940; Rappoldt, 1993; Smith, 1980; van
Ginkel et al., 2002; Webb & Pruess, 2003).

4.1.9 New Micro-Environment Thickness
The thickness of a new micro-environment is determined with Equation 4-9 using the
oxygen concentration of the inner boundary of the previously formed micro-environment
(determined by Equation 4-7 above when a new interval ticks over). The starting energy
density value used is ES(tm) ≡ ES(0) – i.e the concentration of fraction (S) at the start of
composting, assuming anaerobic degradation is negligible.
As micro-environment thickness is fixed for the life of the micro-environment, then zl of
Equation 4-9

can be renamed zm i.e the thickness of micro-environment m.
Equation 4-9

zl 

2  D  CO 2
 zm
VOR(0)

cm

Where: zl = Oxygen penetration limit using planar geometry
cm
VOR(0) = Volumetric oxygen consumption rate (Equation 4-2 with
an energy density ES(0) & NB S(t))
mg O2 cm-3 s-1
CO2 = Oxygen concentration at the previous micro-environment‟s
inner boundary (C(n-1))
mg O2 cm-3
D = Diffusion coefficient
cm2 s-1
2 = Constant of integration for planar geometry
Note: at this place, that is, the oxygen penetration limit, m=n
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4.1.10

Micro-Environment Volume

The volume of each micro-environment m, (Vm) can be determined from knowledge of its
thickness (zm) and particle radius (r).

The micro-environments will have a definable

relationship to each other in that each new micro-environment will exist to the inside of all
previous ones, in the manner of the layers of an onion - Figure 4-4.
The volume of each micro-environment can be determined by subtracting the volume of
the inner sphere (the lower boundary in Figure 4-4) from the volume of the outer sphere (the
next outer boundary in Figure 4-4).

Figure 4-4 – The relationship between micro-

Z1

environments and particle radius.
r

Z2
Z3

For particles of radius r:
Equation 4-10

router( m)  r  i 1 ( z i )

cm

rinner( m)  r  i 1 ( z i )

cm

i  m 1

i m

The volumes of the spheres are:



i  m 1



i m

Vouter( m)  43  r  i 1 ( z i )
Vinner( m)  43  r  i 1 ( z i )



3

cm3



3

cm3

The volume of micro-environment (m) in a particle of radius (r) is the difference between
the two:
Equation 4-11



 



3
3
i  m 1
i m
Vm( r )  43   r  i 1 ( z i )  r  i 1 ( z i ) 



cm3(m)

The portion of the particle that is in this micro-environment is:
Equation 4-12
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Vm ( r )
V part( r )



 



 r  i m1 ( z ) 3  r  i m ( z ) 3 
i1 i
i1 i 


  m( r )
r3

Equation 4-12

cm3(m)/cm3(part)

can be used in Equation 3.9 to determine the composting rate (Q) of particle

size (r) that is, Qpart(r).

4.1.11

Scaling Up to the Pile

For a pile with a range of particle sizes, the proportion of a pile in each particle size
interval (average of sieve size 1 & sieve size 2) can be determined by sieving and weight
proportioning, if one assumes that particle density is the same over all particle sizes.
While there may be some value in considering the composting rate of each particle size, of
most interest to compost researchers is the net effect of the contribution of all the particle
sizes to the observed compost rate. A particle‟s contribution will be a function of its
aerobic proportion (a function of its size), and the proportion of the pile solids which are
this size. The observed pile composting rate per unit volume of particles therefore is the
sum of each particle composting rate and its mass proportion Equation 4-13.
Equation 4-13

QPart avg  r (Q part( r )   r )

W/cm3(part)

Where: αr = mass ratio of particle size r.
For these calculations, it is assumed that for a pile at optimum moisture all water is integral
with the solids, resulting in particles composed of solids + water (i.e. little or no air).
Internal water causes the particle to swell, effectively diluting the solids and reducing the
volumetric oxygen consumption rate, but increasing diffusion distances.

It is further

assumed that the particle remains as a structural unit when dried, and hence can be
determined by sieving.
Thus on a volume basis:
Equation 4-14

V pile  Vair  V part

cm3

It can be shown that Vair = FAS*Vpile and Equation 4-14 can be rearranged as:
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Equation 4-15

V part  V pile  (1  FAS )
Equation 4-15

cm3

can be used in Equation 4-3 to determine the energy density of the substrate

fraction, or it can be rearranged and combined with Equation 4-13 to determine the
volumetric composting rate of the pile:
Equation 4-16

Q pile  Q part avg  (1  FAS )
Equation 4-16

W cm-3(Pile)

could be used in micro-environment analysis with oxygen concentrations in

air, and an appropriately adjusted diffusion coefficient, that is diffusion of oxygen in air
with FAS adjustment allowing for tortuosity of the pores, to determine micro-environment
development within a composting pile.
Inter-particle variation arising from the components of the mixture (BM and substrate)
overlays the micro-environment variation which exists at sub-particle scales. The
observed pile composting rate will be an average of all this variation.

It follows that if a

fraction‟s distribution favours one or other of the mixture components, then the location of
the fraction is significant to micro-environment analysis. For most purposes only two
components will exist: bulking material (BM) and substrate. Because the fast fraction
dominates oxygen penetration depth, its location has the most impact on microenvironment development and hence modelling of the composting time course.
For solid substrates the mixing ratio R can be determined by:
Equation 4-17

R

Wsub
(Wsub  WBM )

g g-1

If an experimentally determined fraction were known to be only in one component of the
compost mixture then the particle volume of Equation 4-15 can be determined as: (Vpart* R)
if the fraction is in the substrate, and (Vpart* (1-R)) if in the bulking material.

The energy

content of a particle when divided by the volume of particles containing this energy results
in a form suitable for use in micro-environment analysis (Equation 4-3). The energy
density of the fast fraction directly impacts on the oxygen penetration depth and the
composting time course of the particle.
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For solid substrates, each component will retain its original form so a mass balance
approach, where the proportion of the pile wet weight attributable to the substrate is
determined by the weight of each component, Equation 4-17, is valid.
However, semi-solid substrates, such as manures and sludge, where the substrate may have
a range of associations with the BM (from complete intermixing, through surface coating,
to separate particles) will need a correspondingly wide range of computational solutions
(discussed below).
4.1.11.1
Assigning Particle-Size Distributions for Mixtures
For a semi-solid substrate, such as faeces, where the substrate is well mixed with the
bulking material then, from a micro-environment analysis perspective, it needs to be
known how the substrate is mixed with the BM as the substrate needs to be attributed to
its particular particle size distribution (PSD).
With such mixtures it is not known what the substrate PSD is until it is mixed with the
BM, and any particle size fraction is likely to be a mixture of BM and substrate.
Assuming the mass fraction proportions of the bulking material PSD can be determined
before mixing, and the mixture PSD determined after mixing, and that the initial particle
size mass fractions of the BM and the mixture are known, then the proportion of each
particle size (r) in the mixture that is substrate as against bulking material can be
determined by a mass balance approach where the mass ratio of substrate in the size range
r to r +Δr is determined by:
Equation 4-18

 pile( sub)( r ) 

(Wmix   mix ( r )  WBM   BM ( r ) )
(WMix  WBM )

R

g g-1

Where: Wmix = Wet weight of the mixture
g
WBM = Wet weight of the bulking material
g
αmix(r) = Mass fraction of the dry mix passing sieve size (r + Δr) but
retained by sieve size (r)
αBM(r) = Mass fraction of dry BM passing sieve size (r + Δr) but
retained by the sieve (r)
R = ratio substrate : total wet weight (R converts the substrate based size
proportion into a pile based size proportion).

Equation 4-18

can also be used to determine αpile(BM)(r) by using (1-R) in lieu of R.
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4.1.12

Volatile Solids Basis

Compost research has traditionally based its analysis on volatile solids content.

The

effect of the „non-degradable‟ fraction (taken to be lignin) is adjusted for by use of either
equilibrium mass (Keener et al., 1993) or biodegradable volatile solids (BVS) (Haug,
1993)). Both of these formulations imply that composting would stop and the „nondegradable‟ fraction would remain „forever‟.

Lignin, however, is degradable (Tuomela et

al., 2000), therefore it will not „stop‟, so a more precise formulation is needed that
acknowledges this fact.
In reassessing the role of VS as a basis for analysis, other considerations must be made.
In particular, compost differs from soils in that the ash component forms an integral
(essential) role in the structure of organic matter – in the nature of macro and micro
nutrients.

In addition, Battley (1995) found for E. Coli., that when ash content is

determined it is 5-6% overestimated due to the weight of oxygen present in the ash but not
present when the ash minerals were a structural component of the cell.
The energy driving composting is contained in the VS carbon rather than the ash (although
metals can serve as useful electron acceptors in soils (Dassonville et al., 2004) and aquifers
(Chapelle, Haack, Adriaens, Henry, & Bradley, 1996)). Thus ash does not release energy
in the composting process, yet is integrally associated with the VS.
Considering that micro-environment analysis is based on the density of a fraction in a
substrate then high precision would require consideration of whether including or
excluding ash from the analysis significantly changes the energy density in the above
equations.

For now the following are considered.



In micro-environment analysis, non-degradable VS are viewed as a fraction with a
low rate constant. That is, while „non-degradable‟ VS may claim a significant
proportion of the solids mass, its low rate constant means its contribution to
composting is effectively not detectable.



The use of VS as the base upon which fraction proportions exist, will be continued
on the basis that carbon is the energy driver of composting and this is more
accurately reflected in a VS measurement. To more accurately determine VS, the
elemental component of ash will be used i.e. adjusted for the mass of oxygen in a
furnaced sample.
Equation 4-19

Ashelemental  Ash furnace  0.95

%
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Here the constant 0.95 adjusts for the 5-6% overestimate of the ash weight identified by
Battley (1995).

4.2 Reassessing Factors Impacting Composting:
Implications of the Theory.
Oxygen penetration depth (zl) is one part (particle geometry being the other) of
determining particle composting rate using diffusion laws.
Four parameters are needed for Equation 4-9, the dividend factors (diffusion coefficient D
and oxygen concentration CO2) are firmly embedded in the laws of physics, while the
divisor (containing rate constant kS and substrate concentration ES) are firmly embedded in
the microbial world and determined experimentally.
Each of these parameters has an identifiable impact on the composting time course.

4.2.1 Oxygen Concentration (CO2) and Diffusion Coefficient (D).
Both occur in the same location in the diffusion equation which determines oxygen
penetration depth (Equation 4-9), so both would have a similar effect on the composting
time course. The net effect on oxygen penetration depth (zl) is the square root of the
change in either parameter (hence doubling the parameter would increase z by 1.414).
Because there is no effect on the rate constant, and consequently the VOR will not change,
the net effect on the composting rate is the same as the effect on zl, as the aerobic volume
is directly related to zl.

By contrast, the composting time course will be affected, as the

proportion of the particle being aerobically degraded will change and hence the amount of
the particle experiencing an offset in the time course will be correspondingly affected.

4.2.2 Rate Constant (k) and Energy Density (E)
Both these parameters occur in the divisor of Equation 4-9.
0.5

reduce oxygen penetration depth by 0.71 i.e. (1/2)

Therefore, doubling either will

of the original value.

Of particular interest though is the net effect on the composting rate as, while the rate
constant may be doubled, the volume of the aerobic part of the particle is reduced (by
0.71). The net effect on composting, from an overly simple perspective, can be estimated
by multiplying the increase in the rate constant by the decrease in the volume; i.e: (2 k)
E( 0.71 V) = 1.4 k E V.

This simplification would have validity only if daily oxygen
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penetration depth (zl)<< particle radius (r); as zl approaches radius, particle geometry
effects begin to dominate.
Thus a doubling of the rate constant (or energy density) will only increase the overall
composting rate by 1.4, being a combination of increased k and decreased contributing
volume.
This is further confirmed by the oxygen flux approach as used by Hamelers (2001), where
within the limits of constant oxygen uptake rate (discussed earlier), the flux determines the
aerobic composting rate of the entire particle. The equation determining the flux of
oxygen (dQ/dt) into a unit area of particle surface is (Bouldin 1968):
Equation 4-20

dQ
 2  C (0)  VOR  D
dt

cm3 O2 cm-2 s-1

In Equation 4-20 doubling the rate constant doubles the VOR and increases the flux, and
hence the composting rate, by only 1.4.
What is less obvious is the time dependent effect of increased k (or E) and consequently a
reduced oxygen penetration depth on composting over time. This effect will arise
because the increased rate constant will degrade the outer micro-environments more
quickly allowing oxygen to penetrate further.

4.2.3 The Effect of Micro-Environments on Determination of the
Rate Constant
One of the implications of micro-environment development is that a rate constant
determined experimentally with anything other than fully aerobic particles will result in a
value less than the true rate constant.

A mathematical relationship between the true rate

constant and apparent rate can be determined.
For a single substrate, the rate constant (k) can be determined from experimental data if the
composting rate (Q) at two times (1 & 2) and the energy released (E1→2) are known (see
Chapter 5 - Equation 5.4 and 5.5 ).

In its simplest form, with only a single fraction

contributing to the composting rate and no growth phase parameter, the equations can be
merged into:
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Equation 4-21

k

Q1  (1  QQ12 )

W MJ-1

E released(12)

However, with micro-environment development, Q is explained by Equation 3-9.
Therefore, inserting Equation 3-9 into Equation 4-21, (with appropriate subscripts and
considering only the fast fraction) and cancelling k as appropriate gives:
Equation 4-22
mn
  (  m  E f (t 2 )) 
k f (true)  m 1 ( m  E f (t1 ))  1  mm1n

m1 (  m  E f (t1 )) 


Ereleased(1 2)
mn

k f ( apparent)

W MJ-1

Where: kf(true) = the rate constant applying to Φm and Ef.
kf(apparent) = the rate constant as it appears from the data curve.

The energy released E(1→2) can be put in the form:
Equation 4-23

Ereleased(12)  m 1 (( Em (t1 )  Em (t2 ))   m )
mn

Substitute Equation 4-23 into Equation 4-22 and divide by kf(true) to determine the ratio of
(apparent):

kf

kf (true) .
Equation 4-24

 m  n( m  E f (t2 )) 
m 1 ( m  E f (t1 ))  1  mm1n(  E (t )) 
f 1
 m 1 m
 1

mn
Mult
m 1 [ Em (t1 )  Em (t2 )]   m 
mn

k f ( apparent)
k f (true)

However, within a micro-environment framework changing the rate constant will also
change the aerobic volume, Equation 4-24 makes no adjustment for this change in volume.
A good estimate of the net result can be made by assuming the volume changes are directly
correlated to the oxygen penetration depth (zl).

Because k occurs in the divisor of the

equation used to determine oxygen penetration, then an estimate of the net effect of the
change in aerobic volume can be made with Equation 4-25 (discussed in Section 4.2.2):
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Equation 4-25

Mult Vol  Mult 
Where: Mult

1
Mult

= Multiplier as determined from model data curve (Reciprocal of Equation 4-24)
= 1/(kf(apparent)/kf(true) )

Multvol = Multiplier adjusted for the change in aerobic volume.
The nature of the relationship between kf (apparent) and kf (true) is not immediately obvious
from Equation 4-24 adjusted with Equation 4-25. However, particle size is needed to
determine Φm and hence will be a determinant of the relationship, as also is energy density.

4.3 EXTENSIONS OF THE THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE.
Equation 3-15 shows that for compost at constant temperature, the contribution of
anaerobic or aerobic composting to total degradation can be reduced to a fraction (e(-kt)).
Indeed, if Equation 3-12 is rearranged and the same degradation (ES(t)/Es(0)) is assumed
for aerobic or anaerobic degradation, then:

ln(

E (t )
)  k ant an  k aer t aer
E (0)

It follows that the same amount of degradation would occur with a time ratio which is the
inverse of the rate constant ratio:
Equation 4-26

t an k aer

t aer k an
Therefore if the rate constants for anaerobic breakdown are 2 orders of magnitude less than
aerobic constants (Walker & Harrison, 1960), the time (t) required for the same degree of
breakdown increases by two orders of magnitude, e.g. 1 day of aerobic composting will
give a similar degree of degradation to 100 days of anaerobic composting.
Indeed, slow fraction rate constants are typically 1 order of magnitude less than fast
fraction rate constants (range of 1.8 - 11.7 in NamKoong & Hwang, 1997) hence 1 day of
fast fraction composting would have the same proportionate degree of degradation as 10
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days of slow fraction degradation, that is

E f (1)
E f ( 0)



Es (10)
Es ( 0 )

.

It also follows that there is a link

between a fraction‟s half-life and the rate constant of the fraction.
Alternatively, Equation 3.12 can be rearranged to determine the relative remaining
substrate concentrations depending on time and rate constant (if one assumes that starting
energy (E0) is the same):
Equation 4-27

e  kaertaer

E( s )( an) (t ) e  kantan

E( s )( aer ) (t )
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Chapter 5

5 EXPERIMENTAL
Because the spatial variation being described by micro-environment analysis impacts on
the composting time course, the significance of any experimental signal detected must be
interpreted within the micro-environment context.
With its roots in diffusion laws, micro-environment analysis requires knowledge of oxygen
uptake rate, a function of the composting rate. Composting rate, via its analytical
framework of composting kinetics, on the other hand is firmly embedded in the microbial
world and links the microbial/ substrate aspects to the composting rate.

The

experimentally measured composting rate is therefore a mosaic of the microbial/ substrate
world and the physics of the distribution of oxygen at sub-particle scales.

Determining

the parameters: fraction concentration and the rate constant, from experimental data is
necessary for modelling composting kinetics. Yet the linkage between the kinetics of
these two parameters and limited oxygen distribution arising from this kinetic, means that
it is only for fully aerobic particles that reliable determination of these parameters can be
made without adjusting for spatial variability arising from micro-environment
development.

Extracting this information is the task of this chapter.

An additional consideration from the experimental perspective is the need for bulking
material in composing.

This introduces inter-particle variation with implications for the

entire analysis.

5.1 Calorimetry
The stoichiometric relationship between heat output and the more traditional composting
rate measurements determines the relationship between heat output and the other measures.
Detecting the heat output is the task of calorimeters.
Since their first use with microbes in 1856, many different calorimeters have been used –
see Battley (1987) for a good summary of their history. The most common calorimeter is
the microcalorimeter. These utilize small sample size and have a similarly small heat
output.

Indeed, Luong & Volesky (1983) pointed out that microcalorimetry refers to the

small heat flow being detected rather than the sample size.
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Microcalorimetry has been used to study the addition of glucose to soil (Barja & Núñez,
1999) and the relationship between oxygen consumption, carbon dioxide evolution and
metabolic heat rate in corn shoots (Criddle et al., 1991).
Larger calorimeters have been used, for example Rubner in 1902 measured the respiration
rate of a dog (Quoted in Battley, 1987).
With high precision calorimeters, fluctuations in ambient temperature are detected along
with the signal being measured and this led to a number of innovative techniques to
moderate this effect: water baths, housing in cellars, and a multiple enclosure thermostat to
smooth out the heat flow from the heating element in the water bath (Quoted in Battley,
1987, p 235). A different approach to this environmental variation was taken by Calvert
who accepted a small amount of variation and compensated for it by determining the
temperature changes in a compensating calorimeter in the same housing (Battley, 1987, p
237).

5.1.1 Applying Calorimetric Techniques to Compost
Applying calorimetry to compost samples requires consideration of the nature of the
substrate and what one needs to know. Micro-environment analysis requires knowledge
of fraction proportions and their rate constants.

Thus a sufficiently long time frame for

the fractions to express is needed, while a constant compost temperature means that rate
constants determined from the data can be attributed to a known temperature.

Luong and

Volesky‟s (1983) continuous calorimetry meets these needs.
Composting is about biological oxidation of energy dense substrates into humus-like
substances, during which considerable heat is released. A balance between sample size
and instrument precision can be considered as a strategy to optimise data extracted from
the compost.

In particular, a manageable temperature difference during high rate

composting is required yet with a clear signal from the minimum temperature difference
during the maturation phase. With the author‟s experimental setup the maximum
temperature difference was limited by the compost set temperature and the cool room
minimum (around -10 °C ). The cool room minimum arose from both the compressor
limits in the refrigeration plant and from the moist air in the compost exit air pipes
freezing, preventing aeration at sub-zero temperatures.
From a thermodynamic perspective, determining heat loss is non-destructive, continuous
and relatively easy.
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5.2 Reactor Design
To contain sufficient sample to give a useful temperature difference while minimising the
temperature rise across the compost, in addition to minimising the effect of heat loss from
the ends of the reactor, a 400 mm long 105mm (ID) PVC pipe held the compost sample
(Figure 5-1). Mathematically the reactor design was aiming for an „infinite cylinder‟.
Five reactors were operated horizontally so air could be forced through a minimum depth
of compost.
The reactor assembly was supported by a wooden box with circulating fan and resistors to
maintain a constant air temperature around the reactor assembly (Figure 5-2). This
circulating air was forced through a fine stainless steel mesh which acted to spread the
airflow evenly along the reactor. A thermal mass of fine stones (diameter = 5 mm) was
tried over this mesh to even out temperature variations, but was removed when it prevented
the reactor air from dropping fast enough during the growth phase.

A 75 mm thick

polystyrene cover (Figure 5-3) meant the reactor air temperature was largely isolated from
temperature changes in the cool room (defrost cycles, open door etc), and each could be
operated independently from its neighbours.
Surrounding the reactor was a 12 volt copper coil (wire diameter 0.2 mm, 0.54 ohms m-1)
running the length of the reactor Figure 5-1. The energy from this coil could be
determined from knowledge of its resistance and the supply voltage. The supply voltage
was measured at the data logger and the voltage losses due to switches, plugs and cable
resistance were calculated by use of a „system resistance‟.

Ohms law was used to

determine amps flowing through the circuit (utilising the „system resistance‟) and then the
coil power could be determined from knowledge of the coil resistance. The location of
the coil meant that heat lost through the polyurethane insulation could come from only the
compost or this resistor coil. Heat from the compost was determined by difference. The
coil increased the experimental sensitivity to micro-scale changes in the composting rate as
steady-state conduction across the polyurethane insulation could be maintained, with small
changes in composting rate being reflected in the energy supplied to the coil.
Air from a fish tank air pump (1400 cm3/min) entered the compost through the bottom of
the lid.

A fine stainless steel mesh was placed underneath the compost and ran the length

of the reactor forming a manifold, ensuring that input air was distributed the length of the
reactor.
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Figure 5-1 – The reactor with its coil. Air entered the bottom pipe and exited the top pipe on the RHS.

Figure 5-2

- The reactor in its insulation with sensors and air pipes fitted, located in its wooden box.

Figure 5-3 – The reactor assemblies in their polystyrene covers.

The data loggers, power supply and

control circuits were housed under the polystyrene cover at the base of the picture.

Six reactors (one

of which was the diffusion reactor) were housed in this cool room.
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Exit air vented from the top of the lid so the air was forced through less than 90 mm of
compost, minimising the effect of preferred flow paths.

Diffusion from either the input

air manifold (below the stainless steel mesh) or the air space above the compost would
supplement oxygen supply to those parts of the compost not aerated during an aeration
event.
A Campbell CR10 data logger controlled the coil, reactor air temperature and air pump, in
addition to collecting the temperature data. Compost temperature was determined with a
platinum resistance thermometer (Pt100) located adjacent to the PVC reactor at the reactor
upper mid-point (Figure 5-4). The Pt100 was calibrated to zero in an ice/water slurry as
per the CR10 manual instructions. Conduction heat losses were determined by measuring
temperature difference across the 75 mm thick polyurethane foam insulation surrounding
the reactor (Section 5.2.2.1 and Figure 5-2) – the difference between compost temperature
and reactor-air temperature. The temperature difference was measured with a copperconstantan thermocouple, which had its reference junction adjacent to the Pt100 as
reference temperature.

A standard calibration was used for all thermocouples, but each

was checked that they read zero when both junctions were adjacent to each other.
The data loggers were located in the cool room to minimise temperature changes in the
Pt100 balance resistor. Both logger and reactor power demands were supplied from a
12V power supply. The voltage was recorded by the logger at each 30 minute interval.
There was a slight variation in measured temperature that appeared to correlate to the
change in logger supply volts (possibly acting through the control ports which were
switching the peripherals).
Five reactors with coils were used with two loggers. The platinum resistance
thermometer was located in the middle of each reactor but adjacent to its outside. As
such it would measure a slightly lower temperature than the edge of the compost (these
differences are calculated in Section 5.2.2.1.2)
To isolate the reactors from fluctuating ambient temperatures, the reactors were housed in
a cool room (Figure 5-3).

In addition to the stable ambient temperatures, this allowed a

choice of smaller heater size for the reactor housing air, meaning less energy was supplied
for each „on‟ time resulting in smoother reactor air temperatures. The cool room
temperature was manually adjusted to optimise the „on‟ frequency of all reactors. The
reactors were operated at constant compost temperature and the reactor air temperature was
adjusted to maintain this.
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Figure 5-4 – Reactor sections.

Showing sensor locations and reactor air circulation. The heaters

were electrical resistors located immediately above the fan.

A sixth reactor of slightly different design, but same dimensions, was used for the diffusion
trials.

In this reactor a thermocouple array was used with 4 thermocouples around the

reactor (wired to measure the average temperature of all 4 locations - Figure 5-5), and at 5
separate locations down the reactor. This array required its own data logger. All
thermocouples used the Pt100 as reference temperature, with the same location as in the 5
reactors above (Figure 5-4). The reactor was operated vertically and the array was able to
detect the temperature „bulge‟ as oxygen penetrated into the reactor. As this reactor did
not have a copper heating coil and was operated at a fixed reactor air temperature, the
compost temperature varied.
In another mode this reactor was operated adiabatically by maintaining the reactor air
temperature at compost temperature.

In this mode heat output was determined by

calculating the thermal mass of the compost and the reactor and determining temperature
change over a time period of 30 minutes.
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Figure 5-5 – The thermocouple array which was folded around the sixth reactor used for diffusion
trials.

Reference temperature for all thermocouples was the Pt100 sensor in the centre of the array.

The thermocouple array was also used over one of the coil reactors to determine the
temperature gradients along the reactor (and hence the validity of the Pt100 location in
Figure 5-4) –

Discussed further in Section 5.2.3.1.

5.2.1 Operation
The logger flags5 were used to control programme flow. For each reactor, one flag was
manually raised only during the compost growth phase. The second flag was used by the
logger to indicate whether the reactor-air set temperature needed to be adjusted
(downwards during the growth phase – upwards during the decline phase).

Three time

frequencies were used in the control routine (Table 4. 1).
The rate at which the logger raised the reactor air temperature via heating resistors was
determined by a manually inputted „increment‟.

Activated on the 5 minute frequency

meant the temperature could change by 12*increments per hour. An increment which
closely matched the change in compost rate would minimise any non-steady state
conditions and measure a more accurate signal.

The magnitude of the increment

decreased from a maximum immediately after peak composting, and only required
infrequent altering after a couple of weeks of composting. A negative increment was
input during the growth phase.
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Table 4. 1– Logger control routines
Time interval

DECLINE PHASE
Flag low

Additional/different actions
during the

GROWTH PHASE
Flag high

5 Second

5 Minute

30 Minute

- Measure Temperatures
- Switch coil on/off
- Switch reactor-air heater on/off
- If air pump count <0; turn on air pump; calculate new delay.
- Else take 1 off delay.
- Raise reactor-air set temperature if second flag high.
- Data to final storage
- Maintain coil contribution between 0.2 & 0.35 of total watts,
by raising/lowering second flag.
- Lower reactor-air set temp if re-warming occurs in the compost.

Same

Halve air pump delay.
Lower reactor-air set
temperature if flag high.
Second flag raising is based
on coil „on‟ count enabling a
two stage response.

On occasions the composting rate increased again some time after the growth phase. A
small amount of reheating could be accommodated by less energy being supplied to the
coil, but when the coil contribution became too small the risk of the compost overheating
increased. To prevent the compost overheating a control routine was activated when the
proportion of heat from the coil was less than 12 % (compost proportion > 0.88).

In this

mode, a small decrease in reactor air set temperature occurred each 30 minute interval
when this routine was triggered.
5.2.1.1 Instrumental Resolution
Platinum resistance temperature sensors vary their resistance by 0.385 Ω degree -1. Thus,
when connected to a CR10 logger with a resolution of 1 part in 7500 (of full scale range),
it can be determined that the resolution of a single measurement is limited by the logger to
0.04 °C (± 0.02 °C).
This resolution can be further enhanced by averaging a number of readings. The point at
which the resolution of the platinum sensors can be matched by the resolution of the logger
final data storage (5 digits for high resolution output, or 3 decimal places for reactors
whose set point is above 10 °C), is 0.04/0.001 or an average of 40 readings.
Thermocouple resolution is also limited by the logger resolution.

At the 2.5 mV range

the resolution is ± 0.33 µV. Copper-constantan thermocouple calibration is 0.042 mV.°C-

5

A boolean type software function which could be raised or lowered either manually or programmatically.
They are used to control programme flow.
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1

giving a resolution of 0.33 ÷ 42 = 0.008 °C. Only 8 readings are needed for the sensor

resolution to match the logger resolution.
Variations in readings resulting from variation in the logger supply volts (caused, in part,
by the current needed for the control ports), were detectable.

The actual resolution of the

final data would be less than the 0.001 °C absolute resolution that is possible.
5.2.1.2 Sensitivity
If the instrumental/ logger resolution is 0.001 °C and the UA of the reactors is 0.11 W.C-1,
then the minimum watts that can be detected is:
0.11 x 0.001 = ± 1.1 x 10-4 W
= ± 0.396 J.hr-1
For a 3 litre reactor, the sensitivity is:
0.396/3 = 0.132 J.hr-1.L-1
This compares with the absolute sensitivity of Luong and Volesky‟s (1983) thermal flux
calorimeter of 0.042 J.hr-1 for a 10 cm3 sample: a sensitivity of 4.2 J.hr-1.L-1
By comparison, if the input air were 16 °C and 70% RH (enthalpy = 35 kJ/kg) and if 1.5 L
of this air (FAS = 50%; specific volume 0.84 m3 kg-1) were humidified to 100% (enthalpy
= 45 kJ kg-1) then 18 joules would be required, or 6 J L-1 for the 3 L reactor. With a
sensitivity of 0.132 J.hr-1.L-1 the energy needed for humidifying this air (registering as a
drop in the composting rate) would be detectable in 1.3 minutes. This effect was detected
in the compost (it required 10-15 minutes to manifest), and was used to determine
optimum aeration (Section 5.2.2.2).
At this level of absolute sensitivity, the time required for quasi steady-state heat flows to
manifest and the impossibility of such an exact steady-state, with heat output constantly
changing, would limit the actual sensitivity of the reactors.
5.2.1.3 Stabilisation Time
With high resolution temperature sensors the time taken for stabilisation of the reactor
increases. This arises from several sources:


As stabilisation conditions are reached, the proportion of the heat flow
going into storage decreases as a proportion of the total heat flow. The
stabilisation curve is asymptotic and very flat as the resolution scale is
approached.
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The logger control programme used the current reading of the Pt100 sensor
(which had a resolution of 0.04 °C) to control the heater „on‟ switch. At
stabilisation temperature the switching of the power to the heater was in part
due to randomness due to the sensor reading. Statistically, at set
temperature the heaters would turn on 50% of the time (half of the readings
would register above set temperature while the other half would register
below the set temperature), while it would only be ± 0.02 °C either side of
set temperature that the heaters would be beyond the randomness and switch
reliably. For this reason the compost temperatures of trials were typically
0.02 °C above the set temperature, and it was often noted that the
temperature would drift upwards over a period of several days.



At trial start-up the compost coil was run at 24 Volts to put 4 times more
energy into the compost than the usual 12 V. This amount of power meant
the surface of the reactor reached operating temperature some hours before
the core of the compost pile reached operating temperature. Some of the
energy would be going into storage (as sensible heat). Adjusting for this
energy going into storage was not accounted for in reactor calculations.
This substantially reduced the reliability of the composting rate
measurements over the first few hours of the growth phase. Bringing the
compost mixture to operating temperature before loading into the reactors
would enable stabilisation temperature to be reached much faster and
improve the accuracy of the first few hours of data.

5.2.1.4 Logger Final Storage Frequency
A 30 minute final storage frequency was chosen and fitted the experimental purposes very
well (the two cold temperature trials used a 1 hour frequency).

Factors considered in this

were:


Identifiability, that is sufficient measurements to be able to determine the
parameters. Fast fraction rate constants are largely degraded in a couple of
days. Thus if 40 measurements are required to identify a parameter, then a
frequency of less than 1 hour is needed.



Data file size (particularly with longer trials).



Clean signal – the trends over time were clear but the variability between
measurements was minimal.

A shorter final storage frequency could be used for specific tasks, such as:


Finer detail during the growth phase.



Studying the effect of an aeration event on the composting time course.
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5.2.2 Reactor Calculations
5.2.2.1 Estimating UA of Reactor Insulation
L

r1 = 0.110/2 = 0.055 m
r2

r2 = 0.055 +.075 = .130 m
r1 R1

L = 0.57 m
k polyurethane foam = 0.021 W (m °C)-1

The heat loss equation in cylinder co-ordinates gives (Janna, 1988):
Rk 

Ln( rr12 )
2  k  L

From whence Rk = 11.437

°C W-1

UA = 1/Rk = 0.088

W °C-1

Calibration with a small fan and electrical resistor placed in the reactor (the air was
circulated to avoid a thermal gradient developing in the reactor) indicated a UA value of
0.11 W °C-1. Accurate calibration for moist compost would require a known energy
source that:


filled the reactor, to avoid air movement in the reactor;



was moist, to replicate the energy transferred to the reactor walls by
moisture condensation.

In addition, issues with structural characteristics of the reactor design (discussed below)
arose with respect to sensor location and stronger temperature gradients along the reactor
than were expected, which limited the absolute accuracy of reactor measurements.
However, relative accuracy (comparing one measurement with another) would remain.
5.2.2.1.1 Heat Profile Through Compost.
Fourier‟s law of heat conduction can be solved to determine the temperature profile
through a medium which is generating heat (Incropera & DeWitt, 1985; Janna, 1988). In a
form to determine the maximum temperature at the centre of the cylindrical pile:
T  Tw 

q ''' r 2
4k
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Where:

q‟‟‟= volumetric heat generation

W m-3

r = cylinder radius

m

k = thermal conductivity

W m-1.°C-1

T = temperature at the centre of the cylinder

°C

Tw = temperature of the wall

°C

Thermal conductivity is influenced by compost moisture content (θ), and this relationship
has been investigated by Haug (1993) and (van Ginkel et al., 2002). Haug‟s correlation is
a simple regression and hence easy to use (see Table 5-1):
k  2.071  0.0341 

cal (hr.cm.°C)-1

To convert from cal (hr.cm.°C)-1 to W m-1.°C-1 multiply by (4.184 x 100/ 3600) = 0.1162
If the reactors are producing 1 watt (3 L)-1 compost = 333 W m-3
θ = 60% therefore k = 0.48

W(m.K)-1.

Diameter = 0.11

m

Then the ∆Tedge-centre = 333 x .0552 ÷ (4 x 0.48) = 0.52

°C

Table 5-1 – Thermal conductivity as influenced by moisture content.

Moisture content %

k (from Haug’s eq.) W m-1K-1

40

0.399

50

0.439

60

0.48

70

0.52

80

0.56

Water

0.65
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5.2.2.1.2 Delta T across Reactor Wall
The Pt100 sensor was located outside the reactor wall.

It is therefore of interest to know

the temperature difference across the wall, relative to the measured temperature difference
across the insulation.
If one ignores heat losses through the ends of the reactors and assumes all the conduction
heat loss is through the reactor walls, then the heat flow through the PVC reactor walls will
equal the heat flow through the surrounding insulation.
QPVC = Qinsulation
From the conduction equation:
(UA ∆T)PVC = (UA ∆T)insulation
Re-arranging to determine ∆TPVC relative to ∆Tinsulation

TPVC
UAinsulation

Tinsulation
UAPVC

°C °C-1

For a 3 mm PVC wall with kPVC = 0.14 W(m.K)-1; U = 46.7

Wm-2 K-1;

Therefore: UAPVC = 46.7 x 0.138 = 6.4

W °C-1.

Surface area of the reactor tube (A) = 0.138

m2

UA insulation = 0.088

W °C-1

Substituting values into the equation for a unit ∆Tinsulation:
0.088 ÷ 6.4 = 0.014

°C °C-1

Thus the ∆T from the inside of the reactor wall (outside edge of the compost) would be
1.4 % greater than the ∆T measured across the insulation only. Note however, that
calibrating the reactor incorporated this difference. Multiplying the theoretical UA of the
insulation by 1.014 gives 0.089 W °C-1, still less than the calibration value (0.11 W °C-1).
5.2.2.2 Ventilation / Aeration
The calorimetric signal is maximised if ventilation losses are minimised. A minimum of
aeration would minimise ventilation losses. Four considerations were needed for filling
the aeration need:
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1) Stoichiometric oxygen need. This is an absolute minimum of aeration. However,
to maintain high oxygen concentrations in the interstitial air a more frequent
pumping cycle is needed.
2) The manner in which this air is added. If the fish tank air-pumps were operated
continuously they would supply more air than required and increase ventilation
heat loss, so pump control was necessary. The duration of a pumping event was
set so as to replace all the interstitial air i.e. FAS x volume of compost (in reality
the duration of a pumping event was the same for all trials based on a typical FAS).
The interval between pumping events was then set by the rate of oxygen
consumption (discussed below).
3) Adjusting the interval throughout the trial was done with the logger, as the rate of
aeration varied throughout the composting cycle. In order to determine ventilation
heat loss, the number of „on‟ events were recorded for each logger download
period. The duration of the „on‟ event was known from the timer setting.
Relative humidity of the cool room air was measured by wet and dry bulb
thermocouples.
4) Initial results from the reactor showed variation in compost temperature which was
related to the air pumping events (Figure 5-6). A number of features arise from the
data which could be used to determine pumping frequency:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

A drop in heat production in the period after the pumping event – due to
adiabatic cooling of the new air as it absorbs moisture from the compost.
Recovery of the composting rate to a peak in the subsequent hours.
Beyond the peak, a decline in composting rate leading up to the next
pumping event (see the left hand side of Figure 5-6).
In the latter part of Figure 5-6, the pumping delay was set to coincide with
the peak identified in (iii) above. The rise in composting rate indicates that
the previous rate was sub-optimal.

Assuming 100% RH in the exit air, ventilation losses were in the order of 2% of conduction
losses.
3

0.11
2.5

0.09

0.07
1.5

Air pump

Watts/reactor

2

0.05
1

0.03

0.01
2200

0.5

0

1000

2200

1000

Watts

2200

1000

2200

1000

Air pump

Figure 5-6 – Using reactor heat output time course (hours) to determine optimum aeration pumping
delay.

30 minute final storage frequency.
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5.2.2.2.1 Air Pump Control
With a pulsed air supply to the reactors, two considerations are required:



The volume of air per event.
The delay between events

5.2.2.2.1.1 The volume of air per event – Air Pump timer setting.
To replace the air in the reactor with each event:
The volume of air in 3000 cm3 compost = Vair = 3000*FAS
Hence the pump „on‟ period: „On‟ = Vair ÷ P

cm3

= (3000*FAS) ÷ P minutes
cm3 min-1

Where P = pump capacity
5.2.2.2.1.2 The delay between events
To determine the interval between „on‟ events:
1 watt requires 0.067 mg O2 s-1 W-1

or 4.02 x 10-3

g O2 min-1 W-1

The density of oxygen @ 16 °C is 1.359 x 10-3

g cm-3

Therefore 1 watt requires 2.958 cm3 O2 min-1 W-1 or 14.2

cm3 air min-1 W-1

Stoichiometric aeration requirement = Q * 14.2

cm3 min-1

Ignoring ventilation losses, therefore all heat loss is from conduction and this can be
determined by the conduction equation, then Q can be replaced by UA∆T:
Aeration required = UA∆T*14.2

cm3 min-1

To determine the delay between pumping events:
Events minute-1 = aeration required ÷ (volume of air in compost)
= (UA∆T *14.2) † (3000*FAS)

events min-1

The maximum interval between pumping events is the reciprocal of events minute-1:
Delaymax = (3000*FAS) † (UA∆T *14.2)

minutes event-1

As temperature difference can be easily determined by the logger there is only a need for a
control routine to enable the logger to turn on the air pump after the appropriate delay.
The variables in determining the delay above will be sufficiently standard to all reactors
(UA), or all compost (FAS), that it can be written as:
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Equation 5-1

Delay 

C
T

minutes event-1

Where: C is a constant adjusted from stoichiometric need by data, as in Figure 5-6.
∆T can easily be determined by the logger.

5.2.3 Flaws in the Design
5.2.3.1 Excess Heat Loss from Reactor Lids
An elevated temperature in the middle of the reactor was expected due to conduction losses
from the ends of the reactors. What was not anticipated was the effect of the collar
around the reactor which held the rubber seal and bolts to retain the lid (Figure 5-1), having
such a significant impact on the temperature profile along the reactor (Figure 5-7).
The effect of the collar is most pronounced at the peak of composting, and diminishes as
composting proceeds.

The data indicates that the effect extends to beyond the middle of

the reactor as the lower-middle sensor is at a higher temperature than the middle sensor.
In addition, the location of the Pt100 sensor at the top of the reactor (Figure 5-4) was found
to be limiting. The „middle‟ thermocouple of Figure 5-7 consisted of four sensors around
the middle of the reactor wired to give an average of all locations. This sensor then
detected the „actual‟ compost temperature at this location along the reactor.

Comparing

the sensor reading with the Pt100 reading showed how well the Pt100 was detecting
compost temperature at the centre of the reactor.

Typically the thermocouple array

measured compost temperature as being 10% higher than the Pt100 sensor at the top of the
reactor, indicating the inadequacy of the single sensor location as a measure of compost
temperature even for the centre of the reactor.
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Figure 5-7 – Longitudinal temperature profiles along the reactor as influenced by the composting rate
where day 1= maximum composting rate.

Compost set temperature = 20 °C.

Data from a

thermocouple sensor array with 5 locations along the reactor and each location being an average of 4
positions around the reactor (Figure 5-5).

However, when compared with the average of the whole array the Pt100 was found to
overestimate the average reactor temperature, but the amount of overestimation varied with
the composting time course (Figure 5-8):
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Figure 5-8 – Average reactor temperature (average of 20 sensor locations along and around the reactor
wall) expressed as the difference from the Pt100 sensor, and as a % of delta T across the insulation.

The overestimate of reactor temperature arose because the middle of the reactor was
significantly warmer than the upper part (lid end) of the reactor. Meaning the
underestimate of the temperature at the middle of the reactor by the Pt100 sensor
(discussed above), was more than compensated for by temperature drop towards the ends
of the reactors, the lid in particular. Note in Figure 5-8 that the magnitude of the
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overestimate varies throughout the composting time course. This was most likely due to
the enthalpy driving force set up in the reactor, arising from the dew point temperature in
the centre of the reactor being higher than the ends – resulting in moisture being forced out
of the reactor air at the ends (the heat pipe effect).

Higher composting rates have a

greater temperature difference across the insulation and any difference in the conductance
(such as higher heat loss from the ends) would result in lower temperatures at the ends of
the reactors (this was measured in Figure 5-7), and consequently accentuate this enthalpy
driving force – more energy would be lost from the ends of the reactor than at the middle.
Higher moisture contents in compost at the ends of the reactors were found, and in many
cases this had detrimentally affected the composting rate as evidenced by secondary
particle formation made visible by an unchanged colour in many adjacent particles of dog
sausage at these locations (discussed in the results, Chapter 6).
The reactor air heaters and thermocouple sensor could also have been located in better
positions to reduce the effects of changing cool room temperature, which were detectable if
changed too quickly. This effect was also noted with the addition of supplementary
insulation which had to be fitted from time to time.

If the reactor housing air passed two

or three heating sources as it circulated then the temperature difference needed across each
heater, which must be the same as that lost from the reactor housing, would be less.

5.3 Experimental Rationale
There are two interconnected elements within the experimental context:


The micro-environment context: the spatial variation that arises at sub-particle
scales from the laws of diffusion.



Experimental context which, on the one hand seeks to eliminate spatial variation to
detect a clear experimental signal, yet on the other seeks to predict this variation
whose theoretical basis is the subject of this thesis.

The supporting calculations for determination of micro-environment volumes and
parameter states, necessary to apply the micro-environment theory developed in Chapter 3,
are noted in section 5.4. Here the microbial context (growth phase, multiple fractions,
rate constants and oxygen concentration distribution), is formulated to interface with
micro-environment analysis.
In Section 4.2.3, a theoretical prediction of micro-environment analysis for the effect of
particle size on the composting time course was identified. The experimental procedures
to test this prediction are explained here.
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5.4 Experimental Trials
If a particle were fully aerobic there would be only one micro-environment and spatial
variation would not arise. With oxygen penetration depths of only mm scale, most particles
will contain an anaerobic core. However, particle geometry effects discussed in Chapter
4 mean that even though small particles may have an anaerobic core, the volume
proportion of this core is small and the micro-environment effect is not strongly expressed.
The experimental strategy has three parts:
1) Particle size trial, where the effects of micro-environment volumes and their
relationship to both their location within the particle and the particle radius can be
determined with micro-environment analysis, and this prediction tested
experimentally.
2) Temperature trials, where the temperature effect on the impact of changing rate
constants on VOR (and hence oxygen penetration depth) is tested experimentally.
3) Diffusion into a composting pile, where the composting time course was monitored
at various depths in the pile.
In both the particle size and diffusion trials the same substrate, cubical cut dog sausage,
was used. The temperature trials by contrast utilised pig faeces which necessitated some
extra considerations:


When mixed with the bulking material a range of particle sizes resulted,
necessitating extension of micro-environment analysis to accommodate the range
of particle sizes.



Consideration of the micro-scale distribution of the „substrate‟ within the „mix‟.



The effect of temperature on the growth phase as well as the rate constant.

5.4.1 Particle Size Trials
Dog sausage „Bruno - Beef, rice and vegetable‟ was used as substrate and was cut with a
sharp knife into cubical particles. Five particle sizes were cut from the same sausage (0.8
cm, 1 cm, 1.5 cm, 2 cm, 2.5 cm). The smaller sizes were initially cut into double sized
slices and these were then halved at the appropriate stage (cutting a 1 cm slice off a
sausage caused variation that was substantially reduced by cutting a 2 cm slice which was
later cut in half). For the 0.8 cm size, a reactor load of 1 cm particles were „chopped‟,
leading to a range of sizes but all < 1cm.
Old moist compost (particle size proportions noted in Table 5-3) served as both bulking
material and inoculation. Two replicates were done using the same brand of dog sausage
but likely to be different batches. Typically 700 grams of dog sausage were mixed with
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170 grams of old compost, a mixing ratio (R) of 0.81. 500-600 grams of mixture (1.1
litres) was added to each reactor. Early trials had found the increased moisture content at
the ends of the reactor (discussed above), combined with „liquefaction‟ of substrate
particles had caused some particles to merge (formation of secondary particles).
Consequently, the second particle size trial contained added moist sawdust but maintained
the same ratio of sausage: old compost.

The weight of dog sausage in each reactor was

similar in both trials, but due to the added sawdust the weight of mixture added to the
reactor was higher (750 g - 1.6 litres) and the proportion of this that was sausage (Rsausage)
was lowered to 0.6.

The FAS also changed with the different particle sizes (Table 5-2).

Trials were run for 40 days at a compost temperature of 16 °C. All reactors were started
and finished at the same time. Particle sizes were rotated around the reactors in
subsequent trials to eliminate reactor differences. Measurements of MC and ash of the
initial components and the mixed compost were done. From this, the volume of the dog
sausage within the reactor was determined.
Micro-environment analysis was done on an equivalent particle radius being the radius of
a spherical particle which would contain the same volume of compost as the cubical cut
particle Table 5-2.
Table 5-2 – The equivalent spherical diameter and FAS of the cubical particles.
Cubical cut size
(cm)

0.8

1

1.5

2

2.5

Equivalent
spherical
diameter (cm)

1

1.2

1.9

2.5

3.1

FAS %

61.3

59.2

60.0

52.3

52.2

5.4.2 Temperature Trials
Pig faeces were collected over a period of several days from pigs living in a paddock but
fed grain and food scraps.
All the faeces were mixed with old compost as bulking material.

The mixture was

divided into 5 equal sized parts, from which the amount required for each reactor was
measured and added to the reactor. The residue (~650 ml) was oven dried (103 °C for 24
hours), sieved and ash determined at 550 °C. Free air space was 59.46 ± 0.29%
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Ten particles (a range of sizes) where chosen for diameter measurements.

These particles

were held on small pieces of paper with double sided sellotape. A vernier scale was used
to measure two diameters (typically maximum and minimum) at a point marked with
white-out liquid paper and at each measurement the paper and particle were weighed.
The sample then was air dried until the next measurement. The final measurement was
done on an oven dried sample. The moisture content at each measurement could be
determined from the weight difference from the oven dry sample. Regression analysis
determined the relationship between wet particle diameter and dry particle diameter, where
particle diameter was assumed to be the average of the two measurements.

The

regression was then applied to the average sieve size (the size retaining the sample and the
next larger size used) of the oven dried sample to determine the diameter of the wet
particle.
Sieve sizes were 16 mm, 8 mm, 4 mm, 2 mm, 1 mm and „dust‟.
The characteristics of the bulking material and mixture for pig trial 2 can be seen in Table
5-3.
Table - 5-3 The % of oven dry sample retained for each sieve size (bulking material and each trial
temperature mixture) – pig faeces trial 2.

Bulking
material
T6
T9
T12
T16
T20
Trial
average

Sieve Size (mm)
16
8

4

2

1

Dust

0

0

19

32

23

26

30
31
29
38
28
31

22
22
24
19
29
23

27
25
26
21
21
24

16
15
15
15
14
15

5
5
5
5
5
5

2
2
2
2
2
2

5.4.3 Diffusion into the Pile Trials
Three litres of the small particle size compost, composed of 0.8 cm dog sausage, old
compost plus extras to give a good porosity (the FAS was 51.3 %), were loaded into a
reactor with no mesh manifold. The reactor was stood on end and the restricted airflow
was supplied to the upper part of the reactor. The reactor housing temperature was held
at 16 °C and the compost temperature allowed to rise.
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The temperature „bulge‟ that formed as oxygen penetrated further into the compost was
monitored by an array of 5 thermocouples spaced evenly (each 70 mm apart) down the
reactor (Section 5.2). The temperature difference between each array and the average of
all arrays was used to determine the relative composting rates – rapidly composting parts
appeared as strongly positive, while anaerobic and exhausted compost were strongly
negative.

5.5 Analysis
5.5.1 Determining Parameters from Experimental Data
The composting time course provides data at different points that can be used to assist in
determining different parameters (Figure 5-9).

Maximum composting rate.

(Ef, aer)

Fast fraction rate constant - kf

Yield(fast)

Transition point –
fast yield
Slow fraction rate constant - ks

Diffusion coefficient
Start yield

Days max - Fast

Days max -slow

Figure 5-9 – Diagram showing aspects of the composting time course that can aid determination of
parameters.

Note: textured boxes refer to parameters which impact primarily the ‘slope’ of the data

curve, while dotted boundaries indicate those parameters which are primarily positional – they change
the position of the data curve.

The interconnectedness of the parameters means that any

categorisation as above will be an incomplete explanation of the composting time course.

Development of statistical solutions for determining parameters would need to take the
characteristics noted in Figure 5-9 into account.

In particular, a weighting function based

on the composting time course will be needed for each of the parameter groups. For
example during the fast fraction growth phase, slow fraction parameters have a minor input
while fast fraction parameters are only indirectly involved. Conversely, later in the
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composting time course, during the slow fraction stage, the fast fraction growth phase
parameters have no input while the fast fraction parameters have a diminishing weighting
with time.
Manual fitting typically estimated the fast fraction rate constant and fraction proportion
before estimating the growth phase parameters, and statistical solutions may need to follow
a similar approach. The mathematics used to estimate parameters to assist manual fitting
are described below.
5.5.1.1 Substrate Fractions
To determine the fraction proportion from experimental data consider two points on the
heat output curve:

1
Q(1)

2

Measured Watts

Q(2)
Contribution to Watts from the
slow fraction

Qs(2)

E(1)

E(2)

Figure 5-10 – Points on the heat output versus energy remaining over time schematic, used for
determining fast fraction rate constant and fraction proportion.

From a thermodynamic perspective, first-order kinetics determines the composting rate of
the fast fraction as Qf = kf*Ef.

At point 1 in Figure 5-10, the composting rate is so

dominated by the fast fraction that the measured heat output can be assumed to be only
from the fast fraction.

By contrast, point 2 is likely to be influenced by a contribution to

the composting rate from the slow fraction; and this contribution must be allowed for, thus
by re-arranging the first-order kinetics equation, and assuming the rate constant must be
the same for both points:
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Equation 5-2

(Q(2)  QS (2))
Q(1)
 kf 
E f (1)
E f (2)

W MJ-1

The laws of thermodynamics mean that:
Equation 5-3

E (2)  E (1)  Ereleased(12)

MJ cm-3

While some contribution to the Ereleased would come from the slow fraction, little error
would accrue if this contribution were ignored in Equation 5-3.
Substitute Equation 5-3 into Equation 5-2 and rearrange to solve for the unknown Ef(1):
Equation 5-4

E f (1) 

E released(12)

1 

( Q ( 2 ) QS ( 2 )
Q (1)



MJ cm-3

In the first instance, the contribution to watts from the slow fraction will be largely
unknown. Three approaches can be taken to estimating it:
1) Keep Q(2) early enough in the composting process to make any contribution from
the slow fraction negligible.
2) Estimate the slow fraction proportion for the composting mix and use the known
rate constants and growth phase parameters for the slow fraction to get an estimate
of Qs(2).
3) Use approach 1) above to initially determine Ef(1). A plot of the subsequent
composting time course using Equation 5-4 will reveal the „shape‟ of the slow
fraction growth phase parameter curve. Ef(1) in Equation 5-4 would remain
constant if not influenced by the slow fraction.
5.5.1.2 Rate Constants
The rate constant is a measure of the slope of the composting time course.

For

composting at constant temperature the first-order kinetics equation gives:
Equation 5-5

kf 

Q(1)
E f (1)

W MJ-1

Using data from composting experiments, Ef(1) is determined by Equation 5-4 and E(0) is
determined by:
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Equation 5-6

E f (0)  E f (1)  Ereleased(01)

MJ cm-3

Final fitting of the curve to the data can be done manually as changing k alters the slope of
the curve while changing E0 moves the curves location on the y axis.

Manual adjustment

is preferred as changing some parts of the fit may be best done by some parameters in
preference to others.

For example towards the end of the fast fraction, the shape of the

composting time course may be best optimised by adjusting the slow fraction growth phase
parameter.
5.5.1.3 Determining Subsequent Rate Constants
The composting rate beyond the fast fraction will be a combination of two fractions: a
residual contribution from the fast fraction, in addition to the slow fraction. Any
significant contribution from these other fractions must be allowed for in order to get an
accurate determination of the rate constants for subsequent fractions.

It is assumed that:



The measured watts is a sum of fast and slow (or slow and humification)
outputs.



Ereleased is a sum of fast and slow (or slow and humification) outputs.

At this stage, the fast fraction will contribute less to composting rate than the slow fraction,
so Figure 5-10 can be re-formulated for this and subsequent stages as in Figure 5-11:

1

Q(1)

Q(1)(slow)

2
Measured Watts

Q(2)
Q(1)(fast)

Q(2)(slow)
Q(2)(fast)

E(1)

Residual fast Watts.

E(2)

Figure 5-11 – Points on the heat output versus energy remaining schematic, used for determining slow
(and subsequent) fraction rate constants and fraction proportions.

The fast fraction contribution to Figure 5-11 can be determined from first-order kinetics
using the rate constant from Equation 5-5 and Efast(0) from Equation 5-6.

In the same
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manner that Equation 5-4 was derived, it can be shown that Eslow at location 1, Figure 5-11
can be determined:
Equation 5-7

E s (1) 

E released(12)  E f (12)

MJ cm-3

 (Q(2)  Q f (2) 
1 



(
Q
(
1
)

Q
(
1
)
f



From this the „slow‟ rate constant can be determined as:
Equation 5-8

ks 

(Q(1)  Q f (1))

W MJ-1

E s (1)

To determine starting energy for the slow fraction (Es(0)), the E released from the fast
fraction must be allowed for:
Equation 5-9

Es (0)  Es (1)  ( Ereleased(01)  E f (01) )

5.5.1.4 Growth Phase Parameter
At the start of composting, microbial populations limit the composting rate. The growth
of the biomass during this stage is often modelled by an equation such as used by Haug
(1993); P.154:
Equation 5-10

dX
 dVS 
 Ym  
  ke X
dt
 dt 

Where: X = concentration of microbes

Mass/volume

VS = substrate concentration

Mass/volume

Ym = growth yield coefficient

Mass microbes grown/mass
substrate used

ke = Endogenous respiration rate constant

Day-1

While this equation is frequently used, it is also as frequently noted that biomass is difficult
to measure and the equation requires additional parameters (Ym & ke). A more pragmatic
formulation for use in micro-environment analysis is needed.
For high substrate concentration, Haug (1993) Eq 4.2 gives:
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Equation 5-11

dVS
 km X
dt
Where km is the maximum utilisation coefficient, or maximum rate of substrate utilisation
at high substrate concentration (mass substrate / mass microbes-day). Substitute Equation
5-11

into Equation 5-10 and rearrange:
Equation 5-12

dX
 Ym k m X  k e X
dt
In Equation 5-12 the rate constants km and ke are temperature dependent while the growth
yield constant Ym is microbe and substrate dependent.

They can all be combined into a

temperature dependent constant and Equation 5-12 written as:
Equation 5-13

dX
 CT X
dt
Where: CT = temperature dependent constant = Ym*km-ke
For calculation purposes with a finite data interval ti, Equation 5-13 can be rearranged as:
Equation 5-14

X (t )  X (t  t i ) 
Equation 5-14

dX
t i  X (t  t i )[1  CT t i ]
dt

applies to compost when microbe concentrations are limiting composting rate.

In this state, the growth rate of an individual micro-organism is not constrained by shortage
of substrate and there are plenty of unfilled habitats allowing growth rates for individual
microbes to approximate maximum.
There is however, a linear correlation between a microbe‟s growth per unit substrate
consumed (Ym) and the free-energy available from the substrate (Servizi & Bogan, 1963).
It follows that each substrate is likely to express its own growth phase parameter.
However, the „shape‟ of the function for substrates with lower rate constants cannot be
assumed to be exponential for the entire growth phase (at the very least, there will be
intense competition for available habitat from those micro-organisms that have been
utilizing the fast fraction). Exponential functions with an inhibition factor, as proposed
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by (Haag et al., 2005), may be more appropriate for these stages. Alternatively it is
possible to formulate a logarithmic stage to the function during the upper stage of the
growth phase. Tremier et al. (2005) found this part of the composting time course to be
the hardest to model and considered it the „break phase,‟ appearing to claim that all the
easily degradable substrate is degraded during the growth phase.
From a pragmatic perspective, one only needs to know the degree to which biomass limits
composting (rather than the actual quantity of biomass). Considering that the relationship
between biomass concentration (X) and composting rate is linear (Equation 5-11), then a
fraction between 0 and 1 can be used to reflect relative biomass concentration.

Hence if a

term „NB‟ is introduced to Equation 5-14 where NB = X/Xmax, (Xmax being the concentration
at which biomass does not limit composting) it follows that if NB =1 then X = Xmax and
biomass is not limiting the composting rate. Therefore, Equation 5-14 can be formulated
using the growth phase parameter (NB) concept for each substrate as:
Equation 5-15

NBS (t )  NBS (0)  exp(CT  t )
Such a formulation has the added advantage that the growth phase parameter at the start of
composting can be entered as a proportion of 1.

Hence, poorly inoculated substrates

would have a low starting value for NB (and would take longer to reach 1) than a fully
inoculated substrate (such as manure) which would have a higher NB and reach 1 much
faster. Normalising the growth phase parameter has the added advantage that the point in
the time course when biomass ceases to be limiting for composting can be easily identified.
Knowing the time t that the growth phase ends, then NB(t) = 1 and the constant CT can be
determined by rearranging Equation 5-15:
Equation 5-16

CT 

ln( NB1( 0) )
t

5.5.2 Lineweaver Burke plot
Plotting the reciprocal of the composting rate (Q-1) against the reciprocal of the substrate
remaining (E-1) produces a more or less linear plot from which the constants have been
determined (Agamuthu, Choong, Hasan, & Praven, 2000; Barja & Núñez, 1999; Whang &
Meenaghan, 1980). There is a question with the plot as to how multiple substrates, such
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as found in complex substrates, are expressed. The plot however has the possibility of
increased sensitivity in detection of significant points in the composting cycle.
While assumed to be linear in Whang and Meenaghan (1980) and Agamuthu et.al. (2000),
the plot only approaches linear over the short term. The non-linearity of the plot becomes
apparent at the extremes as, where composting rate Q → 0, Q-1 → ∞. The plot is in fact
exponential.

While complex substrates mask this effect, in that as one substrate is

oxidised and approaches zero, another will become available, so the measured composting
rate rarely tends to zero in the short term. However, first order kinetics mathematically
reduces the composting rate for a substrate fraction to very low levels.

In particular, the

fast fraction is likely to produce very large reciprocals.
In addition, the plot requires substrate concentration as a parameter. There are however,
three values that can be used in the plot:
1) E(0) as calculated in Equation 5-6 applies to the particular fraction (and
would be a valid input if studying only one of the fractions). However,
expression of the next fraction‟s growth phase parameter would quickly
lead to large reciprocals on the substrate axis as substrate degradation
attributable to the next fraction would be counted against the first fraction
i.e. E(0) could be exceeded leading to negative reciprocals.
2) Add the substrate concentration of all the fractions, each determined by
Equation 5-6. However, the E(0) (as determined in Equation 5-6) is the
degradable part of the fraction. Adding E(0) of all three fractions would
not account for all the energy in the compost and large reciprocals would
arise towards the end of composting (as the degradable portion becomes
degraded).
3) Consistency would be achieved best by determining Etotal from total
VS*Energy content of VS.
Figure 5-12 is

a Lineweaver Burke plot of a typical composting time course with 3 fractions.

A number of features become apparent:


Sections A-B and A-C where the growth phase parameters for the fast
fraction (A-B) and the slow fraction (A-C) are being expressed.



Sections C-D and E-, where the particular fraction is dominating
composting rate with little impact from its neighbouring fraction.



Sections B-C and D-E where the composting rate is transitional between
one fraction and the next.
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1/MJ_remaining
3 fractions

fast
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Figure 5-12 -Lineweaver Burke plot with three fractions.

Humification

Data from faeces trial 1, 120C reactor.

The growth phase parameter section in all cases eg. A-B for fast fraction, A-C for slow
fraction, -E for humification fraction, is strongly expressed with a Lineweaver Burke plot
although the exact time when it expresses is not so obvious. While parts of the plot (such
as C-D) could probably be used to determine constants, the equations described above
would do that adequately. The value of the Lineweaver Burke plot being in identifying
the change-over points between different substrates.

5.5.3 Effect of Time Interval on Model Predictions
The need for the validity of steady-state diffusion law solutions to determine the length of
the time interval was argued in Chapter 3. However, using a discrete time interval also
raises a question as to the effect of reducing the size of the increment on the model
predictions.

Figure 5-13 shows

the effect of changing the MEA model analysis interval on

the 1.33 cm pig faeces modelled data.
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Figure 5-13 – Four analysis intervals and their effect on the output of the MEA model using 1.33 cm
particle size of pig faeces at 200C.

The divergence in the curves occurred most strongly at the peak of composting and this
occurred due to a difference in the calculated oxygen penetration depth.

Presumably this

was because the model used substrate states at the end of the time period, shorter intervals
giving a more accurate reflection of the actual time course of these states.
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Chapter 6

6 RESULTS
Three sets of experimental data are analysed here with both first-order kinetics, i.e. without
adjusting for aerobic proportion, and micro-environment analysis.




Particle size trials whose impacts express entirely through the particle geometry
element of micro-environment analysis noted in Chapter 4.
Temperature trials where the observed composting time course is impacted by a
wide range of effects.
Diffusion into the pile.

The particle size and diffusion trials used the same substrate (dog sausage), but the
temperature trials a different substrate (pig faeces).

All used the same bulking material,

that is old compost.
All data analyses, including the MEA model, were carried out in a spreadsheet.

6.1 Particle Size Trials
In addition to the experimental data with micro-environment modelled curves, this section
includes aspects of the theoretical perspective which needed scrutiny as a result of
applying the theory to the experimental data:


Rate constant multiplier.



Fitting the growth phase.



Modelling issues and their resolution, in particular:
o the growth phase as a special case;
o stabilisation of the model and fitting the Monod function;
o determining the diffusion coefficient.



Explanation of the observed rewarming in terms of:
o diffusible substrate;
o oxygen flux insights into diffusible substrate;
o other electron acceptor explanations.

Five particle sizes were made by cutting dog sausage into cubical particles, 0.8 cm, 1 cm,
1.5 cm, 2 cm, 2.5 cm, (see Chapter 5). The 0.8 cm size was formed by „chopping‟ 1 cm
cubical particles with the mixing shovel; thus the maximum size would be 1 cm, but a
range of sizes below this maximum would dominate. The resulting size was not
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measured but is assumed to be 0.8 cm.

The particle size used in micro-environment

analysis was based on an equivalent particle size, being the diameter of a sphere which
contained the same volume of substrate (see section in Chapter 5.4.1). The calculations
were based on the assumption that the dog sausage was the only active component of the
mixture i.e. the energy density was based on the volume of dog sausage rather than the
volume of pile solids.
The substrate based parameters (k, E, NB) were determined, in the first instance using
first-order kinetics. Then the parameters from the 0.8 cm particle size time course were
used in micro-environment analysis and final fitting carried out by manually adjusting the
parameters Figure 6-1.
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Day
Trial Data

Model with fitted curve

Aerobic proportion

Figure 6-1 – Measured versus modelled composting time course of the 0.8 cm cubical particle size 6;
and time course of the aerobic proportion.

These same parameters were then used to model the effect of changing particle size. The
model output for each particle size was then compared with the experimental data.
6-2

Figure

compares the 1 cm cubical particle size with the largest size (2.5 cm), while Figure 6-3

compares the two mid-sized particle sizes.

6

An electrical fault in the reactor coil caused the drop in composting rate in the 1 cm particle reactor (Figure
6-2). This same fault impacted the aeration routine in the 0.8cm particle reactor (Figure 6-1), via the
loggers aeration programming. The other reactors were unaffected.
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Figure 6-2 - Measured versus modelled composting time course of the cubical particles of size 1 cm and
2.5 cm.5
6-1).

Model used the same parameters as determined for the 0.8 cm cubical particle size (Figure

The micro-environment model was run with only particle size changed.
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Figure 6-3 – Measured versus modelled composting time course of the cubical particles of size 1.5 cm
and 2 cm.
6-1).

Model used the same parameters as determined for the 0.8 cm cubical particle size (Figure

The micro-environment model was run with only particle size changed.

The renewed burst of composting that occurs between days 9 and 14 in the three largest
particle sizes (1.5 cm, 2 cm, 2.5 cm), is not explained by micro-environment analysis
(Figure 6-2 & Figure 6-3).

This is discussed further in Section 6.1.7, yet when
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parameters are determined by first-order kinetics, then parameters (adjusted for each of the
three fractions) can be made to fit, e.g. in Figure 6-4.

Of particular note here is that first-

order kinetics contains the inherent assumption that the particle is fully aerobic and all
parts contribute to the observed composting rate.

This contrasts with micro-environment

analysis where only the proportion of the particle that is aerobic enters the calculations.
First-order kinetics therefore, should not be able to accurately model the data from a
particle with substantial parts of it being anaerobic.
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Figure 6-4 – Dog sausage, 2.5 cm cubical particle with first-order fractions fitted.

One can achieve a good fit to the observed data with first-order kinetics (Figure 6-4) and the
slow fraction rate constant is comparable in magnitude with the k determined using microenvironment analysis.

However, this fitting is achieved at the expense of the substrate

density (E), where E must be substantially higher for the slow fraction to enable a fit with
first-order kinetics (Table 6-1).
Table 6-1 – Dog sausage trial 2, with 2.5 cm particles and the fitted parameters for the two methods of
analysis.

Fast fraction
Slow fraction

First-order kinetics

Micro-environment
analysis

k (W MJ-1)

1.5

2.5

E (MJ cm-3)

5.9 *10-3

4.8 *10-3

k (W MJ-1)

0.9

1

E (MJ cm-3)

14.9 *10-3

3.2 *10-3
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It can be assumed that substrate density and rate constants would be a function of the
substrate and hence independent of particle size, as it is for micro-environment analysis.
Putting aside for the moment the unknown effect that a diffusible substrate solution would
have on the above micro-environment determination, it is hard to escape the conclusion
that a first-order kinetics determination, without adjusting for aerobic proportion is
insufficient for fully understanding composting – even though it may appear to fit
adequately.
It is only when we adjust for aerobic proportion using micro-environment analysis (as in
Figure 6-2),

that we realise the limits of first-order kinetics in explaining composting in

larger sized particles, and the need to look for an alternative explanation. Microenvironment analysis provides a framework by which alternative explanations can be
explored. This is discussed further in Section 6.1.7.

6.1.1 Rate Constant Multiplier
It was argued in Chapter 4 that a rate constant determined without adjusting for the
proportion of the particle that is aerobic will be underestimated. The modelled data
(Figure 6-1 → Figure 6-3) are based on a single rate constant and energy density (E) for each
fraction. Therefore it is only aerobic proportion and the effects of micro-environment
development which influence the „slope‟ of the modelled time course. The „slope‟ of this
modelled time course is the „apparent rate constant‟ and the multiplier is the ratio of the
(true rate constant)/(„apparent rate constant‟) – See Chapter 4 - section 4.2.3.
The formulation in Chapter 4 proved difficult to use in the MEA spreadsheet and, as it is
not possible to be precise, as the multiplier changes depending on the location chosen on
the data curve, a simplified version was used. The equation for determining k, (Equation
4-21; Chapter 4) was used at two points on the modelled curve immediately after the
growth phase ended; the slow fraction energy content was set to 0 for this determination.
Table 6-2

takes the first-order rate constants determined from the experimental data and the

multiplier determined from the micro-environment modelled curve. When the two are
multiplied together the multiplier adjusted k should be the same across all particle sizes.
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Table 6-2 – Fast fraction rate constants k (W MJ-1) determined with first-order kinetics (without
micro-environment adjustments).

The multiplier was determined from micro-environment analysis

on trial 2 data, immediately after the fast fraction growth phase parameter reached 1.

Note the kfast

-1

used in the model was 2.5 W MJ over all particle sizes for trial 2.
0.8cm

1cm

1.5 cm

2 cm

2.5 cm

k for particle
size trial 2

2.5

2.5

1.5

1.8

1.5

Multiplier
(trial 2)

1.32

1.40

1.58

1.67

1.72

Mult * k
(trial 2)

3.3

3.5

2.4

3

2.6

If the concept of a rate constant multiplier were a complete explanation of the first-order
kinetic rate constants (and the calculation method is OK) then the bottom row in Table 6-2
(Multiplier * k) should be constant.

Thus the concept is only partially true as there

remains a small downward trend in the multiplied rate constant.

6.1.2 Fitting the Model Growth Phase to Actual Data
It was found necessary to revisit the growth phase parameter detailed in Chapter 5. The
exponential growth phase parameter (Equation 5.5.1.4) results in a „pointed‟ time course in
the modelled data and this shape consistently failed to explain the rounded peak of the
experimental data curve (Figure 6-5), even when combined with aerobic proportion. It does
however, explain the first part of the growth phase.
Neither did equation 5.14 adequately explain the subsequent fractions. For these slower
fractions, the shape of the growth phase could be determined by difference (e.g. watts
observed

–watts fast). An S shaped function was clearly indicated from the data, of which

Equation 5.14 is only the first part of this S shape.
A reassessment of the model used for the growth phase in composting is needed, for which
an ideal descriptor would have the following characteristics:




begin with a positive amount of biomass;
have a negative curvature in the upper section of the growth phase parameter;
apply to all fractions.
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With Equation 5.15 explaining the first part of the growth phase and being well rooted in
theory, then a function which can take over from Equation 5.15 for the later part of the
growth phase, would be ideal.

Two sequential functions seem to be needed to explain the

experimental data: one exponential, the other logarithmic (Figure 6-5).
7
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Figure 6-5 – The 1 cm dog sausage data with 2 theoretical perspectives on the fast fraction: Microenvironment analysis with only an exponential growth phase parameter; micro-environment analysis
with both exponential + logarithmic growth phase parameters.7

With two functions operating sequentially, then the end point of one function needs to be
the start point of the next function; they need to be mathematically linked so both pass
through the same transition point.

Equation 5.15 is repeated below:
Equation 6-1

NB(t )  NB(0) exp(CT  t )
By contrast, the upper section of the growth phase is explained by a function of the form8:
Equation 6-2

NB(t )  Ln(t )  Cln
To link the two functions, four parameters need to be determined from experimental data:
growth phase parameter at time 0 (NB(0)), growth phase parameter at transition (NBtrans),
time of transition (ttrans), and time of maximum growth phase parameter (tmax) – see Figure
7

Note 1/ Changes in aerobic proportion do not explain the poor fit between the exponential function and
actual data in the later stages of the growth phase. 2/ Days to max with the exponential + logarithmic growth
phase parameters was 6 days meaning that, for this example, the composting rate is beginning to decline even
though the „modelled‟ microbial population is continuing to grow.
8
A better form for this equation may be 1 - exp( ) as this is often used to model inhibition effects – Morison
pers com. This form will be tried in future models.
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5-9

for the physical effect of each of these parameters.

In order for Equation 6-2 to pass

through the transition point, a second „time‟ parameter needs to be introduced (tdelay).
Equation 6-2

can be written as:
Equation 6-3

NB(t )  Ln(t  t delay )  Cln

Cln can be determined from knowing that NB=1 at t = tmax.

At the transition, Equation 6-3

can be rearranged to determine tdelay:
Equation 6-4

 NBtrans 

t delay  t trans  exp 
 C ln 
The circular argument that arises from Cln being dependent on knowing tdelay, is solved in
the Excel spreadsheet with the tools\options\calculation section and ticking the iterations
box.
The constant in Equation 6-1 can be determined at the transition point by:
Equation 6-5
NB

CT 

Ln( NBtrans
)
(0)
ttrans

Combining Equation 6-1 with Equation 6-2 by using the transition point and determining
tdelay, gives a smooth transition when NBtrans is around 0.5 but becomes noticeably less
smooth above 0.6.
Competition between micro-organisms for space could be one explanation for the apparent
constraint on exponential growth.

If indeed the two equations are describing different

microbial conditions at the respective section of the growth phase parameter then one
would expect the conditions to change from one to the other gradually rather than abruptly,
as assumed in the above equations.
A transition period which linearised the function between the two points: (ttrans – x) and
(ttrans + x); where x = transition days/2, smoothed the transition, but remained an
incomplete explanation.
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A growth curve derived from Equation 6-1 and Equation 6-2 could be used over all fractions
and accounted for the delay in the humification fraction (from a +ve biomass at time 0).
This derivation will be used in all future analysis.
6.1.2.1 Starting Biomass
The dog sausage compost reached peak watts much later than the pig faeces compost.
This difference appeared to be associated with the exponential portion of the growth phase
i.e. t < ttrans. Two aspects within the growth equations can help to explain this difference:
1) Starting growth phase parameter, which reflects the biomass at the start of
composting.
2) CT which reflects the biomass response to the substrate (CT = Ym km - ke).

Table 6-3 Growth phase constants determined from experimental data.9

Dog_1

Dog_2

Dog_3

Dog_4

Faeces_1

Faeces_2

NBstart

.004

.01

0.005

.004

0.2

0.1

CT

2.45

2.558

2.0

2.58

3.66

2.01

Days to transition
(ttrans - end of
exponential growth).

2.1

1.6

2.4

2

0.3

0.8

It is apparent in Table 6-3 that the constant (CT) changes little over all the trials,
particularly considering the time required for stabilisation of reactor temperatures would
have impacted most on the growth phase parameter determination of the faeces and could
account for the greater variation in the faeces constant.

However, the starting biomass

(NBstart) is one order of magnitude higher in the faeces than the dog sausage.
A difference in starting biomass between the two substrates would be expected as dog
sausage is cooked and wrapped in plastic so the main source of biomass is the old compost
applied to the particle surface. Faeces, by contrast, have a rich biomass, albeit mainly
anaerobic from the gut, mixed throughout the substrate.
Therefore a higher starting biomass in the faeces than the dog sausage is proposed as the
reason the dog sausage took much longer to reach peak temperature than the faeces.

9

Frozen moisture in the exit air pipes did not affect the growth phase, so this part of the data could be used
to determine growth phase parameters for most trials, even if the later data were unusable in MEA. Particle
size had little effect on the yield parameters.
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6.1.3 Growth Phase Micro-Environment Analysis
In addition to the growth phase parameter discussed above, the formal structure of microenvironment analysis (developed in Chapter 4) was found wanting in understanding the
growth phase. During the growth phase, oxygen penetration distances are initially large, as
VOR is low until biomass builds up, and the distance decreases to a minimum when peak
watts are reached. The formal structures of micro-environment analysis, that is:
acceptable variability in substrate concentrations within a micro-environment, steady state
conditions of diffusion law, start time of aerobic composting, etc., have difficulty giving
meaningful results in this phase.

Figure 6-6 – Dog sausage oxygen

0.5

penetration distance over time,
calculated with the MEA model.

fraction maximum composting rate
(day 2).

The end of the growth

phase (fast & slow) is day 13.

cm

Minimum depth occurs at fast

0.4

0.3

0.2

Up

to this point, periods where z may
be negative (e.g. the flat section at

0.1
0

day 8), caused problems with the

4

8

12

16

20

24

28

Day

formal structures of micro-environment analysis.

Two solutions were tried:
1) A large first micro-environment (#1) with a variety of adjustments to stabilise the
model until the end of the growth phase – This strategy gave a poor representation
of the fast fraction growth phase.
2) Treat the growth phase (until the slow fraction NB =1) as a single microenvironment, with the oxygen penetration depth recalculated at each interval. This
has the added advantage that the nature of the time course of oxygen penetration
during this phase can be made explicit (Figure 6-6). This solution was adopted.
With the second solution, computational considerations arising from the fact that microenvironments exist in time (meaning that several micro-environments exist in the growth
phase, yet only 1 exists in physical space), needs consideration at two points:


Correct input parameters for determination of z and VOR. In particular, zl is
determined from oxygen concentration at the surface of the particle (rather than the
inner boundary of the previously formed micro-environment, as occurs in the
formal structure), and the energy density (E(t)) determination is delinked from the
time component of the micro-environment label. That is, the formal structure
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(which says the start-time of aerobic composting = m ti) does not apply in
determination of E(t) during the growth phase.
Smoothing the transition between the two forms of analysis. This was achieved by
dividing the oxygen penetration depth at the end of the growth phase evenly
between all of the time based micro-environments that existed at that point. Other
stabilisation issues arising at this point are discussed in Section 6.1.4.

The formal structures of micro-environment analysis (a new micro-environment forming in
composting space at each time interval) continue at all times beyond the growth phase.

6.1.4 Model Stabilisation
Use of the Stępniewski formulation for determining oxygen concentration at each microenvironment is very sensitive to boundary conditions (discussed in Chapter 4 - section
4.1.6). With many micro-environments, each adjacent to each other, any recalculation of
z necessitated recalculation of its neighbour‟s oxygen concentration and so on.
Stabilisation of the model required some conscious actions:






The oxygen penetration depth at the end of the growth phase was portioned among
the time based micro-environments existing up to that point (Section 6.1.2). This
portioning often did not give a realistic oxygen profile and it was found necessary
to manually adjust this portioning so the oxygen concentration curve met the zero
axis. Over (or under) estimating at this point produced either an excessively large
micro-environment or a negative z in the first few micro-environments formed after
the growth phase.
It was found necessary to disconnect the calculated z from the z used in microenvironment analysis. At this point, the micro-environment analysis z was
adjusted up or down by a small increment depending the value of the calculated z.
The magnitude of this increment could be set manually and it was found that very
small increment adjustments (10-2 micron) gave a stable output but could take
several hundred iterations to reach this point. Larger increments (10-1 micron)
served a useful purpose in quickly drawing the model to the approximate z; then a
smaller increment could stabilise the output. In addition, the downwards effect of
this increment was programmed to be less than the upwards movement to minimise
the occurrence of zero z‟s.
Wild fluctuations in z from micro-environment analysis were further constrained by
entering an upper limit for z. A lower limit could also be entered but this was
infrequently used as zero z‟s often occurred in the first micro-environment after the
growth phase.

6.1.5 Incorporating the Monod Equation.
The Monod function was included as an option in the model for the determination of VOR
(this switch was „on‟ for all the calculations noted here).
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However, instability arose in the model when the Monod adjustment was based on the
Stępniewski determination of oxygen concentration. This instability arose during
iterations when the oxygen concentration in already established micro-environments
became zero (or negative) and the Monod adjustment became zero; impacting subsequent
determinations of oxygen concentrations. Breaking this logic trap was achieved by
stepping the oxygen concentration equally between all micro-environments, bounded by
the constraints of surface oxygen concentrations and zero at the oxygen penetration limit.
The resulting „shape‟ of the Monod function resulted in an adjustment for oxygen
concentration which closely represented the actual Monod function, without the instability
that arose from using actual oxygen concentration.

6.1.6 Determining the Oxygen Diffusion Coefficient
The composting time course provides a mechanism to estimate the diffusion coefficient.
From a micro-environment perspective, the observed composting rate will be a
combination of k, E (or VOR), and aerobic proportion (Φpile). While the aerobic
proportion is a function of the diffusion coefficient, and the VOR (which changes
deterministically with time). Therefore, it is only a unique combination of all parameters
which predict the correct composting rate over time. Tracking the time course gives the
potential to refine determination of the parameters.
2.0

-1

1.5

WL

Figure 6-7 – Modelled versus
measured composting rate for
1.33 cm pig faeces particles
with 2 diffusion coefficients.
Note the lower diffusion
coefficient required more
substrate (0.015 v 0.01 MJ cm3
) for the model to fit the data
curve.10
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The lower diffusion coefficient in Figure 6-7 gives a smaller oxygen penetration depth
(0.265 cm) than the higher diffusion coefficient (0.457 cm). Consequently less of the
particle was aerobic at day 20 (0.893 v 0.999). These different dynamics lead to the

10

The drop in the data curve was caused by frozen water in the exit air pipe which prevented full aeration of
the reactor.
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observed effect in Figure 6-7 where the model curve diverges noticeably from the data
curve towards the end of the composting period with an „incorrect‟ diffusion coefficient.
These values are 1 order of magnitude higher than the diffusion coefficient for oxygen in
pure water at 16 °C of 1.88 x 10-5 cm2 s-1.

6.1.7 Explanations of the Rewarming Phase
The larger particle sizes in the dog sausage trials (discussed in Section 6.1) produced a
rewarming part of the experimental time course that could not be explained by microenvironment analysis in its current form.
Two explanations for this rewarming need consideration:



Diffusible substrate.
Alternative electron acceptors.

6.1.7.1 Diffusion of Substrate
Alternative diffusion law solutions that may explain the rewarming section in Figure 6-2
include the possibility that diffusion of the substrate from the centre of the particle to the
oxygenated surface is occurring.
For these trials, the energies released by the end of the 40 day composting period are
comparable for all particle sizes, suggesting that substrate in the anaerobic core is being
accessed (Table 6-4).

If this were not the case, then the energy released would have

closely matched the aerobic proportion.
Table 6-4 – Measured total energy released after a 40 day composting period; and modelled aerobic
proportion.

Dog sausage trial 1
(MJ L-1)

Dog sausage trial 2
(MJ L-1)

Aerobic proportion @
30 days

0.8 cm

1 cm

1.5 cm

2 cm

2.5 cm

6.9

7.2

6.0

6.3

5.5

6.8

7.0

6.1

6.7

6.3

0.96

0.9

0.7

0.6

0.5

However, the data in Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3 would seem to imply that diffusion of
substrate would occur only after some days of composting (as solutions without that
diffusion explain the early data so well).

In this respect, Hamelers‟ solution would

contain an implicit delay in the substrate diffusion effect, as the enzymes necessary for
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solubilisation would need to be produced before sufficient solubilised substrate could
diffuse to the aerobic zone and be detected experimentally.
Additional support for the diffusible substrate argument would be the observation made at
the end of composting that the larger particles had „liquified‟, often fusing together
forming „secondary‟ particles (especially at the reactor ends where moisture contents were
higher due to the temperature profile along the reactor).

It was this linking of „liquified‟

particles that prompted the addition of sawdust to the second dog sausage trial to attempt to
maintain particle integrity throughout the composting period.
However, with a diffusible substrate the essence of micro-environment analysis would still
apply, that is limited, but gradually increasing, oxygen diffusion distance in conjunction
with particle geometry effects.

It is only the time course of E(t) which would differ with

a diffusible substrate, as oxidised substrate would be replenished by diffusion from the
core.
Micro-environment analysis is primarily an organisational framework based around
diffusion laws and microbial kinetics. The composting space-time elements of microenvironment analysis have no particular affiliation to the steady-state, non-diffusible
substrate diffusion law solutions used in this thesis. There is no reason why diffusion law
solutions that allow for a diffusible substrate could not be used in the micro-environment
organisational structure.

So long as a solution contains an oxygen penetration depth, or a

method of determining an oxygen concentration below which aerobic composting can be
assumed to be zero, it would mesh with micro-environment derivations, as oxygen
penetration depth is necessary to determine micro-environment thickness, z.
Micro-environment analysis however, would not explain alternative electron acceptors that
do not need to diffuse (such as nitrates in the original substrate) – discussed further in
Section 6.1.7.3.
6.1.7.2 Oxygen Flux Insights into the Diffusible Substrate Question
The surface flux of oxygen approach to determining composting rate (mentioned in
Chapter 3 and used by Hamelers, 2001) can give insights into the substrate diffusion effect.
For a substrate with particles of a known size, for which the composting rate has been
measured, then the stoichiometric relationship between heat output and oxygen
consumption means that the measured composting rate can be used to determine an oxygen
consumption rate. Combining this with the known surface area: volume ratio, determines
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the surface flux of oxygen, assuming all the heat released is from use of oxygen as an
electron acceptor and that oxygen diffuses into the particle - Equation 6-6.
Equation 6-6

Flux  Q  0.0627 

VParticle
SAParticle

mg O2 cm-2 s-1

The flux can also be determined from knowledge of VOR, D, and CO2 ((Bouldin, 1968)):
Equation 6-7

Flux  2  D  C0  VOR

mg O2 cm-2 s-1

0.00012

0.0001

mg O2 cm-2 s-1

0.00008

0.00006

0.00004

0.00002
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Figure 6-8 - Dog sausage trial 2, the 2.5 cm cubical particles composting rate expressed as a surface
oxygen flux, compared with the output of Equation 6-7, where VOR is determined by the MEA
model.11

If the VOR used in Equation 6-7 were based on first-order kinetics then the time course of
the calculated flux can be taken as that flux which would occur if there were no diffusion
of substrate into the aerobic zone.
It follows that the difference between the time course data from experiment (using oxygen
flux as determined by Equation 6-6 and the measured Q), and the flux determined with

11

Note: the oxygen diffusion coefficient in Equation 6-7 needed to be changed to get the graph, using the
micro-environment model parameters, to approximate the data curve in the first stage of composting
(assuming substrate diffusion does not begin at this stage).
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Equation 6-7 (using VOR based on first-order kinetics), could be taken as an indication of
substrate which is diffusing into the aerobic zone (Figure 6-8).
While the above flux based analysis has a known flaw in that only a single VOR can be
used in Equation 6-7, it does provide evidence of the diffusion of substrate from the core of
a composting particle into the aerated layer, as proposed by Hamelers (2001).

It also

provides another package of tools giving insights into the dynamics occurring in a
composting particle.
6.1.7.3 Other Electron Acceptors as Explanation of the Rewarming
That the additional heat is from electron acceptors other than oxygen must be considered as
a possible (partial) explanation for the observed difference between micro-environment
explanations and actual data.

Bruno Dog Sausage contains sodium nitrite (and potassium

sorbate) and this can be used as an electron acceptor by microbes. These electron
acceptors would release heat, and hence would be detected by the experimental apparatus.
As these electron acceptors would be distributed throughout the sausage they would not be
bound by diffusion laws, meaning that the whole particle will contribute to the observed
composting rate. Micro-environment analysis would not apply to these effects.
The delay in expression of the observed effect can also be explained by an alternative
electron acceptor, as microbes utilising this substrate would need to build up in the core of
the particle before detectable heat is released from use of this electron acceptor.
Some explanation is required for the observations and either (or both) substrate diffusion
from the core of the particle, or (and) nitrite oxidation could explain the disproportionate
release of energy with the larger particle sizes. The experimental setup was not able to
distinguish between these alternative explanations.

6.1.8 Oxygen Penetration Velocity
Beyond the growth phase, the continuous nature of the degradation of substrate results in
an oxygen penetration depth that is continuously increasing (Figure 6-6).

It was shown in

Chapter 3 that this increasing depth could be viewed as a velocity.
For the dog sausage trials the oxygen penetration velocity was 0.0046 cm day-1 (46 μm
day-1).

From an initial oxygen penetration depth of 0.2 cm (end of the growth phase),

then the time required for oxygen to penetrate the remaining distance to the core of the
particle used in the trial can be estimated (Table 6-5):
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Table 6-5 The approximate time for oxygen to reach the core of the particles used in the trial.
Particle size
(cm)

0.8 cm

1 cm

1.5 cm

2 cm

2.5 cm

Days to reach
centre

43

65

120

170

230

The velocities were measured over the 30 days of the modelling time (less the 13 days for
the growth phase) and the rate could not be seen to change over this time. As one can not
assume that this velocity would continue at the same rate as implied in Table 6-5, the above
estimations must be used with considerable caution.
there is no substrate diffusion.

It also contains the assumption that

Diffusion of substrate from the core of the particle would

reduce the velocity of oxygen penetration into a particle.

6.2 Temperature Trials
The temperature trials were set up to determine rate constants in the mesophilic/
psychrophilic temperature range in faeces. Data on psychrophilic composting is notably
absent from the composting literature, yet smaller compost heaps will experience these
temperatures often during temperate winters. These trials provide insights into the
application of micro-environment analysis to real world situations, in particular:


Application to a mixture of different particle sizes.



Temperature impacts more parameters than the rate constant.

As temperature affects a number of parameters in composting, a „clean‟ signal, as seen
with the particle size trials, is not possible. For these trials, parameters were determined
by fitting the model curve to the data for each reactor. These parameters were then
assessed as to how well they met accepted notions within composting understanding.
New aspects of the temperature effect that become explicit with micro-environment
development, are explored.

In particular, the temperature effect on:



the rate constant;



the solubility of oxygen in water;



the diffusion coefficient;



the growth phase parameter.

The composting time course of the first few days of the temperature trial data for the 6, 12,
& 20 °C reactors can be seen in Figure 6-9.
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Figure 6-9 - Faeces trial 2.
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Composting rates for three (6, 12, 20 0C) of the 5 reactors.12

The faeces were well mixed with the bulking material, resulting in a range of particle sizes
in the compost.

As there are substantial differences between the composting rate time

courses of bulking material and faeces, in addition to the different time courses of different
sized particles, additional computations were required before micro-environment analysis
could be applied to the mixture.

6.2.1 Attributing Particle Size Mass Proportions to Faeces
The faeces were well mixed with the bulking material.

Thus from a micro-environment

analysis perspective it needed to be known how the faeces were mixed with the bulking
material as the faeces needed to be attributed to a particular particle size.
It was only possible to determine separately the mass fraction proportions of a) the bulking
material and b) the mixture. So the proportion of each particle size r in the mixture that
was faeces, as against bulking material, was determined by a mass balance approach
(Chapter 4 – Equation 4-18) where the mass fractions of faeces are determined by:
Equation 6-8

 pile( faeces)( r ) 

(WMix   pile( r )  WBM   BM ( r ) )
(WMix  WBM )

R

Where: WMix = wet weight of the mixture

g g-1
g

WBM = wet weight of the bulking material

g

αpile(r) = mass fraction of the dry mix retained by the sieve (r)

-

αBM(r) = mass fraction of dry BM retained by the sieve (r)
12

Note the drop in the data curve in the 20 °C reactor was due to water freezing in the exit air pipe,
preventing aeration.
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R = ratio faeces : total wet weight (R converts the substrate based size
proportion into a pile based size proportion).

Equation 6-8

can be used to determine αBM(r) of the mixed sample by using (1-R) in lieu of

R. Note in Table 6-6 that αBM(r) of the mixed sample is less than that measured for the
unmixed BM. This is attributed to the change in particle size as faeces are added to the
BM particle surfaces (moving some particles to the next size category), and that new
particles may form composed of several smaller BM particles held together with faeces.
Note: the negative values for the mass fraction of faeces in the „dust‟ is attributed to these
BM fractions being absorbed into the faeces. The mass balance approach relies, to some
extent, on the BM particles retaining their integrity when mixed. The negative values
were retained in the analysis so that faeces + BM summed to 1.

Table 6-6 – Mass fraction determination of faeces in the mixture by particle size.

Sieve size (mm)
16

8

4

2

1

Dust

Sum

Dry radius (cm)

0.8

0.6

0.3

0.15

0.08

0.03

Wet radius (cm)

0.89

0.67

0.33

0.17

0.08

0.03

αpile (sieve)

0.31

0.23

0.24

0.15

0.05

0.02

1

αBM (sieve)

0

0

0.19

0.32

0.23

0.26

1

αfaeces (Eq 6-8)

0.312

0.23

0.194

0.078

-0.003

-.04

0.771

αBM (Eq 6_8)

0

0

0.044

0.072

0.053

0.059

0.228

In Table 6-6:


Dry radius = average of sieve size & next largest.



Wet radius is determined by regression of particle versus radius.

It is apparent from Table 6-6 that despite being mixed with small sized bulking material,
most of the faeces were retained in the larger particle sizes.
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6.2.2 Application to a Range of Particle Sizes
Each particle size will have a unique composting time course. A mixture with a range of
particle sizes will therefore be a mosaic of composting time courses, each corresponding to
a particular particle size. Using micro-environment analysis to model these mixtures will
require determination of the composting time course of each particle size, then summing
the weighted time course of all the sizes. The contribution of each size is proportioned by
its mass fraction in the pile mixture.
Fitting the model to the experimental data presents particular problems as, in its current
configuration, the model computes for only 1 particle size, albeit it is very easy to compute
for a range of sizes once the model has stabilised to all the parameters. With the observed
composting rate being a weighted average of all particle sizes, it follows that fully aerobic
particle sizes will produce a time course above the data curve while larger particles with
anaerobic cores will produce a time course below the data curve (Figure 6-10).
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Figure 6-10 – Composting rates for three particle sizes from the pig faeces trial, modelled using MEA
with parameters determined from the 1.33 cm particle.

The mass fraction of the faeces in the 1.8 cm

size was 0.312; 1.33 cm was 0.23; 0.8 cm was 0.194; the remainder was <0.8 cm in size and had a faeces
mass fraction of 0.035.13 The remaining proportion 0.229 was BM.

With some time courses above and some below the data curve it follows that there will be
an effective average particle size which will have a composting time course very close the
data curve. Using this effective average particle size would simplify determining the
parameters. A reasonable hypothesis is that the effective average particle size is likely to
arise from using the particle size with the highest mass ratio in the middle of the range of
sizes.
13

Note the drop in the data curve was due to water freezing in the exit air pipe, preventing aeration.
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The preferred alternative, estimating parameters for each particle size and summing the
composting rate over all particle sizes, then readjusting the parameters as necessary, will
be left to a future model.
6.2.2.1 Change in Aerobic Proportion
The three particle sizes in Figure 6-10 will each exhibit a unique aerobic proportion time
course. Micro-environment analysis computes these changes as part of its structure but
the changes can be made explicit, Figure 6-11. Not surprisingly, the aerobic proportion
changes considerably during the growth phase and the peak of the fast fraction composting
rate coincides with the minimum oxygen penetration depth.

Smaller particle sizes will

have little anaerobic core and if their mass proportion is sufficient, will dominate the
observed composting rate. These physical facts complicate fitting the model predictions
to actual data where there is a mixture of particle sizes.
The time course of the particle aerobic proportion for 3 particle sizes can be seen in Figure
6-11.
1.0

aerobic proportion for the 3
particle sizes in Figure 6-10, from
the MEA model.
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This has implications for accurate determination of the fast fraction parameters with a
range of particle sizes.

6.2.3 Temperature Effect on the Composting Rate
A widely used adjustment for the effect of temperature on the composting rate is the
Arrhenius equation.

It is also generally assumed that this effect operates entirely through

the rate constant and that the rate approximately doubles for each 10°C change in
temperature (Q10 = 2).

However, for composting, the relationship between the rate

constant and temperature will be confounded by the formation of micro-environments.
With an increased rate constant (higher temperature) oxygen penetration is less meaning
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the composting rate in the aerobic parts of a particle must be higher to explain the
observed composting rate than if the whole particle were aerobic. With this effect, it was
argued in Chapter 4 that with micro-environment development a doubling of the rate
constant will increase the observed composting rate by √2 i.e. 1.41.
However, temperature also affects the solubility of oxygen in water and the diffusion
coefficient and both these parameters are used in determining oxygen penetration depth.
Micro-environment analysis allows the impact of all these temperature effects on the
observed composting rate to be identified.
To assist our understanding of the combined effect of all the temperature affected
parameters on the composting rate, it is convenient to consider the „instantaneous‟ effects
of temperature, separate from the time course effects.

That is, consider the effect on a

particle‟s composting rate if the temperature of the particle were changed
„instantaneously‟. This approach means that the time course of the temperature effects on
E can be ignored. To further simplify the analysis we further assume:




There is only one micro-environment and therefore that VOR is constant
throughout.
The temperature effect on the rate constant is indeed a Q10 of 2. With this
assumption we can add to Table 6-7, the Arrhenius adjustment for temperature based
on a reference temperature of 20 °C.
Particle geometry effects are ignored.

Considering only the aspects affected by temperature, means that the rate equation Q = k E
Φaer with only temperature affected parameters reduces to Q α k Φaer, as E is unaffected by
temperature.

In addition, if particle geometry effects are ignored then it is only the depth

component (zl) of Φaer which is temperature affected.
Thus if: k E α Arrhenius_k, and Φaer α zl α √[(2 D CO2)/(Arrhenius_k)],
and we define Arrhenius_Q as the temperature adjusted composting rate, then the effect of
all the temperature impacted parameters can be determined from:
Equation 6-9

Arrhenius _ Q  Arrhenius _ k 

2  D  CO 2
Arrhenius _ k

W cm-3

The output of Equation 6-9 over the range of temperatures is then normalised to the rate at
20 °C

(i.e. Arrhenius Q(20)).
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The temperature effect on the solubility of oxygen in water and the diffusion coefficient for
the temperatures used in this trial are noted in Table 6-7. In general, the solubility of
oxygen in water decreases with temperature while the diffusion coefficient increases with
temperature.

Table 6-7 – Temperature affected parameters in the faeces trial.14

6 °C

9 °C

12 °C

16 °C

20 °C

0.0124

0.0115

0.0107

0.0098

0.0091

Diffusion coefficient cm s

1.38E-5

1.52E-5

1.67E-5

1.88E-5

2.12E-5

Arrhenius adjustment of k
(Q10=2; CAr=0.069)

0.38

0.47

0.58

0.76

1

Normalised z (cm)

1.53

1.4

1.3

1.12

1

0.58

0.65

0.73

0.85

1

.0398

.0401

.0405

.0417

O2 conc-mg cm-3
2 -1

Normalised Q

-3

(W cm )

CAr (of Normalised Q)

With all these temperature adjustments it can be seen that for a composting particle which
is less than fully aerobic, an experimentally determined Q10 effect (row: Normalised_Q;
Table 6-7)

will differ from the actual Q10 effect (row: Arrhenius adjustment of k; Table 6-7).

The Arrhenius exponent which would explain the temperature adjusted normalised Q in
Table 6-7

can be determined from:
Equation 6-10

C Ar 

Ln( Normalised Q)
(T  20)

Using Equation 6-10 on the normalised Q data in Table 6-7 gives an Arrhenius exponent (CAr)
of 0.04 or a Q10 of 1.49 (note the constant rises along the table – a net result of the changes
in oxygen concentration and the diffusion coefficient) for the combined temperature
affected parameters, i.e. temperature effect on k, oxygen solubility, and the temperature
effect on the diffusion coefficient.

Remember that this arises even though the

temperature effect on the rate constant in Table 6-7 is in fact a Q10 of 2, but it would appear
experimentally as a Q10 of 1.49 over this temperature range. The difference is due to the
14

The extension of the Arrhenius exponent to -10°C in explaining soil respiration has been achieved (Lloyd
& Taylor, 1994). An increase in the activation energy was needed with decreasing temperature. It is
assumed that this effect will apply in composting, at least down to the temperatures used in these trials.
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effect on the oxygen penetration depth of doubling k (accounting for √2 or 1.414 of the
temperature effect) with the remainder (0.07) being due to the effect of temperature on the
solubility of oxygen in water and the diffusion coefficient.

Note: using CAr = 0.069 gives

a Q10 of 2.
As the initial energy density (E) of a composting material is not temperature dependent,
then Arrhenius_Q would be equivalent to the temperature effect on k.
However, the temperature effects on the composting rate noted above were derived by
ignoring the consequences of the temperature affected parameters on the composting time
course.

Full understanding of the temperature effect on the rate constant would need to

take account of the combined effects discussed above on the time course of substrate
concentration (E), and the aerobic proportion. As a particle becomes fully aerobic the
aerobic proportion approaches 1 and a micro-environment determined rate constant would
approach a first-order determined rate constant (see Section 3.6.1 for the mathematical
reasoning behind this statement).

It becomes apparent then that particle geometry effects

will also arise as the aerobic proportion changes over the composting time course.
Figure 6-12

and Figure 6-13 show the experimentally determined rate constants for the pig

faeces in trial 2.

Of particular note in these figures is that rate constants determined by

first-order kinetics assume the particle is fully aerobic, hence there is no adjustment for
aerobic proportion. Their magnitude differed little from rate constants determined by
micro-environment analysis. Considering that micro-environment analysis should have
adjusted for aerobic proportion (see Section 6.1.1 for a discussion of the rate constant
multiplier in the dog sausage trials), then the similarity of the two determinations could be
explained by the dominance of small particle sizes which were mostly aerobic. The
analysis was insufficiently sensitive to determine the constants with the precision needed to
„see‟ the difference. According to the above analysis, the Arrhenius adjustment for the
first-order rate constants should have been 1.49 while the micro-environment analysis rate
constants (which incorporates aerobic proportion) should have only incorporated the
temperature effect of solubility of oxygen in water and the temperature effect on the
diffusion coefficient – and be closer to a Q10 of 2.
The experimental data supported the notions discussed above only for the fast fraction.
For this fraction the rate constant was poorly explained by a Q10 = 2, but better explained
with a Q10 = 1.49 (see Figure 6-12).
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Figure 6-12 – Fast fraction rate constants determined for pig faeces in trial 2 as compared with an
Arrhenius adjustment (Q10 = 2) and an adjustment of 1.49.

Rate constants were determined with

both first-order kinetics and a micro-environment model run without adjusting for solubility in water
and diffusion coefficient.15

By contrast, the slow fraction rate constants better fitted a temperature response with a Q10
= 2 for all reactors except the 20 °C reactor (Figure 6-13).
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Figure 6-13 Slow fraction rate constants for pig faeces in trial 2, as compared with an Arrhenius
adjustment (Q10 = 2) and an adjustment of 1.49.

Rate constants were determined with both first-

order kinetics and a micro-environment model run without adjusting for solubility in water and
diffusion coefficient.

15

Note: Adjusting for oxygen concentration and temperature adjusted diffusion coefficient in the model
made little difference to the magnitude of the rate constant.
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A number of experimental observations would seem to need explanation from the above
results:




The inability of micro-environment analysis to determine rate constants that differ
from first-order determinations.
A temperature effect on the fast fraction (Q10 = 1.49) which apparently differs from
the effect on the slow fraction (Q10 = 2). Such an effect has been noted by Crohn
& Valenzuela-Solano (2003).
The 20 °C reactor performing worse than the 16 °C reactor.

A different temperature response for each fraction would arise from the structural nature of
micro-environment development as the aerobic proportion of a particle is greater at the
time when the slow fraction rate constant is being determined (Figure 6-11). As the
aerobic proportion approaches 1 over many of the particles during the later time stages of
Figure 6-11,

one would expect the slow fraction rate constants determined with micro-

environment analysis to be similar to first-order kinetics determined rate constants.

By

contrast, the fast fraction rate constant is determined when the aerobic proportion is at a
minimum and is less than 1 in smaller particle sizes. Therefore the pile composting rate
would be more influenced by micro-environment development and should differ from firstorder kinetics in the manner agued above.
The trial length for each reactor in the temperature trials was determined by a Q10 = 2, so if
all rate constants are affected equally by temperature then the energy released at the end of
each reactor‟s trial period would be comparable.

This was not the case as the 20 °C trial

released more energy than the 6 °C trial (Table 6-8).

Table 6-8 – Measurements of total energy released and VS oxidised at the five temperatures, for Pig
faeces in trial 2.

T6

T9

T12

T16

T20

Trial length
(days); based
on Q10=2

260

211

174

131

104

MJ released

2.12

2.37

2.36

2.48

3.05

VS oxidised
(g)

102

109

103

107

129

129

However, the energy results in Table 6-8 must be interpreted with caution due to the
measurement bias of the reactors discussed in Chapter 5. This bias is known to differ
throughout the composting time course (Figure 5-5) and is assumed to be a function of the
composting rate. Consequently, as the composting rate was less for the lower
temperature reactors, then this bias could be expected to differ across the temperature trial
reactors. However, the VS measurements (determined by mass balance – i.e. weight loss
not attributable to moisture changes), support the trends in the energy calculations and
these measurements would be unaffected by the temperature bias flaw in reactor design.
In addition, the 20 °C reactor is notable in that the rate constants (both fast and slow)
appear lower than would be expected yet the amount of composting (energy released and
VS) are higher than other reactors. This difference is explained by the amount of
substrate which is attributable to each fraction (Table 6-9).
The trend in Table 6-9 for the amount of substrate accessed to increase with temperature,
indicates perhaps another aspect of the temperature effect on the composting rate; that is
that the biomass is able to access more substrate at higher temperatures.

Indeed this

effect was recorded for the labile fraction by Dalias et al. (2001). More replicates and
better methods for fitting the parameters to the data would be needed before this could be
claimed as an actual effect, but if real it would further complicate the temperature effect on
the composting rate. Trial 1 reactors were substantially impacted by frozen exit air tubes
and the trial stopped after 132 days.

However, the rate constants and fraction proportions

were estimated, which, with reservations re the quality of the data, showed a similar
tendency to increase the fast fraction energy utilised with increasing temperature.

Table 6-9 – Pig faeces trial 2, energy released from each fraction (MJ/reactor).

Values were

determined by first-order kinetics.

T6

T9

T12

T16

T20

Fast fraction
energy (MJ)

0.12

0.125

0.15

0.18

0.25

Slow fraction
energy (MJ)

1.02

1.15

0.84

1.1

1.6

Humification
fraction (MJ)

0.98

1.1

1.37

1.2

1.2

Total energy
released (MJ)

2.12

2.37

2.36

2.48

3.05
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Also of note in Table 6-9 is that the slow and humification fractions have similar quantities
of substrate, while the amount of fast fraction is around 10% of the other two.
There are however, other considerations in explaining this data:








The fast fraction rate constants were very high in this trial (11 W MJ-1 i.e. 0.95 day1
@ 20°C – even higher in trial 1), raising the possibility that an error has occurred
in determination of the rate constants. However, as a large proportion (25%) of
faeces are known to be dead bacteria (Lentner, 1981) and these would be highly
degradable, a very high rate constant could be a function of this particular substrate.
Rate constants of this magnitude were used by Van Veen, Ladd & Amato (1985)
and Hadas & Portnoy (1994).
The possibility that digested substrate (faeces), which would have damaged and
partially digested cell walls allowing easier access for composting microorganisms, could explain the higher rate constants. Undigested substrate, by
contrast, would have cell walls still intact resulting in higher resistances to
degradation and consequently lower rate constants.
Faeces would contain digestive enzymes from the animal‟s gut. There are close
similarities between an animal‟s need to break down food so it can be absorbed by
the gut and the micro-organism‟s need for macro molecules to be broken down by
enzymes outside the cell before they can be utilised by microbes (Battley, 1987).
This enzymic activity would have a net enthalpy loss and release heat, and hence
would be detected by the reactors and attributed to the fast fraction. In addition,
being enzymic they may not consume oxygen, making a mismatch between the
oxygen penetration depth as calculated in the model and the oxygen penetration
occurring in reality. Rate constants determined from the composting time course
data would not behave as predicted by micro-environment analysis. Enzymic
activity would be comparable to alternative electron acceptors from a microenvironment perspective.
Diffusion of substrate may occur from the core of the particle to the aerobic zone
(as argued by Hamelers (2001), and discussed above as part of the explanation of
the experimental data in the particle size trials (Section 6.1.7.1).

6.2.4 Temperature Effect on the Growth Phase
It is apparent in Figure 6-9 that temperature also impacts on the time needed for the
composting rate of each fraction to reach its peak.
Equations 5-12 and 5-13 imply a linear relationship between the growth phase parameter
constant (CT) and the rate constant k (as Ym can be expected to be independent of
temperature), and hence one would expect the growth phase parameter to be explained by
the Arrhenius equation.

However, the endogenous respiration rate (ke) confounds a direct

relationship between the growth phase parameter and k.

In addition, it has been argued in

Section 6.1.2 that a two stage growth phase parameter is needed to explain the data. One
can not assume that the logarithmic stage will be affected by temperature in the same
manner as the exponential stage, yet the days to max is determined by both stages.
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The experimental results suggest a more complicated relationship between the rate
constant and the days to max, Figure 6-14.
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Figure 6-14 Results from pig faeces temperature trial 2 showing the experimentally determined days to
maximum composting rate for both fast and slow fractions.

The Arrhenius relationship (with a Q10=2)

is also shown, plus polynomial curves fitted to the measured data.

While the regression gives a high R2 for the relationship between temperature and the days
to maximum, there is insufficient data to propose why it may differ from an Arrhenius
relationship.

However, it is clear that there is a relationship between temperature and the

duration of the growth phase.

6.2.5 The Humification Fraction
The long term faeces trials needed a third fraction to adequately explain the later part of the
composting time course (Figure 6-15).

If the slow fraction was fitted to the later data

then there was a poor fit to the data curve between the fast and slow fractions.
Humification rate constants for the faeces trials were typically 0.5-0.2 times the slow
fraction rate constants.

The particle size trials did not run for sufficient time to determine

the humification rate constants.
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Figure 6-15 Pig faeces trial 2, 20 0C reactor with fitted curve using 3 factions and first-order kinetics.

That other rate constants are required should not be surprising as at some point organic
matter added to soil becomes humus and the composting rate becomes the respiration rate.
It can be seen in Figure 6-15 that the slow fraction composting rate becomes negligibly
small at 100 days composting as the concentration of the fraction becomes very low.
Indeed it could be shown that for long time frames the contribution of all fractions with a
rate constant greater than some crucial value could be ignored. This relationship could be
determined as:
Equation 6-11

kt 

 

Ln

Et
E0

t

W MJ-1

From Equation 6-11, if the substrate concentration at which a fraction‟s contribution to
composting becomes negligible is determined as Et (its starting concentration E(0) will be
known from the analysis), then for any composting elapsed time all rate constants greater
than kt in Equation 6-11 will have a negligible contribution to the measured composting rate.

6.3 Diffusion into the Pile
Extension of the theoretical perspective to modelling oxygen penetration into a pile can be
achieved by a two phase analysis in which the gas transport system (the pores) are
considered a separate phase from the particles for analysis purposes, yet both phases are
clearly inter-related. The parameters that link the gas transport phase with the particle
phase are:



Oxygen concentration in the pores surrounding a particle.
Oxygen consumption within the particle.
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The micro-environment framework would apply equally as well to either phase, indeed
Stępniewski‟s original derivation (Gliński & Stępniewski, 1985) was based on diffusion
into a soil profile. The parameters used would have different values (Table 6-10), but the
framework remains unchanged.
Table 6-10 – Changing parameters for applying micro-environment analysis to diffusion in the pile, as
compared to its application to diffusion in a particle.

Parameter

Particle

Pile

Oxygen concentration

Concentration in water

Concentration in air

Diffusion coefficient

Oxygen in water

Oxygen in air

Energy density

Density in substrate

Density in pile

VOR

Micro-environment _particle

∑(Micro-environments)*(1-FAS)

For application to a pile, the VOR of each particle size would need to be determined for
each position down the pile, as pore oxygen levels would decrease with distance into the
pile and this would reflect a correspondingly reduced oxygen penetration depth into the
particle with distance into the pile. Micro-environments would exist in two intertwined
phases (two dimensions):


Pile: where at the interval time (ti) a new pile micro-environment would form;
based on the penetration of oxygen into the pile calculated with zero-order
diffusion law solutions, using oxygen diffusion in air and a pile VOR which is an
amalgam of particle VOR in lowered interstitial oxygen concentrations and FAS.



Particle: where the oxygen concentration in the pores (determined as part of the
pile dimension) is an input into the particle micro-environment calculations.

There is a feed back loop between each micro-environment dimension, in that the VOR of
the particle is dependent, in part, on the oxygen concentration in the surface of the particle
(and hence pore oxygen concentration - from Henry‟s law), while the oxygen
concentration in the pore is dependent on the VOR of the particle.
Hence, the computational load increases greatly for a full determination of a pile
performance, but the logic framework remains as above.
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From the micro-environment perspective, broad trends could be predicted for the time
course of oxygen penetration into a pile. These arise from three elements that can be
identified from micro-environment analysis:
1) The differing composting time course of particles at different oxygen
concentrations. That is, different CO2 in the particle micro-environment thickness
calculation.
2) The offset in start time of aerobic composting for particles deeper in the pile (in
micro-environment notation tm = m*ti).
3) The combined effect on the composting time course of a particle of both an
increasing interstitial oxygen concentration (increasing composting rate), and
decreasing VOR as substrate is oxidised (decreasing composting rate).
The time course for the 1cm cubical dog sausage particle at three oxygen levels can be
seen in Figure 6-16.
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does not include the offset in aerobic composting start time that would occur

with particles deeper in the pile. Neither does it include the steadily increasing interstitial
oxygen concentration that would occur in a particle at depth in a pile.

In an actual pile,

the lower interstitial oxygen concentrations would tend to occur deeper in a pile and hence
would be more likely to be offset than those closer to the surface that have high interstitial
oxygen concentrations.
It is argued here that, if these two effects were incorporated into the composting time
course of the lowest oxygen concentration graph in Figure 6-16 then the time course would
look like the actual data curve in Figure 6-17.
To get the data in Figure 6-17 a 400 mm long cylindrical reactor, held vertically, was fitted
with an array of five evenly spaced sensors. This was used to observe the downwards
progress of the oxygen front into a composting pile. Three litres of a mixture of 0.8 cm
dog sausage and old compost (i.e. the particle size trial mixture), but with additional dry
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old compost and sheep droppings, was placed in the reactor. A controlled airflow across
the top of the reactor kept surface oxygen levels high while minimising evaporative
cooling.
As the reactor was held in a housing at constant air temperature, the compost temperature
changed over time. The composting time course of each sensor was determined by
calculating the difference between the sensor‟s temperature and the average of all 5
sensors. The time course of the lower 4 sensors can be seen in Figure 6-17 (the uppermost
sensor was very close to the surface of the pile and had a composting time course very
close to the upper middle sensor – it is not shown for clarity).
The oxygen concentration component of the composting time course (shown in Figure 6-16)
is apparent in Figure 6-17. The remaining differences can be understood from the
combined effect of the delay in oxygen reaching compost deeper in the pile and the

Temperature difference from average0C

steadily rising interstitial oxygen concentration over time.
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Figure 6-17 - Temperature difference from the average (0C), of 5 sensors evenly spaced down 400 mm
of compost.

The only source of oxygen was what could diffuse down from the upper surface.
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6.4 Reactor Performance
The quality of the data from the new design of reactor was generally high but two events
conspired to compromise the data sets:



Frozen exit air pipes consequent on cool room temperatures needing to be sub-zero
to prevent overheating of the compost.
Electrical faults occurred in reactor coils on 3 occasions.

In an attempt to solve the freezing problems, reduced quantities of compost in the reactors
to reduce the needed temperature difference, and fitting a resistance-wire heater inside pipe
insulation surrounding the air exit tube, were tried. However, with the resistance wire
heater, ice still built up at the end of the tubes.

While for short periods of time this ice

could be cleared daily, a more reliable solution was to remove the exit air tubes. This
meant the exit air entered the reactor housing. The possibility of moisture from this air
entering the reactor insulation and changing its conductance meant this was only done as a
last resort. Reducing compost in the reactors was also successful, but the need to
maintain an even layer of compost along the length of the reactor introduced an additional
consideration at trial start-up.

In retrospect, thinner insulation should have been used

around the reactors.
The electrical faults arose from: physical damage to the thin copper wire (see photo in
Chapter 5) on one occasion – and occurred when the reactor was fitted to the housing so it
was picked up early; corrosion occurred on one occasion – when liquid from the reactor
leaked past the seal and over the thin copper; broken solder joint in the connecting plug
(one occasion).
The resolution of the reactors meant that rapid changes in almost any setting could be
detected, including: rapid changes in cool room temperatures, change in reactor cover
position, increased speed of air circulation fan (this was used on one occasion as a way of
getting more energy into the reactor air when the resistors were unable to keep up with the
load). Operating procedures to minimise these effects involved making incremental
changes over time. This required close monitoring of the composting time course in the
first few days of a trial (and several late nights and early mornings).
Other operating experience with the reactors included:


Thin covers over the reactors initially so reactor air temperature was very close to
cool room temperature. However changing covers generally produced a „blip‟ in
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the data. Thin covers were abandoned in favour of lifting the normal cover part
way off the plywood base, so the heat loss from the plywood base kept reactor air
temperature close to room temperature but if lowered slowly over several days a
distortion in the data did not occur.
Start up procedures to get the reactors quickly to operating temperatures included:
o Use of 24 Volts in the reactor coils if the temperature was low.
o Rapid cooling by placing the bare reactor in the cool room before fitting
to its housing – if compost was too hot.
o Warm compost and reactor in sunlight before fitting to its housing if too
cold.



Ensuring even distribution of compost along the length of the reactor with the
reduced quantities of compost used in later trials. This was necessary to force air
through the compost, as if any of the mesh manifold was not covered with compost
then this became the preferred flow path for the ventilation air.
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Chapter 7

7 Discussion
7.1 Introduction
Increasing the sophistication of our models without a corresponding increase in parameter
knowledge will not necessarily result in increased understanding of composting.

If our

models are capable of functioning independently of scale, yet our knowledge of the
parameters needed for these models is limited to larger scales by our instruments, then
paying attention to knowing the parameters at the scale at which the model operates is
likely to result in greater understanding than using a sophisticated model with poor quality
parameter knowledge.

Moreover, there will be some scale at which our knowledge is

optimised.
In part to allow the optimum scale to be identified, a simple microbial kinetics (first-order
kinetics) was chosen, the intention being to focus on the meta-rules determining substrate
concentration variation, rather than a complete explanation of composting kinetics. The
result is a formulation developed by the author (the MEA model) that embraces the laws of
diffusion and microbial kinetics; a formulation that is a robust analytical tool.
This investigation comes from two angles:



A theoretical basis for increasing our knowledge of parameter states at subparticle scales (called micro-environment analysis) – extending measurement
precision to sub-particle scales.
A new macro-scale experimental technique that increases the sensitivity of our
measurements of the composting time course.

Optimal knowledge is enabled by an organisational framework that identifies the optimum
scale for high precision analysis.

7.2 Derivation
It is readily apparent that if a composting particle has an anaerobic core for a period of
time, then variation in substrate concentration must arise; the outer layers will be more
degraded than the inner layers.

A useful analogy for this variation is that of the layers of

an onion, where each layer differs from its neighbour in its degree of degradation.

The

task has been to derive a framework for understanding this variation. As oxygen presence
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is the main source of this variation then analysing oxygen distribution, which is in turn a
consequence of diffusion laws, bases the analysis on the laws of physics.
To derive micro-environment analysis, the constraints of diffusion laws and their currently
available solutions were explored to determine oxygen penetration distance in order to
determine a micro-environment volume.

Diffusion theory was then meshed with

microbial reality in which alternative electron acceptors and several rate constants are
known to exist.

Micro-environment analysis however only accommodates a single solute

diffusion coefficient16, in this case the diffusion of oxygen in water, and it is
mathematically necessary for the diffusion to occur from a surface.

Hence, a particle

surface is defined as the „analytical‟ boundary in this analysis. This analytical boundary
also coincides with a particle being: 1) a coherent element of a composting pile; 2) separate
from the gas phase in the pile; 3) has a surface which is approximately spherical. With
the particle as the analytical element, then particle geometry effects also need to form part
of the solution, where inner parts of a particle contain proportionately less compost volume
than surface parts.
To achieve optimum knowledge, no single aspect of the theory dominated other aspects in
the final solution.

In particular, there exists a level of precision for any single aspect at

which further precision will be swamped by the „noise‟ in the system.

Almost all aspects

needed to be compromised:





16

Diffusion theory – the derivation used only zero-order solutions, yet it is known
that first-order solutions apply at the oxygen penetration limit.
Steady-state, non-diffusible substrate diffusion law solutions are used, even though
evidence is presented here that substrate diffusion does occur. However, the
simpler calculations of these solutions help clarify the analysis necessary to identify
the spatial effects (micro-environments). The more complex diffusible substrate
solutions, while not used here, are entirely compatible with micro-environment
analysis. Indeed, comparing the non-diffusible solutions with diffusible solutions
enables identification of those elements of the time course attributable to substrate
diffusion (plus the role of other, non-oxygen electron acceptors).
First-order microbial kinetics with no interactions within or between microenvironments is assumed. Clearly there are interactions within and between
micro-environments and these could be in the form of pH, toxicity effects, substrate

Other diffusion coefficients may exist in either of two forms:
 Where the second diffusion coefficient is consequent on the solute‟s diffusion coefficient (that is
concentration differences in substrate that arise from the solute‟s diffusion). These have solutions
in diffusion laws, but are not used here.
 Where the concentration gradients arise from processes independent of the solute. For example,
breakdown products from anaerobic degradation would require a different diffusion law formulation
for understanding.
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diffusion (both diffusion of the solid substrate and movement of gaseous
breakdown products).
Anaerobic contribution to composting is negligible, yet it is known that low pH
arising, in part, from anaerobic degradation impacts on the composting rate.
Particle size and shape – the geometry is based on a spherical particle which would
be unlikely to occur in a composting pile, adjustments for non-sphericity could be
made but these are ignored. Similarly knowing particle size with any degree of
precision would be unlikely without a laborious measurement process.
Micro-environment thickness is determined using planar geometry, whereas
spherical geometry should be used. This compromise was possible as microenvironment thickness is small (<10 μm for time interval of 3 hours) compared to a
typical particle radius. The computational advantages of being able to use each
micro-environment calculation across a range of particle sizes outweighs any error
in calculating micro-environment thickness using planar geometry.

The compromises noted above could be placed in either of two categories:
1) Those required only for the formation of micro-environments, particularly the zeroorder diffusion law solution.
2) Those which could be used without compromising the organisational form, such as
diffusible substrate solutions to diffusion law and different microbial kinetics.
These would, however, increase the computational difficulty, the benefit of the
increased analytical precision needs to be balanced with this increased
computational difficulty.
For 1) above, the zero-order solution to diffusion law compromise only needs to exist at
that instant in time that a micro-environment is formed.

This arises as the formation of

micro-environments is integral with the advance of the oxygen penetration boundary, and
hence they increment with the oxygen front.

Beyond this instant of formation, the micro-

environment becomes purely a volume of compost containing substrate with a
concentration known to very high precision. As such its allegiance to zero-order oxygen
diffusion solutions, necessary for its formation, ceases and any diffusion law solution can
be used on this volume of compost (even ones which do not have an oxygen penetration
limit). The micro-environment undergoes a transition from a compromised logic system
to a high quality analysis tool.
Beyond the instant of the formation of a micro-environment, the parameters contained
within the micro-environment space can be used in any computational form that is desired.
For most of the compromises above, it is not the micro-environment which is compromised
(as in 1) above), but the integrity of the model being used.

For example, one may debate

the adequacy of first-order microbial kinetics, but as any kinetics system can be used in
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micro-environment analysis, the debate has no impact on the validity of the microenvironment itself.
By contrast, using a diffusible substrate solution of diffusion laws would impact
significantly on the time course of the oxygen penetration depth, as substrate will diffuse
into the micro-environment.

This would need additional considerations as the micro-

environments formed may be smaller in thickness and have a different time course, but the
micro-environment organisational form remains unaffected.
Micro-environment analysis accommodates the spatial variation of anaerobic/ aerobic rate
constants, where aerobic rate constants occur in the outer parts of a particle and anaerobic
rate constants occur in the core. However, with complex substrates, rate constants will be
an average of all the rate constants of all the compounds being degraded.

The difficulty

in reliably modelling this complexity implies a case for using a simple kinetics and making
explicit the spatial variation in substrate concentration that must arise due to the difference
between aerobic and anaerobic rate constants. This then provides a basis on which
increased computational complexity can sit.

7.3 Application to Experimental Data
The theoretical perspective was used to explain the time course of three sets of
experimental data:
1) Dog sausage cut to five particle sizes.
2) Pig faeces well mixed with bulking material and composted at five temperatures in
the psychrophic/mesophilic range.
3) Penetration of oxygen into a composting pile.
To fit the theoretical perspective to actual data, some computational and derivational
compromises were needed to accommodate the growth phase and determine particle size
distribution in the mixed faeces.

7.3.1 The Growth Phase
The main micro-environment computational form needed to be adapted to describe the
growth phase.

The micro-environment framework is derived from an assumption that

oxygen penetrates further into a particle at each interval as substrate is degraded in the
outer layers. This state does not exist during the growth phase as biomass is building up.
The increased VOR resulting from the increased biomass results in oxygen penetrating less
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distance at each time interval.

One of the implications of this is that micro-environment

thickness can become negative, producing an error in the calculations. This issue was
solved by considering this phase to be a single micro-environment with a new total
thickness calculated at each interval.

This differed from the standard micro-environment

formulation where a new micro-environment formed at each interval and the thickness was
fixed thereafter.
The two formulations modelled their respective phases well but the transition from one
formulation to the other required managing.



In particular:

the transition time was taken to be the end of the slow fraction growth phase. This
was used as occasionally the slow fraction NB would exceed the reduction in the
fast fraction substrate – generating a negative z;
the oxygen penetration depth at this point was allocated equally between each
interval generated micro-environment, for subsequent calculations.

7.3.2 Accommodating a Range of Particle Sizes and Bulking
Material
For a composting pile with a range of particle sizes, where the composting time course is
influenced by particle size, the observed composting rate is a combination of all time
courses. An effective average particle size is proposed to simplify the analysis.
This is further complicated where a moist substrate (faeces) is well mixed with bulking
material.

In this case, in addition to different sized particles having different time

courses, the time course of the bulking material differs substantially from the time course
of the faeces.

A simple averaging of the energy density of the fractions over the mixture

will give erroneous results, as the faeces are most likely to exist on the surface of the
bulking material, or as individual particles, and as the faeces will have a higher quantity of
fast fraction, they will have a composting time course that differs from BM. A mass
balance approach to this issue was used in this work.

7.3.3 Particle Size Trials
Five cubical particle sizes were composted and the composting time course of each size
measured. Parameters were first determined for the small particle size reactor, assuming
only the dog sausage was composting and then, using these parameters, the model
successfully predicted the peak composting rate over all particle sizes. However it did
not predict a rewarming phase that occurred in the larger particle sizes.
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Two explanations for this rewarming are proposed:



Diffusion of substrate has occurred as proposed by Hamelers (2001).
Alternative electron acceptors are being utilised.

It was not possible to establish which of these processes was an explanation for the
observed effect, or whether both exist concurrently.

7.3.4 Temperature Trials
Temperature influences many aspects of the composting time course and there is not a
„clear‟ signal from the experimental data. These other aspects arise from two sources.


The temperature effect on all of:
o the solubility of oxygen in water;
o the oxygen diffusion coefficient;
o the rate constant.



Scale analysis shows that as a consequence of micro-environment development, an
increased rate constant will decrease the oxygen penetration depth and reduce the
proportion of the particle which is aerobic. This effect predicts that a doubling of
the rate constant will only result in an increase in the observed composting rate of
√2 = 1.4.

For this trial, the rate constants and fraction proportions were determined for each
composting temperature and then the rate constants were compared with those predicted by
the Arrhenius equation using a rate constant consistent with a Q10 = 2.
The data were inconclusive in predicting the temperature effect, possibly due to the
mixture of particle sizes in this composting mix meaning the small particle sizes dominated
the pile composting rate resulting in the micro-environment effect being poorly expressed.
However, some trends were noted, particularly:



A temperature effect that appears to differ between each fraction‟s rate constant,
and the amount of fraction that is accessed. Better techniques for determining
parameters may reliably determine whether this is a real effect.
Despite the trial duration being pre-determined by a Q10 = 2, the 20 °C reactor
composted more than its colder reactors, suggesting a Q10 >2 for this temperature
range (6-20 °C).

In addition, the fast fraction rate constants were particularly high with this pig faeces
substrate, almost 1 order of magnitude higher than the highest published rate constant in
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the composting literature, and comparable to Hamelers‟ results (discussed below). An
explanation for a rate constant of this magnitude is discussed below. However, the
possibility of enzyme activity rather than microbial growth must also be considered.
Other effects of temperature have been reported in the literature.

For example, Dalias et

al., (2001) found the labile fraction increased with increasing temperature, while
Christensen & Harremoës, (1978) distinguished between short-term temperature
dependence and long-term temperature dependence in nitrifying and denitrifying
organisms.

7.3.5 Diffusion into the Pile
From a micro-environment perspective, the penetration of oxygen into a pile can be seen as
two intertwined phases and micro-environment analysis can be used in each phase, albeit
with different parameters e.g. diffusion of oxygen in air and concentration of oxygen in
air, compared with the diffusion and concentration of oxygen in water. The two phases
are:



gas phase (pores or the FAS component of the matrix);
particle phase (the focus of micro-environment analysis in this thesis).

The time course of particles deeper in the pile can be predicted by a combination of the
lowered oxygen concentration in the air surrounding the particle, producing a reduced peak
composting rate and different composting time course, and the offset of this time course
due to the delay in oxygen reaching the pores around the particle. A third effect is
predicted arising from the gradually increasing pore oxygen concentration surrounding the
particle, which would result in thicker micro-environments within the particle and
consequently a different time course from a particle held at constant oxygen concentration.
The experimental data from a 400 mm deep compost pile showed the predicted effect on
the composting time course of the lowered oxygen concentration with different depths.
However, diffusion in the gas phase was not modelled, therefore there was no offset in the
modelled data.
Extension of micro-environment analysis to gas phase modelling would require appraisal
of those models that adjust the diffusion coefficient for the gas-filled porosity, and
determine their applicability to composting.
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7.4 Estimating Substrate Diffusion
Developing a framework for optimising compost knowledge is a core argument of this
thesis.

To this end, the assumptions behind diffusion law solutions have been questioned

as to their validity and, where found wanting, approximate solutions have been used.
Such compromises are necessary for complex systems, even with a full mathematical
attempt at a solution limited to constant temperature (Hamelers 2001). The compromises
here allows a moving boundary to be modelled (micro-environment analysis is a moving
boundary solution), but it assumes a non-diffusible substrate in its present form.
Evidence is presented in the experimental results that diffusion of substrate does exist,
although the evidence could not separate an alternative electron acceptor explanation from
a diffusible substrate explanation for the observed data. To extend micro-environment
analysis to include a diffusible substrate is a task beyond the scope of this thesis, so
discussion here will be limited to possible approaches to this problem, for which the
following would need to be considered:
1) Establish whether the oxygen penetration boundary moves inwards even with
substrate diffusion, in which case micro-environment analysis is a suitable metaframework.
2) Develop diffusion law solutions that embrace both a moving boundary and a range
of substrate concentrations. The sensitivity of the Stępniewski solution to the
oxygen penetration boundary, even knowing substrate concentration (as discussed
in section 4.1.6), would suggest that finding an oxygen penetration limit with both
oxygen penetration and substrate concentration as unknowns may be difficult to say
the least.

It is possible that the oxygen flux approach used by Bouldin and

Hamelers, for which Bouldin‟s (1968) model III contains a useful equation to
determine oxygen penetration limit, may give sufficient insights for the diffusible
substrate solution, as the velocity of the boundary would be expected to be lower
with a diffusible substrate with a corresponding reduction in the overall error. The
known flaws of the flux approach, in particular the implicit assumption of constant
VOR (as discussed earlier), may be less than the mathematical compromises
needed to get a solution.
An estimate of the contribution to the composting time course of substrate diffusion can be
made by considering the two aspects impacting on diffusion mass transfer, that is:
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diffusion coefficient;



concentration gradient.

Hamelers (2001) used two similar sized diffusion coefficients, 1.8 x 10-9 m2 s-1 for
diffusion of oxygen and 1.1 x 10-9 m2 s-1 for diffusion of substrate. The diffusion
coefficient for dilute solutions of non-electrolytes can be determined by the Wilke-Chang
Equation (Haug, 1993) in which D α (solute molal volume at boiling point)-0.6. This can
be compared to diffusion of gas, where the diffusion coefficient D α MW-0.5 (Graham‟s
Law).

In general, substrate molecules would have a higher molecular weight (MW) than

oxygen and therefore would be expected to have a lower diffusion coefficient, as used by
Hamelers. However, diffusible substrate solutions of diffusion laws are much simpler if
the diffusion coefficient is the same for each substance (Bouldin, 1968; Danckwerts,
1950).
The concentration gradient of each of oxygen and substrate would also be influenced by
the stoichiometric relationship between the two.

For example, the stoichiometry of

glucose (Equation 3-1) shows that 1 mole of glucose requires 6 mole of oxygen, so each
gram of substrate will require 1.06 grams of oxygen, indicating similar removal rates of
oxygen and substrate.
Diffusion gradients of substrate could be estimated from the current, non-diffusible
substrate solution of diffusion laws version of micro-environment analysis. Substrate
concentrations are determined for each micro-environment at each interval as is microenvironment thickness, therefore a gradient could be determined and compared with the
oxygen gradient.

However any results would need to be used with caution as with a

diffusible substrate the substrate concentration time course of each micro-environment
would track higher than with a non-diffusible substrate. However, such an approach may
augment our understanding of the development of the diffusion gradients early in the
composting time course.

7.5 Application to Other Data
7.5.1 Hamelers’ Data
Hamelers‟ (2001) thesis contains experimental data using chicken manure with three
particle sizes (2mm, 4mm, 8mm – Figure 7-2). Some 30 data points were extracted from
his 2 mm particle graph and first-order rate constants (fast and slow) and quantity of the
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fraction were determined as for my data (Figure 7-1). These constants were then used as
parameters in micro-environment analysis with the three particle sizes to determine the
shape of the compost profile resulting from changing particle size. This analysis
framework differed from Hamelers in that there is no substrate diffusion in the current
formulation of micro-environment analysis.
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Figure 7-1- Oxygen consumption rate of chicken manure from Hamelers (2001) 2mm diameter particle
data (extracted from graph A, Figure 7-2), analysed with the MEA model for his other particle sizes.
MEA modelled data assumes no diffusion of substrate.

The magnitudes of the peak composting rates of Hamelers‟ original data (Figure 7-2)
compare well with that predicted by micro-environment analysis (Figure 7-1). However,
of note in comparing Figure 7-1 with its equivalent in Figure 7-2 is that for the 8 mm particle
size the peak composting rate in Hamelers‟ data remains flat for almost 150 hours, and this
is not predicted by micro-environment analysis.
The fact that the peak in Hamelers‟ data is well explained by micro-environment analysis
with a non-diffusible substrate, would suggest that the peak composting rate is determined
by micro-environment development and that substrate diffusion begins after the peak
composting rate. Such a division of contribution to the composting time course is
reasonable, as substrate diffusion would not begin until there was a concentration gradient,
and this can only arise from the substrate being oxidised more in the outer aerobic zone
than the inner anaerobic zone. Until a concentration gradient arises, non-diffusible
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substrate solutions should explain the composting time course.

Indeed the diffusion

gradient between adjacent micro-environments could be calculated, based on the substrate
concentration determined as part of micro-environment analysis and the thickness of each
micro-environment.

Figure removed for copyright compliance

Figure 7-2 - Hamelers (2001 p.181).

Composting time course for chicken manure with A) 2mm, B)

4mm and C) 8mm particle size.

Although this evidence strongly supports the diffusible substrate argument, by itself it is
not able to distinguish between the effect of a diffusible substrate and the alternative
explanation of other electron acceptors.
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7.5.2 Oxygen Concentration Papers
Investigations into the effect of decreasing oxygen concentration on composting have
noted: reduced composting rates (Michel & Reddy, 1998; Nakasaki, Yaguchi, Sasaki, &
Kubota, 1990; Richard, 1997; Suler & Finstein, 1977); longer time to reach thermophilic
temperatures (Beck-Friis et al., 2003); anaerobic breakdown products including methane
and odorous chemicals (Beck-Friis et al., 2003; Michel & Reddy, 1998; Steger et al., 2005;
Vandergheynst et al., 1998).
These data can be viewed in three different contexts with micro-environment analysis,
where:






The effect of lowered oxygen levels on the composting rate is, in part, a result of a
smaller aerobic volume, and in part the effect of low oxygen levels on the
composting rate (the half-rate constant). The relative contribution of each of these
could be determined by micro-environment analysis.
The observed effect would have a particle size component. Indeed for a substrate
for which rate constants and fraction concentrations are known, the effect of
particle size and temperature on the time course and anaerobic proportion can be
predicted.
The other effects noted in these papers such as pH changes, VOA production and
odours could be seen as a product of anaerobic composting with its own rate
constants, occurring in a known proportion of a particle‟s volume.

Richard (1997) and Richard et al. (2006) attempted to model the effect of oxygen
concentration on the composting rate by using three forms of the Monod type kinetics at
the macro-scale of the pile. They found the value of the KO2 parameter to change with
temperature and moisture.
Within the micro-environment analysis context the Monod function is best applied to each
micro-environment, as the Monod effect will increase with distance into a particle (as
oxygen concentration decreases over this distance).

In addition, the discussion in Chapter

3 (Section 3.5.2) and Equation 3-7 would suggest that with a lowered oxygen
concentration in the pores, the proportion of the aerobic distance (x) in the fuzzy layer (that
part affected by the half-rate constant) would increase, and that this layer would move
towards the particle surface generating a particle geometry effect.

These deterministic

effects would need to be allowed for before the actual KO2 could be determined for a
composting particle with an anaerobic core.

Indeed in soils, Greenwood & Berry (1962)

showed that much of the observed effect of reduced soil respiration with reduced oxygen
levels was explained by the reduction in aerobic proportion.
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7.6 General Usefulness of Increased Precision
The results indicate the potential of micro-environment analysis to model composting.
The parameters determined in the data sets are not high precision, as fitting was done
manually and only on a single data set, and the micro-environment form is based on a nondiffusible substrate. Despite these limits, micro-environment analysis explains large
portions of the observed effects.

If statistical techniques using the insights from

Lineweaver-Burke plots (Whang & Meenaghan, 1980) and weightings based on different
parts of the time course (see Chapter 5) resulted in more accurate determination of the rate
constants and fraction proportions, then considerably greater insights into the composting
dynamic could emerge.
For example, consider the data in Table 7-1, where some broad trends are beginning to
emerge, in particular:






Rate constants for two types of faeces (chicken and pig) are of a similar magnitude.
Much more energy is available in chicken faeces. Presumably this is because there
is higher energy in the chicken‟s food and less efficient digestion.
The pig faeces data listed have a low fast fraction concentration, presumably
because the animals lived on grass and food scraps, so much of the food was
absorbed by the animals. In addition, the faeces were collected from their paddock
over several days so some of the fast fraction could have been degraded in this
time.
The fast fraction rate constant of the dog sausage 2.5 W MJ-1 converts to 0.22 day-1,
which is at the upper end of many of the published fast fraction rate constants.

With more accurate determination of the rate constants and fraction proportions over a
wider range of substrates, trends, such as faeces having a very high fast fraction rate
constant, may begin to emerge which would have useful predictive potential.
Table 7-1 – Rate constants and fraction proportions for the substrates discussed in this thesis.

Fraction

Parameter

Chicken Faeces
(Hamelers, 2001)

Pig Faeces
trials (16 °C)

Dog Sausage
trials (16 °C)

Fast

kf (W MJ-1)

14

12

2.5

Ef (MJ cm-3)

0.0345

0.0002

0.0048

ks (W MJ-1)

1.7

1.2

1

Es (MJ cm-3)

0.0105

0.0012

0.0032

Slow
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In addition, using a diffusible substrate form of micro-environment analysis would identify
that proportion of the composting time course attributable to diffusion of substrate. Once
this is achieved, there would be a strong case to argue that any unexplained variability is
due to alternative electron acceptors in the particle core, enzyme activity, or some
microbial effect.

7.6.1 Implications of Scale for Determining Rate Constants
Greater accuracy in determination of the rate constants needs consideration of scale in the
application of the notion of a rate constant.

This arises as it is the nature of the substrate

immediately surrounding the microbe that is being utilised and because of how the
difficulty in utilising this substrate would determine this microbe‟s rate constant.

It is

known that substrate can have micro-scale distributional elements; for example, cell
contents are more degradable than the cell wall – as shown by the photographs of Atkey &
Wood (1983).

Larger scale variations also occur, for example the bulking material is

different from the substrate (the C:N ratio is often balanced by addition of a high carbon
bulking material in a composting pile).
However, the distributional elements mentioned above do not lend themselves to analysis,
similar to the difficulty in incorporating the effect of micro-porosity in a particle –
discussed previously in Section 4.1.7. A more pragmatic framework is needed, for which
it is proposed here that this micro-scale variation in the rate constant can be merged into
higher level limiting factors. For example, the highly degradable cell contents are
protected by a poorly degradable cell wall. Thus the degradation of a substrate composed
of non-lysed cells can be viewed as a substrate with a „composite‟ rate constant in which
microbial access to the highly degradable cell contents is constrained by the need first to
breach the cell wall by exo-enzymes (Peláez, Mejía, & Planas, 2004).

The limiting step

in the composting rate, and hence the rate constant of the substrate, in large measure
becomes the frequency at which new cell walls are broken down. The speed is limited by
the size of the fuel pump rather than the size of the fuel tank; to use an analogy. This is
comparable to the model proposed by Hamelers (1993), where he argues that hydrolysis
limits the availability of substrate, but differs in that this formulation retains the notion of
substrate fractions for which the hydrolysis rate is a dominating influence, but not the only
one.
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Indeed, when the cell contents are degraded, there will remain more resistant elements of
the cell wall, and possibly some of the cell contents, and these would comprise the
humification rate constant as used in this work.
The phenomenological concept of substrate fractions emerges as a useful analysis tool,
where a fraction could be thought of as that group of rate limiting functions necessary for
the biomass to access the energy in the substrate.




Thus:

Fast fraction – substrate is utilised directly by micro-organisms.
Slow fraction – all or part of the substrate needs hydrolysis before being
utilised.
Humification fraction – hydrolysis of more refractory compounds is required
before utilisation by the biomass.

In general, the substrate directly usable by micro-organisms will have a high rate constant,
the growth being limited by the microbes ability to utilise the substrate, with a magnitude
in the order of 1.0 d-1. Van Veen et al., (1985) used a range of rate constants: 3.0 d-1 for
glucose, 0.8 d-1 for well-decomposable microbial metabolites, 0.75 d-1 for unprotected
biomass; their work was used by Hadas & Portnoy, (1994). This magnitude is confirmed
by the pig faeces rate constants measured in these experiments and the rate constant
determined from Hamelers‟ chicken data Figure 7-1. By contrast, those compounds
requiring hydrolysis by exo-enzyme action before being utilised by microbes will have a
rate constant largely constrained by the rate of hydrolysis. Hydrolysis rate constants have
been shown to range from 0.2 d-1 at pH 7.0 to 0.06 d-1 at pH 5.1 (Veeken et al., 2000).
This rate is sufficiently similar to the rate constants typically determined for the fast
fraction in compost to suggest that this is in part an explanation of the composting
literature fast fraction values: 0.15 d-1 Haug (1993), 0.2 d-1 for pig slurry (Saviozzi, R.
Levi-Minzi, & Riffaldi., 1993), 0.22 d-1 for leaf compost (Eklind & Kirchmann, 2000); see
Keener et al., (1997) for a summary of many published rate constants.
However, these magnitudes are only comparable to the slow rate constants measured in
this research.

This raises the question as to why they may differ.

It is suggested that

there are several reasons for this apparent difference. Most of these reasons centre on the
argument that the fast fraction (as used in this research) is not being detected by the
volatile solids methods, and also low frequency gas sample methods, used to determine
rate constants in compost, for the following reasons:
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The Limits of VS measurement. The results of the pig faeces experiments presented
here show that the fast fraction dominated the early composting time course yet
only ~ 2% of the substrate was in this fraction. If two VS measurements were
made, say at the start and one day after the peak composting rate, and all the
composting was from the fast fraction, then 64% of the fast fraction would be
degraded, but only 2% of the compost is in this fraction. Therefore the change in
total VS in the compost is only 1.2%. The experimental variability of the VS
measurements within the compost, in part caused by uneven distribution of the BM,
which will have a different ash content from the substrate, would make reliable
detection of a 1.2% change in the VS content difficult. This is an example of the
experimental precision limiting our knowing. The volatile solids method for
determining rate constants is inherently unable to detect fast rate constants of the
magnitude determined in this research.
The fast fraction decline phase coincides with the slow fraction growth phase. The
measured signal is net of an increase and a decrease, meaning that the fast fraction
signal is not always apparent in the data. The very existence of the fast fraction, as
proposed here, is not obvious in many compost substrates.
Measurement interval. Often rate constants are determined from volatile solids
measurements over the „fast phase‟ and the time between consecutive
measurements can be several days. It is argued here, that this period of time
includes much of the composting time-course of the „slow‟ fraction, as used in this
research. The measurement is a mixture of two fractions with different time
courses, and biased towards the slow fraction. Unless techniques are used that
allow separation of the two fractions the result will be a „composite‟ of two rate
constants and their fractions.
Many mathematical formulations contain the implicit assumption that there is only
a single rate constant. Consequently, the rate constant is generally calculated
based on total VS (or its degradable equivalent). This has led to two effects:
o Structural underestimation of the rate constant. If the constant can be
VS
represented as:
then, if the measurement is based on total VS
VS total   S
the fraction proportion, αS = 1. A fraction proportion <1, as is argued here,
will result in a higher rate constant determination with no change in the
substrate degraded.
o The intrinsic assumption that, where two fractions exist, the two rate
constants are sequential and each one is based on total VS i.e. the high rate
phase is followed by the curing phase (C. M. Gilmour, Broadbent, & Beck,
1977; Lemus et al., 2004; Veeken et al., 2000).

The implications of the mathematical assumption of only a single rate constant were raised
by Molina, Clapp, & Larson (1980) with respect to nitrogen mineralization in soil.

In

particular, the single rate constant solution can only explain the data of complex substrates
in the short term, although over this time frame it may provide a reasonable explanation.
In the long term however, the single parameter solution becomes less able to explain the
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data; more than one rate constant is implied from such data.

This effect was also shown

to apply to the Lineweaver-Burke plot in Section 5.7.
Thus, the mathematics of complex substrates for which more than one rate constant is
needed for an adequate description of experimental data can be solved by either:
1) assuming the rate constants are sequential; here the single rate constant solution of
first-order kinetics, based on total mass, can be retained, albeit with a different rate
constant in each phase (J. T. Gilmour & Gilmour, 1980). A better fit is achieved
by basing the rate constants on the degradable volatile solids rather than total
volatile solids, such as the equilibrium mass of Keener (Keener et al., 1997; Keener
et al., 1993) or biodegradable volatile solids (Haug, 1993; Kulcu & Yaldiz, 2004).
or,
2) assuming the rate constants are acting simultaneously (as assumed by Molina et al.
(1980); and the parallel first-order model of (Andrén & Paustian, 1987)), and that
substrate is proportioned between them. This formulation allows for the
possibility that the observed composting rate could be from a high rate constant
with only a low substrate proportion, and a low rate constant with a high
proportion.
Indeed, Saviozzi et al. (1993) compared several kinetic models, including Molina‟s two
simultaneous fractions – called parallel first-order in Andrén & Paustian (1987), and found
the best descriptor was a first-order E model, in which a constant (C) represents the easily
decomposable substrate.

This formulation gives a reasonable approximation of the fast

fraction for longer time frames, as the easily decomposable substrate can be assumed to be
fully degraded before the analysis begins and hence its marginal contribution will be zero,
although the cumulative respiration attributable to the substrate (C) is counted. However,
such a formulation is invalid over short time frames as at this point the fraction is
degrading rapidly and it is not constant, it is first-order. Therefore, Molina et al.‟s model
has the added advantage that the fast fraction can be modelled better over all time spans.
It reverts to a constant over longer time frames yet models the time course well during the
short term.

Andrén & Paustian (1987) confirmed the advantage of this model type (called

parallel first-order in their paper).

In addition, the principles of Molina et al.‟s

formulation (αf for the fast fraction and 1-αf for the second fraction), is easily extendable to
more fractions where αf + αs + αh = 1, which is the formulation used in this research.

It is

also readily apparent with this formulation that a rate constant can not be based on total
mass, as used by many determinations; it must be based on the proportion of the mass
attributable to the fraction.

If the amount of any fraction could be measured at the start,

such as the determinations of Ipek et al. (2005) where the rate constant for vitamin
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degradation was based on the amount of vitamin added at the beginning, and van Veen
(1985) where the quantity of 14C added was known, then accurate determinations of the
rate constant would be possible.
However, because in a complex substrate the proportion of each fraction can not be
determined by gravimetric means, the proportion of a fraction must be determined from the
experimental data.
A method is proposed in Chapter 5 for determining the proportion of a substrate which can
be attributed to a particular fraction.

It assumes that all fractions coexist in a substrate

and accommodates the microbial growth phase of the slow fraction which occurs within
the decline phase of the fast fraction. Statistical techniques are required in order to
reliably separate the fraction composting time course signals from the data.

With this

formulation, the high rate constants of van Veek (1985) can have their mathematical
„space‟ even though their contribution may be negligible due to a small fraction proportion.
Consequent on this research is the proposal that fast rate constants in the order of
magnitude of 1 d-1 exist in all composting but that for many substrates the quantity of this
fraction is so low that it is difficult to detect, even using the MEA method in Chapter 5.
The following are suggested as possible situations generating the fast fraction:




Faeces, which are composed of digested but not absorbed food, and dead biomass
(Lentner, 1981).
Cell contents released from damaged cells from preparation of the substrate – this
is likely to be related to the cut surface area.
Dead biomass from fumigation (Anderson & Domisch, 1978), drying of samples
(West, G.P. Sparling, & Speir., 1989), or mechanical abrasion.

It is proposed that, beyond the fast fraction the composting rate is constrained by the ability
of the biomass to access the carbon energy sources (by exo-enzyme degradation of the
macro-molecules). The ease of this access is dependent on the nature of the compound
being accessed, with lignin the most refractory (Hadas & Portnoy, 1994; Van Veen et al.,
1985).

7.7 Other Implications for Composting Understanding
Any particle larger than about 0.25 mm diameter (Richard et al., 2006) is likely to have a
significant anaerobic core. As macro-scale aeration limits would certainly arise with this
particle size if it were the sole component of the composting pile, then composting
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particles will, in general, be larger than this size and have substantial anaerobic cores.
Therefore, micro-environment formation can not be ignored in composting.
With new micro-environments forming at each interval, up until oxygen reaches the core
of the particle, it follows that further insights into the phases of the composting time course
noted in Figure 3-2 arise from considering the following:




Growth phase where there is a balance between biomass growth rate and the
changing proportion of the particle which is aerobic.
Post growth phase but less than fully aerobic particle, where the observed
composting rate is net of reduced composting rate in the old micro-environments
and increased composting rate from a new micro-environment‟s contribution.
Fully aerobic particle, where the observed composting rate results from all microenvironments reducing their composting rate, albeit all in different states of
degradation.

Micro-environments link the laws of diffusion, microbial dynamics and particle geometry
effects within the composting dynamic. Therefore many aspects of compost
understanding would be enhanced by considering the micro-environment perspective.
Some effects express primarily through the physical side of micro-environment analysis,
such as:




Moisture content effect on the composting time course. For moisture contents
below optimum, the particle will swell with increasing moisture content. A linear
relationship between moisture content and particle diameter was used to determine
wet particle size from the sieved oven dry sample size in the temperature trials in
this work. At higher moisture contents, the secondary particle formation of
Hamelers & Richard (2001), in which the size of pores filled with water were
determined from the matric potential which rises with increasing moisture content,
meshes perfectly with micro-environment analysis.
Composting response to mixing. The matric potential and the size of pore filled
with water could be used to determine the „size‟ of the contact point between
adjoining particles. There is no reason why micro-environment analysis could not
be used to determine the anaerobic area of this contact point. Summing the size of
all these anaerobic contact points would indicate the proportion of the surface of
the perfect sphere, the analytical boundary in this thesis, not available to oxygen.
Over time, the anaerobic parts of these contact points would develop a different
substrate concentration to their aerobic neighbours. When mixed, these points can
be assumed to be exposed to oxygen and the effect on the composting process from
this determinable physical effect predicted.
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Other effects express through the microbial side, such as:




Micro-analysis of pH. The stoichiometry of the electron acceptor prevalent at the
site (Harremoës, 1978)) and toxicity effects within composting can determine pH
changes at the micro-scale. These are most likely to dominate in the anaerobic
core and consequently will occur outside the micro-environment framework.
However the „recovery‟ of a micro-environment from low pH may reveal insights
into the nature of the pH changes in composting (Beck-Friis et al., 2003). An
approach using stoichiometry, and hydrogen ion activity, was applied to the
volatilization of ammonia from a composting pile by Liang et al. (2004).
However, the same analysis framework could be done at the micro-environment
scale.
Odorous chemical generation in the anaerobic core and the consumption of these
breakdown products in the aerobic shell could be determined. The odour
production of the pile is net of these two processes and as each space is determined
by its electron acceptor, they each have their own state-space parameters
determinable with micro-environment analysis. The changing balance between
production and consumption of these odorous chemicals over the composting time
course could be determined from these parameters. This effect was proposed by
Tseng et al. (1995), and would imply that there is a critical particle size where
anaerobic breakdown products are „scrubbed‟ in the aerobic zone.

While some effects express through a combination of all factors:




Optimisation of aeration need. The ability to detect the optimum aeration
pumping frequency based on „seeing‟ the composting response consequent to an
aeration event (Figure 5-3), could be subjected to a full thermodynamic analysis.
This demonstrates the strength of the technique developed by the author. Any
non-thermodynamic impact on the microbial response would express as a
thermodynamic imbalance. From this type of analysis, other aspects of aeration
events e.g. pressure differential across the compost, non-steady state changes in the
oxygen penetration depth and its effect on the aerobic biomass development, may
be found to be important.
Determination of the diffusion coefficient appears to be possible from the
composting time course. Although from the theory presented in this thesis,
different diffusion coefficients could arise from the development of micro-porosity
within the particle. Previous experiments using an early version of the reactor
indicated that horse faeces had a higher fast fraction rate constant than pig faeces,
and this may be due to greater micro-porosity from the higher roughage content in
the horse faeces influencing the diffusion coefficient via micro-porosity.

With the increased understanding of composting that arises from application of the laws of
diffusion via its analytical framework micro-environment analysis, the possibility that
composting could be optimised from a microbial perspective is raised.
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7.8 More Research Needed
Section 7.7 discusses areas likely to yield useful insights from application of microenvironment analysis.



However, many of these insights will only arise when there are:

statistical techniques to reliably extract rate constants and fraction proportions
from experimental data;
no flaws in the experimental reactor.

In addition, all the physical effects that can be attributable to the application of diffusion
laws to the major electron acceptor could be determined by use of a diffusible-substrate
solution of diffusion laws in micro-environment analysis.
With a diffusible-substrate solution used in micro-environment analysis, the effect of
diffusion laws on the distribution of oxygen would be adjusted for when determining the
rate constants and substrate proportions.

With adjustment for the physics of oxygen

distribution, the observed variability from any experiment can be attributed to microbial
complexity, and effects on/of its immediate environment; including alternative electron
acceptors.
By way of example, the parts of the particle size trial data not explained by non-diffusible
substrate solutions (as used here) may be explained by using a diffusible substrate solution.
Any parts of the experimental time course not explained by the diffusible substrate solution
would need further explanation, such as: other electron acceptors, pH, and/or microbial
complexity effects.
Similarly, much of the inconclusiveness noted in the temperature trial data may be
explainable by use of a diffusible substrate solution, although the structural limitations in
the reactors (discussed in Chapter 5), may also be important.

If the data remain

inconclusive after application of a diffusible substrate solution, repeating the trial with a
single and presumably larger particle size for better experimental control, may improve the
detection of the actual temperature effect on the rate constants and fraction proportions.
These research needs can build on the theoretical framework presented in this thesis.
Micro-environment analysis, being rooted in the laws of physics, provides a solid base on
which other levels of complexity and analysis can rest.
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Chapter 8

8 CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this research was to develop a method for extending instrumental resolution to
sub-particle scales by using the laws of diffusion to predict substrate degradation due to
aerobic composting at these scales.
This was successful in explaining large proportions of the composting time course. This
success occurred despite the analysis being based on diffusion law solutions with nondiffusible substrates, and simple first-order microbial kinetics.
Micro-environment analysis has considerable potential as a composting research tool as it
inherently adjusts for those parameters related to the physics of oxygen distribution in a
composting particle.

In particular, the adjustment occurs at the most fundamental level of

its expression. For example, the range of fundamental impacts that temperature has on
the observed composting time course (via k, D, C02), allows calculation of those aspects
arising from interactions between these fundamental impacts (via volume proportion Φm);
a full synecological approach.

Because of this, the analysis framework is a robust

analytical tool which contains a volume of compost at a known place in a composting
particle whose energy density is known to high precision.
By enabling determination of parameters adjusted for the laws of physics, the analysis
framework intensifies the experimental signal from any composting trial.
There is now a need to develop statistical tools to extract parameters, especially rate
constants, from experimental data. Using statistical tools that utilise our considerable
computing power, means these parameters can be accurately determined independently of
the impacts of the laws of physics. The variation that remains in the experimental data
can then be attributed to either microbial effects or secondary physical effects (such as
substrate diffusion), or interactions between them e.g. pH effects.
Micro-environment analysis is a robust tool for analysis.

Its robustness is such that the

assumptions of micro-environment analysis, that is the occurrence and determination of
spatial variability in substrate concentration at the sub-particle scale in a composting
particle, are unaffected by introducing a diffusible substrate solution of diffusion laws.
The computational complexity increases considerably, but the basic assumptions remain.
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Similarly, other computational complexity, such as different microbial kinetic systems,
toxicity effects consequent on microbial activity, Monod kinetics (substrate or oxygen
based), mesh seamlessly with the current form of micro-environment analysis – they have
an analysis space in which their (and their neighbours) parameters are known to high
precision.
With better statistical tools and more experimentation using micro-environment analysis,
the concerns of Schloss & Walker, (2001) re the statistical power of current composting
experiments may be overcome.
It is suggested here that the fast fraction with a rate constant in the order of 1 d-1 is present
in all composting materials and consists of cell contents, dead bacteria, and microbial
breakdown products.

However, this fraction may be present in such low proportions that

its effect on the composting time course is not easily detectable, and consequently its effect
is merged into current determinations of „fast‟ rate constants.

It is further suggested (in

agreement with Hamelers (2001)) that the hydrolysis rate constant largely determines the
slow and humification fractions.

The possibility that substrate types exist for which the

rate constants fall within a range, such as suggested in this work for a faeces based
substrate, raises the possibility that fundamental differences between substrates exist only
at the particle size and energy density aspects of these substrates.

If this were the case,

then considerable predictive power arises for a broad range of substrates.
The experimental evidence also points to the possibility that the oxygen diffusion
coefficient can be determined from the composting time course. This could enable
attribution of observed effects to their correct source e.g. an observed effect may be due to
micro-porosity (influencing the diffusion coefficient) in a particle rather than substrate
density.
The amount of the composting time course that can be explained by the physics of oxygen
distribution, even with a simple microbial kinetics, strongly suggests that for composting,
physics is a more important descriptor of the time course than biology.
What is less apparent, yet consequent from this work, is the possibility that with an
analysis based on the laws of physics at a scale close to that needed for each microbe,
composting systems could be optimised from the microbial perspective.

Such an

optimised composting system is likely to differ from current systems.
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